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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The module) were developed by CORD for use in two-year postsecondary technical institutions

to prepare technicians for . employment and are useful in industry for:updating employees in company-

sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques, and skills taught in the modules, based

on tasks that energy, technicians perform, were obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of

employers of energy technician's. Each module was written by a technician expert and approved by

representatives from industry.

A module contains the following elements:

1

4
Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a.student should be familiar with before studying the

module:

Objectives,.which'clearq identify what the student is expected to know for satisfactory module

completion. The objectives, stated in terms of action-oriented benaviors, include such action

words as operate; measure, calculate, identify, and define, rather than. words with many interpre-

tations such as know, understand, Learn, and appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the background theory and techniques supportie to.the objectives

of the module. Subject matter is written with the technical' student in mind.

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this new knowledge.

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the laboratory procedure.

Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion, of the module

(including step -by -'step Instruction) designed to reinforce student learning.
o

Oata Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic) courses to help

the student learn how to collect and organize data.

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary reading/viewing for the student.

3
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"INTRODUCTION

An electromechanical energy conversion device is a link between an elec-

trical system and a mechanical system. By appropriately coupling thetwo

systeMs, the device transfers_energy,trom one system to the-other. An elec-

tric generator converts mechanics-} input energy to electrical output energy;

an electric motr converts electrical input energy to mechanical output energy.

The coupling of the electrical and mechanical systems is achieved through mag-

netic fields. Current flow'through an electrical conductor ina magnetic

field producesthe mechanical force that turns 'a motor. In 6 generator, an

electrical potential is produced across a conductor by applying.a mechanical

force-to move it through a magnetic field.

This module introduces the conversion of energy by Aectromechanical'

devices and includesfa discussion on the magnetic forces and fieks that are

the bases of operation of such devices. Topics discussed include origin and

characteristics of magnetic forces and fields electromagnets, and basic prin-

" ciples of motors and generators. In the laboratory, the :student will examine

the characteristiof the magnetic fields of permanent magnets and electro-

magnets.,

PREREQUISITES

The.studentshould have completed a course in d.c. and a:c. circuit

analyses.

OBJECTaVES

ulliR completion of this module, the student `should be able to:

1. State two rules ofmagnetic attraction and repulsion.

2. Explain the concepts of magnetic lines of force and of magnetic fields. .

3. Draw diagrams showing the-magnetic field lines of the

a.. Field of a bar magnet___

b. Field between the-north pole of one magnet and the south pole of

another. -'

°
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c. Field between the north Roles of two magnets

Field aground a long, straigbt, current-carrying conductor

e. Field of a current - carrying conductor loop

f. Field'of a solenoid

4. Explain the conceptrof magnetic domains in magnetic materials and how'

this concept accounts for each of the following:

a., Permanent magnets

b. Magnetic induction

List the four factors affecting the magnetic 'strength' -of an electromagnet

and explain how variations in each affect the magnetic field.

6. Explain hysteresis.

7. Draw and label ediagram,showing he resulting magnetic field lines and

force when an electron travels in a direction into the-page through a °

vertical magnetic field.

Use the right-hand rule to determine the following:

a. The direction of the force on the electrons in a conductor forced

tomove through a magnetic field

b. The direction of the force ona current-carrying conductor in a

magnetic field

9. Given a diagram of a loop of wire rotating in a magnetic field, determine

the direction-of loop rotation.

f3
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1 SUBJEQT MATTER

MAGNETIC FORCES' ANV FIELDS \

The/operation of. all electromechanical devices is based on the forces of

attraction and repulsion that exist between two magnetic fields. These forces

can be demonstrated by sus-

pending two magnets from

strings, as shown in Figure

1. If the magnets are posi-

tioned so the north poles of

each are near one another

(Figure la), the magnets

will repel. The same is

true if the two south poles
'

& LIKE POLES REPEL. b UNLIKE POLES ATTRACT.

Figure 1. Demonstrations of the First

Two LaWs of Magnetism.

are brought together. If the north pole of one magnet is placed near the

south pole of the other (Figure lb), the magnets will attract. Therefore,

,the basic rules. of direction of magnetic'fOrce are as follows:

- Like poled repel.

Unlike poles attract.

The, magnitude of the magnetic force is given mathematically by the fol-

lowing equation:

F JAMd1
2
M2

where: F = Magnetic force.
.

. M1 = Strength of first magnet. '

*12 .A'Strength of second magnet. .

d = Distance, between magnets.

II= Permeability of material between magnets.

. Equation 1

' The magnetic force can be increased by increasing the strength of either

magnet or__ bringing the magnets closer together. The magnetic-permeability
. ,

of a material is the property that permits easy conduction of magnetft lines

of force through the material. Iron, for example, All conduct magnetic force

lines much better than air.

. The concept of.a mdgnWc line of force is ilTustrated in Figure 2. The

cil4cktion of the magnetic force at any point is defined as"the direction of

9
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MAGNETIC FORCE the fbree 'on a' tiny north pole placed

at.that point." (This i's indicated by

' the solid, arrow in Figure 2.) Although_

it is not possible to have a north pole
_

withouta south pole, he siouth pole' is

ignored -for the purpose of defining the
Figure 2. Magnetic Lines of f Force.

. direction of the'magnetic field. A

magnetic line of force is a lin that would 'be followed by the tiny north pole ,

.
if it were free to Move. Magnetic lines of force are shown as dotted lines

in Figure 2. The direction of the line of force at any point in space is the

same as the direction of the magnetic force on a north pole placed at that

_point. Thus, magnetic lines of force are always directed away from north

poles'and toward south pales.

'Figure 3 shows some of the magnetic lines of force of a bar magnet. The

pattern. formed, by these Unes is called "the magnetic field of the magnet";

it indicates both the direction. and the

strength of the magnetic force on a small

north pole located:in the vicinity of they.

magnet., The strength of the field at any

point is indicated by the density of field

lines near that point.

,The magnetic lines do not actually

\' begin at the north pole and end at the

south pole. They 'are .really closed loOps

Figure 3. Magnetic Field of
a Bar Magnet.''

that extend through the magnet, as indicated by the dotted,pnes in Figure 3.

Figure 4a Shows the magnetic field that results when the north pole of °,

one magnet- is placed near the south pole-. of another. Ttgbre 4b is the field

of two north poles placed close together. The field produced by tiqo south

poles would. have the

64

a.- NORTH POLE PLACED
NEAR SOUTH POLE

1
b. NORTH POLE PLACED

NEAR NORTH POLE

Figure 4. Magnetic Fields of Two Magnets.

Page 4/EM -0i .
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The names of, the magnetic poles were derived from the early use of*mag-

netized needles as compasses. In these compasses, the end of the needle that

pointed north warnAturally called the'"noi-tfa pole," or the "north-seeking

pole." ..The end that. pointed south was the "south pole." However, since like

poles repel and unlike poles attract, the "north" pole of the compass must

point toward a "south" magnetic pole. .Figure 5 illustrates the earth's mag-

netic field and stlOwi that the magnetic pole located in the position called

"north" is actually a "south"magnetic'pole.

to I
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mAdt4enc 'Nonni HAS
SOUTH MAGNETIC POLARITY
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\ \ / / /\ . / / /k , ,\ ......._....eo., ,, . /
. a \\--....''' / / '......_.... , , *4,0,, /4

MAGNET 7c SOUTH HAS / \ . /
NORTH MAGNETIC POLARITY-1 S --.L, 7-

Figure 5. The Earth's Mpgnetic Field.

.41

THE ORIGIN OF MAGNETISM

A'ma netic-fie ldis produced by a"moving elec,tricaicharge.. A-moving

charge- 4s 'the 60'y-thing that:=can produce a magiletic field and theWy thing

hat can be\ffeCted by one.
.

Figure 6 shows an electron moving to'the right in a straight line and

the magnetic field it produces. The direction-of,the field is in avcircle

aro nd the electron. The direction can be determined b31,- grasping the electron

in t e left hand with the th4mb extended in the direction of motion.. The fin-

gers f the left hand.wili then curl in.the.direction of the magnetic field.

4
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DIRECTION OF
FIEL

F

VELOCITY

Of
ELECTRON

This field is a closed loop and has no poles.

The strength of the fitld produced depends upon

the magnitude of the moving charge and he.speed

at which it travels. Stationary charges do' not

produce magnetic fields.

Magnetic fields produce polesonly when the

Figure4. Magnetic Field charge producing the field moves along a closed

of a Moving Electron., loop. Figure,7 shows the magnetic field produced

by an electron as it orbits around the nucleus

of an atom. The field along the axis of the

orbit is the strongest and -lwayslipoints in

the same direction:

Electrons can also.spin about their own

axis, producing a magnetic field, as shown in

) Figure 8. This magnetic field also exhibits

Figure 7. Magnetic Field of a north pole and a south pole. Spinning pro-

. Orbiting Electron.
s tons in the atomic nucleus have similar,mal

N, netic fields.

An atom consists of spinQing electrons that orbit

around a nucleus containing spinning protons. Thus,

everytom Contains several magnetic fields. The total

of all these fields is the magnetic field of the atom.

The magnetic fields of most atoms are small, but, in

Figure 8. Magnetic
ferromagnetic materials, the individual magnetic fields

Field of Spinning within each atom align to. produce a strong magnetic

Electron.
field. Each atom is a tiny magnet.

The magnetic field of each atom tends

to align itself with its neighbors to form

magnetic domains., as shown in Figure 9.

Each domain consists of large numbers of

atoms with Vheir. moRnetic fields pointing

in the same direction. Magnetic materials

contain many small domains. About ten

million magnetic domains are contained in

'D

Figure 9. Magnetic Domains in a
Ferromagnetic Material.

.
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a cubic centimeter'of iron. Each domain can be thought of as a small magnet _

within the material.

Figure 10a shoids the orientation of the domain magnets in an ,unmagnetized

Material. The magnetic fields o the randomly oriented magnetic domains can-
.

cel; thereforehe material net magnetic fieid. ,Ih Figure 10b,

the domain magnets have been aligne to form the net magnetic field of a Rer-
,

manent magnet.

DISORDER: NO AUGNMENT

S NI N

S

S
N

a. UNMAGNETIZED SUBSTANCE
MO MAGNETIC' FIELD)

NATURAL ALIGNMENT

01E1 S N

S

CI S NJ

is NI

N

b. tERMANENT MAGNET
( TRONG MAGNETIC FIELD)

Figure 10. Magnetic Domains in Materials.,

The domain theory of magnetism also Tlains how a magnet can attr

a piece of ferromagnetic material that is not magnetized. Figure lla show

the alignment of the domain magnets with an externally-produced magnetic

.field. This occurs any time the material is subjected to a strong magnetic

field. The Magnet in Figure llb attracts he nail because its field has in-
,

duced a magnetic field in the nail. This Process is called "magnetic induc-
.

tion."

ARTIFICIALLY U
PROLuCED AUGNMIEW" P

474--- --0- 0

-

s

X LU
W tL

DIE CIE

far le far
OE 131E OE

a. MAGNETIC SUBSTANCE
(STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD)

--.

/ / )

..
/ 8 //./ FIELD

I I

lr NAL
/1/1:k. A NAIL IS ATTRACTED/ TO A MAGNET

/ . BECAUSE A FIELD
OF THE SAME POLARITY

I/ of INDUCED IN. THE NAIL.

Figure 11. Magnetic Induction.
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When the bar magnet is roAoved, many of the magnetic domains in the iron-

1 will return to a random orientation, and the magnetic field of the nail

will decrease greatly. The alignment of a few of the domains will be per-

manenY changed to the direction of the ippliedfield.: This is called

"residual magnetism" and will result in a small magnetic field in the nail

even.after the bar. magnet is removed.

However, this residual field can be removed in theollowing ways: If

the magrietized nail is)heated, the increased molecular motion will return all .

the domain tea random orientation;- or if thell'ail is subjected to a strong

mechanical shock, Such as being dropped on a hard Surface, the mechanical

energy will produce a random orientation of the magnetic domains. 'Thus, per- .

manent magnets should be protected from both high temperature and mechanical

shocks.

.

the opposite direction of the field originally induced in the material. Fig-

ure 12 shows how the magnetic field in a material varies as the applied mag-
i.

netic field is changed. Vertical distance represents the strength and dtrec-

;.- tion of the externally-applied field; hori-
,

zontal distance represents the strength and
4

direction of the field inside the material:

At point A, the magnetic field in the

material and the applied field are both

zero. At paint B, an external field has

been applied, and the internal field has

increased to the maximum possible value for

the value of the applied field. This is

called, the "saturation point." At poirit,C,

The residual field can also be removed byapplying a magnetic field in

L RESIDUAL
1

G
S

STATURATION

.~- MAGNETISM,,i

RE'S ouAt.---I
mAGNETtsm

wawumoN FIELD INSIDE

MATERIAL

Figure 12. Hysteresis 'Loop
of a Magnetic Material.

the applied field has been returned to zero, but, because ofisesidual magne-

tism, the internal field has a nonzero value in the direction of the or'igirial

applied field. At point D, an external field has been applied in the opposite

direction to return the int", field to zero. At point E,a greater applied

field has reversed the direction f the internal field. .Another reversal of

the external 'field will return the internal field to point B along the path

containing points F and G.

Page 8/E4-01'
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This closed 100 is called the "thy;steresis loop" of the material. The

,area enclosed by the loovrepresents the energy necessary to change the direc7

. dons of the magnetic domains in the material. This energy appears in the

material as heat. Hysteresis losses are an tmporta t onsideration in alter-

nating magnetic systems. The materials in such systNs are chosen to reduce

-hysteresis losses.

MAGNETIC FIELDS OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS

Magnetic fields are. always the result of moving electOcal charges.

.Figure 6 showed the field produced by a single charged particle in motion.

Figure 13 illustrates the similar fields produced.by a current flowing in a.

wire. The magnetic field of a current-carrying .conductor is the sum of the

indiyidual fields of'all the charges moving through. the conductor. The direc-

tion of the field can be determined by grasping the conductor with the left

hand with the thumb extended in the direction of electron flow. The fingers +

will then curve in the direction of the circular field.

T WIRE

CURRENT LP
CLOCKWISE FIELD

PLACE A SMALL
COMPASS ON
THE CARDBOARD

WIRE

CURRENT DOWNWARD
COUNTERCLOCKWISE FIELD

Figure 13. Magnetic Fields Produced by CurreRt
'Flowing in a Wire.

.
Figure 14-shows._atibther view of the magnetic field of current-carrying

conductort. The dol represents the tip of an arrow emerging from'the''page'

to indicate current out of the page.

The cross represents the feathered

end of an arrow entering the page to

indicate a current entering the page:

The magnetic field produced by

along, straight conductor is a cir-

cular field around that conductor and

MAGNETIC FIELDS

C/REONTUT

FLOWS CURRENT FLOWS
IN

Figure 14. Magnetic Field of
Current-Carrying Conductors.

EM-01/Page T
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has maximum strength near the conductor. Like the field of a single moving

charge, it has no identifi .able poles.

Figure 15 shows what happens if two straight conductors are brought

close to one another. If the directton_of the_ currents-ts-the-same-ifigure

-1-5-a-Y, the magnetic fields merge to font a single field surrounding both con-

"4."--,
a. CURRENTS IN SANE

DIRECTION (FIELD ATTRACT)

(I) (L)
b. CURRENTS IN OPPOSITE
DIRECTIONS IFiELD REPEL.)

Figure 15. Attractive or Repulsive Forces
Between Magnetic Fields.

Figure 16: Magnetic
Field of a Current-

Carrying Loop.

1.

1 '4
\

_ _ -------

ductors, and the moving

charges in the conductors

are'attracted toward one

ladothec. I.f the currents

flow opposite directions

(Figure 15b), the two fields

oppose one another between

the wires, and the moving

diarges 'in the conductors

repel one another. These magnetic forces of at-

traction and repulsion between current-carrying

conductors are the bases of all electromechanical

energy converters.

Figure 7 illust ated how an electron moving,

in a circulal orbit produces the magnetic poles, of

an atom. Figure 16 illustrates the same principle

applied to a loop of wire. Magnetic poles are

created only when electrical charges move

around closed loo0s.

:Several loops of Wire can be wound

ologe together to form a coil. Figurel7

shows current flow and magnetic fields in

a coil. The individual magnetic fields

of all the loops of wire add to produce

a much stronger field.

When the coil is wound 'around a

cylinder of magnetic material, Gallekia

"core," an eteetnlifagnet is formed. Figure 18 shows such an electromagnet.

The magnetic field of the coil induces a field in the core. The two fields

added together produce a total field that has far greater strength than that

Figure 17. Current Flow and
Magnetic Fields in a Coil.

Page 10/EM-01
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of the coil alone. The strength of an

elec omagnet is dependent upon the
_

fol owing factors:

' Number, of turns of wire in the

toil

Current flowing through the coil

Kind of core material

Ratio of coil length to its diameter

Figure 18. An Electromagnet.

The field intensity of a coil will remain uniform throughout-the cross

section of the coil if the length of the coil is 10 times or more greater than

the coil diameter.

A solenoidis formed if the coil of an electromagnet is wound.on a hollow

form and the cart is free to slide within'the form. Figure 19 illustrates V.

operation of.such a solenoid. The core is initiall)pLat-rest with only one end

- - ,------------ _ - - -------- '

ES N:
CORE

;If/ /AZ c.r)
S

\ \ I

MAGNETIC FIELD .-----

SPRING

a.

Es
- 4/

s

Figure 19. Operation of a Solenoid.

'40\s

4. SPRING

--..../MACINETle FIELD

inside the cot]. When a current.is established in the coil, a magnetic field

appears Within th? core. The end of the core inside the coil is in a much'

more intense magnetic field than the end outside'the coil; therefore, the mag-
.

netic forces on it are the-greatest. Thus, the magnetic field starts to suck
4k-

the core into the coil (Figure 19a). The core will be forced to.the center

of, the coil so that the length of the magnetic lined the poles of the

.coil is at a minimum (Figure 19b). When the current is turned off, a spring

returns the core to its original position.

The' solenoid is a coMmon method of converting electrical energy tp elec-

tromagnetism and then to, mechanical movement. A rod attached to the core can

be linked to levers, gears, or switches to perform a variety of operations.

EM-01/Page 11
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Such a device is used in automobiles to move the pinion gear on the starter

to mesh' with the flywheel gear. Electrical relays consist of a solenoid that

operates a switch or a series of switches.

FORCES ON CHARGED PARTICLES MOVING THROUGH MAGrTIC FIELDS

Figure 20a shows the magnetic field of, an electron moving into the page.

The direction of this field can 65 verified by grasping the electron in the

left hand with the thumb of that,hand extended in'the 'direction of electron

motion (into page). The fingers will curl i'n the counterclockwise direction

of the magnetic field.

FORCE
ON
ELECTRON

aMAGNETIC FIELD OF ELECTRON b.MAGNETIC FIELD OF 'ELECTRON
MOVING INTO PAGE MOVING INTO PAGE IN A

VERTICAL MAGNETIC FIELD

FigUre 20. Magnebe'Force on an Electron
Moving Through dMagnetic Field.

Figure 20p shows the'same electron moving into the page through a verti-

cal magnetic field With an upward direction.',

On the right side of the electron, the external field' and the field of

the electron add to produce a stronger field. On the left side, the two

fields are in different directions and add to produce a weakened field. The

electron field is strongest near the electron to give a net downward field.

At great distances, the external field is stronger to give 'a net upward field.

At some point-between, the two fields add to zero.

The electron experiences a magnefIc'force in the direction of the,weak-,

ened point in the magnetic field and-away frogi the strongeseToint of the
I

field. The direction of this force, is always perpendicular to both the ,direc-

tion of motion of the electron and the applied magnetic field. As in 01

cases, the magnetic;force& arise because the magnetic field lines always "con-

, tract" to produce the'shortest possible closed path.

. "
\

Page 12/EM-01
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The direction of the force on an electron moving through a magnetic .

field is given by the right -hand rule illustrated in Figure 21. The thumb,

forefinger, and middle finger of the right hand are held at right angles to

(FIELD)

MIDDLE FIN GER
(MOVEMENT)

RIGHT
HAND

THUMB
(THRUST-FORCE
ON ELECTRON(

Figure 21.- Tile Right-Hand Rule.

one another. The.oforefinger points in the direction of the Field. The Middle

finger points in the direction of Movement of the electron. The Thumb points

in the direction.of the Thrust (the magnetic force on the electron). The

4rces described by the right-hand rule are responsible for directing the

`electron beam in A telecOsion picture tube to the Rroper point on the'sdreen

and are the bases of all electric motors and generators.

GENERATOR ACTION

Figure 22 shows how the magnetic forces on moving electrons produce

voltage in An electric generator. In Figure 21a, an electrical conductor'

moves upward through a magnetic Meld directed to-the right. An-application ,

of the right-hand rule reveals that the electrons in the conductor experience

magnetiC forces directed along the conductor from end A toward end B. Elec-
.

trons that are free to move within the conductor flow away from A toward B.

The result is an induced voltage across the conductor with A positive and B

negative.

I

4.,

.EM-01/Page 13



DIRECTION OF MOTION
FORCE ON ELECTRON

a. b.

c.,

NO FORCE
ON ELECTRON

Figure 22. Generator Action.

, k,' ,. .

In Figure 22b, the direction of motion of the Condu for has been changed

to a downward motion. This also:reverles the force on t electrohs, produc-

ing a positive electrical potentiil at eand,a negative potential at A.

In Figure 22c, the conductor moves in the direction of the external mag- ..

netic field. In this case, the magnetic field lines of the moving electrons
.-,

spiral around theiexternal field )fines but do not oppose the field.

.

The net ,

result:it as follows: no force on the electrons and no induCed voltle.

In Figure 22d, the conductor moves at an angle to the magnetic field. 1

(
In this case, the component-of the motion along the field lines makes no co :

tribution to the induced voltage.- Only the comport of the motion perpendi'-
.

ular to the external magnetic field,induce a voltage in the conductor. The

voltage across the conductordepends upon thefollowing-factors:

I

it

Strength of the magnetic field
.-. I

LeAgth of the conductqk, 1

. i

Speed at which the,conductor moves through tke field

Angle between the conductor 'motion and the field direction . -11

t
:--

. -Niel-application of magnetic forces to convert mechanical energy to etec,-_ __

tridal energy in a d.c.-generator is illustrated in Figure 23. The generator

in this diagram consists of a single square lodp of wire that rotates in a

fixed magnetic field. Each end of the were loop is connected to one-half of

a split -ring conductor. Brushes resting orb -the split ring.connect the rotat-
4

ing loop to an external electric circuit. The split ring and'Orush arrange- 1

1

ment is called a "commutator."

Page 14/EM-01
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In Figure 23a, the coil ts

just rotating past the vertical

pdsition. ,14jre segment A is

moving to the, left, and wire .

segment B is moving to the right..

At this instant, both conductor

segments are moving in the direC-i

tion of the applied magnetic

field. This produCes no forces

on their electrons', and the

voltage across the loop is zero.

In Figure 23b, the rotation

has continued. Wire segmentB

now has a downward component in .

its velocity,_ Applying the

right-hand rule shows a-force'

on the electrons in that conduc-

tor in the direction indicated.

Wire segment A is moving-tpward,

causing a for,ce on its electrons

in the opposite direction.`-The

voltaget of the two segments add-
.

in series to produce the genera-
.

for output voltage. Wire' segment

C a, lso moves through. the magnetic

field, but the forces induced on . d.c. generator. .

its,eleaTtrs'eve across the Wirewire
4

not along-it. Thus, it makes no 7co21.tiorhe(*itput voltage.
.

In FIbure123c, the coil has continued its rdtationto be in a plane spa-
.

--)

Figure 23. Operation of a

4

taining lines of magnetic force.' At this point, the veloc'ties of moving

segments ,A and B are both perpendicular to the magnetic fiel direction. This

'produces-the maximum output voltage.

In Figure 23d, rotation has continued, an the output voltage has dropped.

When the coil reaches the vertical position Again, as in Figure 23a,,each

,\brusp.will slip to the other segment_of:the split ring, and the process will

be reeated.'
4

M-01/Page 15
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C.

The outiut waveform,of tms sitple d.c. generator is shown in,Figured24-
,I

The points labeled-4,,, b, c,, and'd correspond to the lettered drawing's. in Fig-.

ure 23. The output voltage of the generator can be in-

_creased, by, increasing the strength ofthe.magnetic.field,,,

the rotational rate, or the number of loops of wire used.

9
b d

Figure 25a shows a further improvement in generator
c

design:: This generator uses two coils of wire at right

anglett Each'is connected through the commutator tothe
'Figure 24. Output

output termivels of the generatdr only for-that portion °
of a d.c. Generator. .

`of theiv.rtation that prodYces tte maximum voltage. When

the vo ltage begins to,drop, that coil istiremeved from the circuit and replaced

by the other coil inNhitla the' 'voltage is rising. Most electric motors and

TIME --10-

generators have mult4ie poles.

TIME

b.OUTPUT

Figure 6. Generator with Four-Pole Armatyre.

Figure 26 shows the slip rings and output waveform of an a.c. electric -.

generator, which is also called an."alternator" because it prodftes alternL

ing current. In this case, each end of the rott

at

ing cbj1 remains attached .to

the same output terminal. Since the direcition of current flow i he coil

changes twice for each revolution of the cof14he output- ent and voltage

also change in direction.

'Page 16/01-01.

AC

TIME -!-
b.OUTPUT WAVEFORM

Figure 26. :An a.c. Generator.
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The, magnetic,fields for generators and alternators are usually provided

by d.c. electric current flowipg through coils of wire. In*d.c. generators,

the field coils are stationary, and the armature rotates imside the coils to

produce the output voltage. In alternators, the magnetic field is rotated to

create a current in stationary coils surrounding it. This is done because

the current necessary to produce the magnetic field is small compared to the

output current of the alternator. This smaller current passes through the

brushes to establish the magnetic field while the larger output current of.

the stationary coils is connected directly to the output terminals. This

arrangement reducts losses and increases brush life. All commercially-dis-

tributed electrical power produced in ihe.Unfed States is converted from $..,

'mechanicalTdtational-power by large alternators.

MOTOR ACTION

An electric generator converts mechanical energy to electrical 'energy.

An electric motor does the reverse; it converts electrical energy to mechani-

cal energy. - ,

Figure 27 illu4cates the forces on a current-carrying Conductor' in a

_magnetic field. Applying the right-hand rui)e to the electrons in the wire

4

sr

DIRECTION OF CURRENT
DIRECTION OF

FLOW (MOTION)
FORCE ON
ELECTRONS

4

..UPWARD MAGNETIC FORCE
ON ELECTRONS

O.REVERSING DIRECTION OF
CURRENT REVERSES DIRECTION
OF FORCEr

c.CURRENT FLOWING ALONG CONDUCTOR
IN SAME DIRECTION AS MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 27. ForcesJon a,Current-Carrying
Conductor.'in a Magnetic Field.

'
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in Figure 27a reveals an upward magnetic force on the electrons. Since these

electrons cannot escape from the wire, theymove upward and take the wire

with them.

In Figure 27b, reversing the direction of the current in the conductor
A .

has reversed the direction of the force on thq wire. Figure 27c slOws current

flowing along a conductor in the same direction as the magnetic field. In

this'case, there is no component.of

- electron motion across thkfield lines,

e,

Figuret8. Operation of a
d.c. Electric Motor.

Page 18/EM41

and no forces'are produced.

Figure 28 shows the application

of these principles to the conversion

of electrical energy to mechanical

energy in a d.c. eleCtric motor. This

is exactly the same device That acted

as a d.c. generator in Figure 23.

In Figure 28a, a current flows

through a loop of wire in.'a magnetic

field. The current produCes an upward

force on wire segment A and a dowrvard

force on wire segment B. 'T ese f ces

'act together to produce a torque that

rotates the coil within the field.

The force prodded On wire segment C

is along the axis of rotation of the

motor and makes no contribution to the

motor output.torque.

In Figure 28b, the coil has ro-

tated to lie in a plane parallel to the

direction of the magnetic field. The

forces on A and B remain the same,-but-',

in this case, these forces act,at a

maximum distance from the axis of ro-,

tation to produce maximum motor torcue.

The coil continues to rotatethrough

the poksition shown.in Figure 28c with



decreasing torq e Until it reaches a vertical position where the torque is

zero. At this p inteact of'the brUshes slips to the other segment of the

Alit ring, and he direction of the Current and resultingwforces reverses,
%

s shown in Figur 28d. The momentum of,the rotating coil takes it past the-

ical zero torque position to that shown in Figure 28e. At this point,

the downward force on segment A and the upward force on segment B provide the

torque to. continue the.rotation,

Figure 29 -shors the output torque of this motor as a function of time.

The points on this curve,-,identified,by'letters, correspond td the lettered

portions of Figure 8. ,This curve has the same shape as the electrical Output

of a d.c. generator .as shown in Figure '24. Just as

generators proVIde i more constant voltage by using

multiple polesImultliple-pole motors proviti-eL...4zze

uniform torque. As in generators, ,the magnetic fields.

are usually provide by current-carrying coils rather 0

than permanent. magnets.
0

A wide variety electric motors operating,on

both a.c. and d.c. -c rrents are in common use today.,

Detailed description of major types are contained
Figure 29: Output
Torque of a Simple

in Pater modules. cipc. Motor.

a

TIME
b

TRANSFORMERS

Although elec iCal,transf rmers are not electromechanical devices, they

are Often grouped or study wit ,motor's and generators because they operate

on the same basic rIncipleis. Figure 30 shows the basic construction of a

transformer. It. nsists 'of two coils of wire wound on a core consisting of

PRIANRY COIL

Fi6ure 30. - BaSic Trans-former.,

r

25
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a ma9 etic material. The core provides.a closed magnetic circuit for the 1.

magne is fields within the transformer. :An increasing current through the

), primary produces an,increasiumagnetic field through tae transformer core. .

The.danging fieldproduces magnetic fordes on electrons in the secondary

coil. The voltage produced across each turn in the transformer coils is the
. #. , Y

same. In Figure 30, the secondary has twice as many turns as the primary.

This means the output voltage'will be twice.the input voltage. Since the

energy output of the transformer cannot exceed the energy input, the output

current is. limited to .one-half the input current. Because transformers work`

on changes in the magdetic field, they cannot be used with d.c. volta9es and

currents.,

Transformers and their Construction and applications will be discussed

in detail in a later module.'

EXERCISES

1.. DraW the magnetic fields in the following diagrams:

b.

d

e.

Page 20/EM-01
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2. Determine the direction of forceKon*electrons in

the wire at the. right if the wire moves...

a. out of the page toward the reader.

b.,, toward the south.pole of the magnet.

3. Indicate the direction of electron flow through

the generator coil inthefollowing diagrams. (Use the right-hand

generator rule for electron flow pt16Sented in the text.)

WIRE
SEGMENT

a.

b.

c.

t

4., Determine the direction of the-force on the current-carrying wires in

the following diagrams. The direction of electron- flow is indicated

in each case.

EM-01/Page 21



a.

b.

r
5. Indicate the direction of rotation of the currentcarrying loops in the

following diagrams. The direction of electron flow is indicated with an

arrow in each case.

a.

b.

G.

Page 22/EM-01 28



LABORATORY MATERIALS

Two bar magnets

Iron filings

Sheet df-wh4te-paper, 8 1/2" x 11"

Hard steel rod; 1/4" x 4" -

I- washers

12-V d.c. solenoid with core

0-12 V variable d.c. power supply with voltMeter and ammeter.

0-20 lb spring scale

/Support rods

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Place one bar magnet on thetableand cover with a sheet of paper.

Sprinkle iron filings on the paper and observe the magnetic field of the

bar magnet. Sketch the field in Part 1 of the Data Table.

2. Place two bar magnets in a straight line on the table with their north

poles 1-1/2 inches apart. Place a sheet of paper over the magnets and

sprinkle with iron filings. Sketch the field in the Data Table.

43. Repeat Step 2 with two south poles,

4. Repeat Step 2 with one north pole and one south pole.

5. Place several iron washers on the table and attempt to use the steel rod

as a magnet to pick up the washers. Record the_numizer of washers at-

tracted to the rod in Part 2 of the Data Table.

6. Place the bar magnet at one end of the steel rod, as shown in Figure 31,

and repeat. Record the number of washers attracted.

STEIL ROO

° es,43.,tasa IRON WASHERS

BAR MAGNET

Figure 31. Magnetic Induction.

29
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7. With the washers on the end of the steel rod, remove the magnet. Record

the number of washers that remain attracted to the rod.

8. Magnetize the steel rod by drawing one pole of the bar magnet,along the

rod, as shown in Figure 32. Repeat the action sevpral "times, always

using the same pole of the magnet and starting at the same end of the

rod.

Figure 32. Magnetizing
the Steel Bar.

9. Use the magnetized steel bar as a magnet to attract the iron washers.

Record the number of washers attracted in Part 3 of the Data Table.

10. Remove the washers fromAhe bar and throw the bar against,the floor

several times. Repeat Step 9.

11. Setup tffe .d.c. power supply, solenoid, and spring scale, as shown in

Figure'33. The solenoid must be firmVy attached to the lab bench.

C-clamps may be used.

SOLENOID-

""--- SUPPORT ROD

SPRING SCALE

MOVABLE
PLUNGER

D.C. POWER SUPPLY

Figure 33. Measuring the Force
of a Solen0d.

.12. Setthe d.c. powWsupp1y to 2 V., Measure the solenoid currtnt and the

downward magnetic force. Record in Part 4'of the Data Table.

Page-24/EM-01
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13. -Repeat Step 12 at 2-V intervals until a total voltage of 12 \Lis reached.

Raise the supported end of the spring scar as necessary.,

4

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE.

. Magnetic' Fields:

Sketch the following magnetic fields observed in the laboratory:

N S

2. Magnetic Induction:

How many washers were attracted to APsteel rod alone?

How many washers were attracted to one,end of the steel rod with

the magndt at the other?

How many washers remained,when the maghet Was removed?

Explain magnetic induction and how it was demonstrated by this

exr*riment.
-..

a

EM-01/Page 25
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N

Data Table. Continued.

3. Magnetic Retension:

'How many washers were attracted to.the steel rod after it was

magnetized?

How many washers were attracted-to the steel rod-after it was

,dropped?

Explain the loss of magnetism of the rod.

,4. 4 d.c.

ft

5

Current
(A)

Force on Core
(lb)

What is the relationship of force to current?

Page 26/EM-01
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of electromechanical devices is based on their roles in

the. production and-application of- electrical electricity --Oich is-

an important source of energy. Among these devices are the highly.efficient

electromechanical devices that do the followinT: link electrical. and mechani-

cal energy systems and contribute toe the ease and efficiency with which elec-

tricity can be distributed and to the ease with which,the floW of energy can

be controlled in electrical systems.

This module discusses the,basic control elements of electrical circuits:

switches, relays, fuses, and circuit breakers.' The first two: switches and

relays, are used in the normal control functions of circuits; the second two,

fuses and circuit breakers, provide automatic protection from daNige due to

6
over - Current conditions. -Most'electrical systeds incorporate several of these

control mechanisms. They are grouped for study with electromechanical devices

because of their importance in,the control of such devices anq because they

are both electrical and mechanical in nature. In the laboratory, the student

will construct several control circuits using switches and relays.

PREREQUISITES

The student shoOd have-completed Module EM-01 ,of "Electromechanical

bevices,q

OBJECTIVES
P

Upon completion of his module, the student should be .able to:

1. Identify the schematic symbols for the following switches:

a. 'Single pole, singfe throw

t

b. Single pole, double throw

c. Double poled, single throw

d. Double pole, double fhrbw

e. Normally open, momentary push button

f. Normally closed, momentarypush button

g. Rotary switch
1
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2. Draw a diagram of a DP* switch used to control four-electrical.circuits.

3. State the two most common contaCt.materials in switches.

4. State the difference in a momentary action push button and a maintained

action -push button. 1'1'04

5. Driw and,label a diagram showingthelasic parts of a SPOT relay.

6. Deicibe the hazards cif the.following relay substitutions:

a, A d.c.;relay in an a.c. c.irclit :

b. An a.c.- relay in a d.c. Circuit

7. Draw and label diagrams for the followirig types of.relay contact confi-gu-

rations:

a. BrLk:make

b: Make-break

cr 'Doyblemake-dduble break

8. Draw and label a diagram showing an RC filter used to e xtend the life,of
.

relay contacts in a d.c. circuit. Explain how the fitter works.

- 9. Draw and label' a circuit diagram of a locked-out relay.

10. Describe the operation of the following relays:

Latching ,relay

b. Reed relay

11. State the characteristics of the following types of fuses:

Medium-1ad

b. Slow-blow

c. Quick-acting

12. ,Draw and label drams showing two types of bimetallic circuit breakers

in the open ifd closed positions.

13. Construct a locked-out relay control circuit in the laboratory.

Page 2/EM-02
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SUBJECT MATTER

. SWITCAS

The most common control element employed in electrical circuits is the.

switch. The function of all switches is to complete or interrupt the circuit

as desired, thereby controlling current flowtftrough the circuit. Thousands
%

of different switch configurations are Commercially available. Virtually,

every electric circuit In exis4ence contains at least one switch, and most

electrical systems employ several. A few of the more important classes of

switches are described to the following paragraphs.

The-most common' type of switch is-the toggle switch, which is illustrated,

. in FigUre l.- This switch consists of a pair of contacts mounted on flexible

brass strips. When th'e witch
,

is in the OFF position, the
ON

. spring action d' the upper (,.

brass strip separates the con-

tacts and prevents current

-flow. When the switch is * SWITCH CONTACTS

ROCKER
WITH LATCHING MECHANISM

PIVOT
Q.

turned ON, a rocker made, of

an insulating material forces

the upper brass strip to bend

downward and causes the con-

tacts to touch, thereby completing

the circuit. The rocker contains a latching mechanism that maintains pressure,

on the'switch contacts until the switch is turned off.

'Ile voltage that the switch is capable of switching is determine6sby the

seppration of the contacts within the-switch. The current rating of the -!

switch depends upon the contact material and size and uponthe voltage used

in the circuit. The ideal contact material should have high electricaland

thermal conductivity,.a high- melting temperature, high resistance to mCchani-

_. cal wear, and no tendency to form an oxide or tarnish film that would act as-

BRASS STRIPS

Figure,l. Basic 'Structure of

Toggle Switch.

an electrical barrier. The material most often chosen for switch contacts is

pin silver. Since silver forms a tarnish layer, the,contacts art often de-

signed to slide across one another slightly in a "wiping- action" that cleans

the contacts each time the switch is operated. Gold is also a popular mate-

rial for switch contacts because of its excellent electrical properties and

J
37
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because it does not tarnish. Because of the cost, gold contacts consist of
,

thin layers of.gold over another metal such as silver or brass. Other mate-

rials used for switch (and relay) contacts include palladium, tungsten, and

alloys of silver and cadmium.

\. Switch ra-tingsare usual given in terms of both voltage and current:

The following are typical r s taken from manufacturers' specifications

for three different switches:

5 A @ 28 V 4.c.; 2 A @ 28 V a.ci, 400 Hz; 3'A @60'Hz? 115 V a.c.

a.c. switch; 6 A @ 125 V a.c.; 3A @250 V a.c.''

;5 A @ 125 V a.c.; 10 A @ 250 V

This basic type of switch is available in several switch combinations

packaged in one case with a common control. Figure 2 shows four such com-

binations. The SPST switch is used as the on-off switch in most household'

appliances and circuits. It interrupts the circuit at only one point. Such ,

a switch is usually if41talled in the ungrounded side of a d.c. circuit and

the "hot" side of a.c. circuits to maintain most-of the circuit at zero po- -

,.-

tential when the switch is in the OFF position. The DPST switch is used when

both sides of the poWersource are to be disconnected from the circuit. 4, .

"......""

.

b. SPOT '
t &ROLE POLL SINGLE THROW) i SINGLE POLE. , DOUR LE s THROW)

,-.

i .

.

MIELE

_.t.._,

OPOT '

POLE. Douala THROW)

. 0 .
,

,

C. °PST
=UWE POLL SINGLE THROW)

Figure 2. Switoh ContactlConfi rations.

Double throw switches are used to connect powert&bne circuit while in

one position and to another, circuit while in another po ition. Figure 3 shows

1

1

a DPDT switerused to control four circuits. In tome ca es, these swit4hes

Page 4/EM-02
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3 ,
MOTOR I

MODICATOR
WM' I

MOTOR 2

INDICATOR
LAMP 2

Figure 3. Control Circuit Using DPDT%Switch.. -

have center OFF po#Sitions in'whiEh all circuits are broken, but others do not.

Combinations with more,switches are also available. .A 4PDT switch, for exam-

ple, has four poles, each of which can be connected to two separatb circuits.

The schematic symbols shown in Figure ? are used for several types of

switches. Four of these-are shown inFigure 4. Each o
IP
f these are maintained

action switches, which means that.they remain in the position in which they

are placed. The maintained action push-tlutton switch contains a mechanism

similar to that in a ball-point pen. One push turns it on;sanother turns it

off.

a. TOGGLE SWITCH

'a. SLIDE SWITCH

b. ROCKER SWITCH

a

d. MAINTAINS
ACTION P EH
BUTTON

\'

Figure 4. Four Types of Switches..

(.)

30
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Figure 5 shows the schematic representation of momentary push-button

switches. This type of switch provides a momentary change in circuit condi-

tions. The normally open push. button switch is all open circuit until it is

pressed. Pressing the button closes the circuit, but it opens again when the

button- is- released. The normally closed push button is a completed circuit,,

that can.be momentarily opened by pressing the button. Momentary push-button

switches.are'Used extensively in electrical control circuits.

c.

NO NC

NORMALLY OPEN . C. NORMALLY CLOSED
PUSH SUTTON PUSH BUTTON

r

Figure 5. Momentary Push-Button Switches.

;, Figure 6 shows the construction of rotary switches. These switches are

useI, whenever a large number of circuits must be switched at once'in applica-

tions such as a television, channel selector and the range sw:tch of a volt-
.

r

b. SINGLE -GANG ROTARY SWITCH C. THREE-GANG ROTARY SWITCHt

I Figure 6. Rotary Switches.

o -milliammeter. Figure 7 shows schematic representations of.rotar'Y switches.

T e contacts of notary switches are usually made of,bi-ass% but they can be

coated with silver.or-gold to improve performance.

e(1:

v
61.

e;

.a. SINGLE-GANG. 4 b. 1:00-GANO!
POSITION d POSITION

Page 6 /EM -02

Figure 7. Schematic Repi-esotatibn
of Rotary Switches.'
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TESTING AND MAINTENANCE OF SWITCHES

Switches can be checked for proper operation with an ohmmeter. An ohm-

meter connected across the switch terminals should show infinite resistance

when the switch contacts are open and zero resistance when the contacts are

closed. (The actual resistance of closed switch contacts is a few milli-

ohms.) This method can also be used to identify the switch functions asso-

ciated with the various contacts. Figure 8a shows the terminal pattern of a

DPDT switch. With the switch set in one position, each center terminal is (P

SETTING TOGGLE IN
ONE POSITION MAKES
THESE CONNECTIONS

SETTING TOGGLE IN
OTHER POSITION MAKES
THEME CONNECTIONS

H00

C

NC a

a OPOT SWITCH b.. PUSH-BOTTOM SWITCH

Figure 8. Switch Terminal Configurations.

connected to its respective upper terminal; with the switch set in the other

, position, each center terminal is connected to its respective lower terminal.

This can be verified with the ohmmeter. Figure 8b shows the terminal arrange-

, ment of a typical momentary push-button switch. When the button is not de-

pressed, the common terminal (C) is connected to thg normally closed (NC)

terminal; when the button is depressed, the common terminal is-connected to -

the normally open (NO) terminal. This can also be verified with the ohmmeter.

All switches can be checked in a similar manner.

If a switch is lound to be defective, it can often be returned to service

by the application of a spray-on contac\cleaner, followed by several cycles

of switch operation. This procedure will remove coatings from the contacts,

there* providing less electrical resistance. If mechanical defects exist

within the switch, the switch should be replaced. Switches can sometimes be

repaired, but additional failures usually occur in a short time.

orl
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RELAYS

A relay is an eiectromech \nical device in 'which the flow of one electric

current is used to control that of another. .Figure 9 shows the basic compo-

nents of a relay. A current-carrying coil is wound.on one side of a U-shaped

core. The other end of the core supports a movable armature made of a mag;

netically permeable material' The armature pivots vertically and'is held

away from the current coil by a tension'spring.

fSWITCH

NO

/SWITCH CONTACTS

0; j BRASS STRIP

.4... NONCONDUCTOR
ARMATURE

PIVOT

CURRENT
COIL

CORE

4
TENSION SPRING

Figure 9. Parts of a Relay.

. When a current flows in the coil, a magnetic field is produced. This

field-induces a strong magnetic field through`the loop of.magnetically per-

meable material formed by the core and armature. The result is a magnetic

force of attrac ion across the gap between the core and armature. If this

lforce is stron g enough to overcome the tension in the spring, the armature

will move down into oontact with the core and stretch the spring. The arma-

ture is connected mechanically to the switch mechanism by a non-conductor of

electricity. The switch consists of three brass strips terminated with silver

or gold switch contacts. When the armature moves downward, it bends the cen-

ter switch strip down until ii.breaks contact with the normally closed con-

tact and makes contact with the normally open contact.
. .

When the current through the Coil is interrupted, the'magnetic field

through the core and armature disappears. The spring then opens the gap and

Teturns the switch to the normally closed position.

Page 8 /EM-02



The relay shown in Figure 9 is a single-pole, double-throw (SPAT) relay

.
capable of switching two circuits. Relays are available in switch arrange-

ments from SPST to double-throw relays with dozens of.poles.. Figure 10 shows

several common relay configuratilbns, all of which operate in the same manner

except for the latching relay (Figure 10f). The latching relay operates on

current pulses. Each pulse rotates a cam that operates the switch. The

switch .contacts.reverse positions with each pulse.

as TELEPHONE-TYPE RELAY

c. HIGH-CURRENT RELAY

CIRCUIT SOAR°
MOUNTED

b. LOW-CURRENT RELAY

d. PLUG-IN RELAY

f. J.ATCHING RELAY

Figure 10. Types of Relays.

EM-02/Page 9
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Relays are specified according td the ratings of both the current coil

and the.sw4tch contacts. Contacts like switches are rated accgrding 6

current and voltage Capabilities. Several switch configurations c n be used.

Three configurations and their schematic symbols are shown in lgure 11.

41,

a. BREAK-MAKE

CONDUCTING BAR

w.--"ti:/
C

NOKCONDUCTING ARM

b. MAKE-BREAK e. DOUBLE BREAK - DOUBLE MAKE4

° .Figure 11, Relay Contact Configurations.

Figure lla shows a "break before make," or "break-make," relay switch. Ih I

this case, one circuit is Always interrupted before the other is completed.

This is the most common arragement. In the "make-break" relay switch shown

in Figure -llb, one circuit iS always completed before the other is broken

meaning that both circuits are completed for a short tiMies.'" This type of relay

is used-in some d.c. motor control circuits. In the double break-double make

switch in-Figure llc, a conducting bar is switched between two sets of con-

tacts ty a non-conducting arm. This type of switch is often employed in'the

control of large currents.

Relay, coils are rated by their operating'voltage andsty whether hey are

a.c. or d.c. Standardized coil ratings,are 6, 8, 10', 12, 24, 32, 48, 115,

230 volts-a.c. or d.c., and 440 volts a.c.

In a relay coil, the current, is limited by the coil resistance-only.

The coil is 'designed to have a resistance that will result in tht proper oper-

ating current when the rated voltage is applied to the coil. The d.c. relays

usuallyenergize.a0about 75% of their nominal rated coil voltage. Once

energized, they will remain so until the current falls below 50% of their

rated voltage.
4 '

In an a.c. relay coil, the current is limited by the total impedance,

whicnis the sum of the resistance of the. wire in the coil and the inductive

14
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reactance of the coil.. Since the inductive reactance is high, the coil re-

sistanceis lower than that of a similar d.c. relay. When an a.c. relay coil

is energized, the current initially surges to about.1.67 times the nominal

operating current andlthen drops to the nominal value after the armature is

closed and the alternating magnetic field is established. This means that-

a.c. relays close more rapidly than d.c. relays. Some a.c. relays close in
1

as short a time as 5 milliseconds (ms), whereas d.c. relays require 15-70 ms.

The difference in coil design between a.c. and d.c. operated relays is

the reason that the two types are nbt interchangeable. If a d.c. relay is,

used in an a:c. circuit at its.rated voltage, the resistance of the coil com-

bined with the a.c. inductive reactance is high enough to reduce the current

to below the operating range when the'relay clos'es. The result is "chatter,"

the rapid opening and closing of the contacts. If an a.c. relay is used in

a d.c. circuit at its rated voltage, its coil resistance alone does not limit

coil current to a safe level, and the coil overheats, destroying the relay.

Figure 12a shows another relay design, called a "reed relay." The

switch elements of the reed relay consist of flexible pieces of magnetically

SWITCH CONTACTS GLASS CAPSULE

INERT GAS COIL

a. PARTS OF A REED RELAY b. REED RELAYS IN FROND CIRCWT CASES

'Figure 12. ReedRelays,1

permeable material. When a d.c. current flows through coil, the magnetic

fields induced in the switch elemeltts cause their free ends to attratic one

another, making contact and'completing the electrical circuit. Figure\12b

shows several of these compact relays encaPllated fors mounting on printed

circuit boards.

:; 45
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TESTING AND MAINTENANCE OF. RELAYS

Testing'a relay fiiproper functioning requires an ohmmeter and a voltage

source compatible with the relay coil. The following steps will locate any

relay malfunction.

1.' With no power to the relay coil, use the ohmmeter to measure the resis-

tance of each set of contacts.- Connections across common and normally

closed contacts should read'"zero ohms"; connections across common and

normally open contacts should show infinite resistance.

2. Apply the operating voltage to the relay and observe the operation of
,

the relay. Turn the voltage off and on several times to be sure the .

relay,is operating correctly.

3. With the relay coil energized, measure the resistance between the switch

contacts again. In this case, the normally closed-to-common connection

should have infinite resistance, and the normally open-to-confion connec-

tion_shouldrreafero "

The most common problem in relays is failure of switch - contacts to make

good electrical contact because of burns or corrosion. Such contacts can

often be returned to proper operation through careful cleaning. Oxides-and

other materials can be removed from the contacts by using a fine abrasive

paper. If the contacts are pifted,,or burned; they may be smoothed with a'

fine file; however, care should be used to ensure that the contacts retain

.their briginal,shape to allow the norMal wiping action to clean them during

,closing.

If the contacts are cleah and the relay appears to operate normally but

some switches still do 'not open,or close properly, the problem is probably

a mechanical one. The problem can be corrected by adjusting the tension in

the relay spring.or by carefully bending some of the brass strips that compose

the relay switch. "Suc measures are usually only temporary remedies, and the
111\

damaged relay should bt replated as spon as possible. .

The best preventive maintenance for any relay is to use modeli'with dust
, ,

covers and to be sure the covers are in place.

Page 12/EM-02
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RELAY CIRCUITS

Relays are employed in a wide variety of control circuits. Two examples

will be examined here.

Figure 13 shows a simple relay control circuit. The controlling circuit

consists of a low voltage d.c. source, a switch, and the relay coil. When

current flows in thecontrolling circuit, the relay switch closes and a much

larger current flows through the controlled circuit to operate the motor.

CONTROLLED CIRCUIT

1- - I a
CONTROLLING CIRCUIT

-r

pie Relay Control Circuit.

The resistor-capacitor filter shown-tn Figure 13 is often added across

thecontacts of high current d.c. relays to extend contact life. Most contact

damage occurs when the contacts open and the current forms an arc between them

for a few milliseconds. The RC filter prevents this type of damage, however.

When the contacts begin to open, they are short circuited by a resistor and

capacitor in series. The capacitor voltage is zero at this instant. Thee

current flow that Would have formed the arc now goes into charging the capac-

itor through the resistor. Thus, the voltage across the switch contacts rises

gradually rather than abruptly. By the time the voltage is high enough to

produce an arc, the contacts have moved so far apart that; one cannot form.

Figure 14 shows a circuit called the "locked-out relay." This type of

relay control circuit isocommon on many types of electromechanical machinery

Figure 14. Locked-Out Relay.

EM-02/Page 13
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and' can be used in a.c. or d.c. circuits. It allows the c ntrol of large

currents by means of two low-current pushbuttons that car, be mounted in any

convenient place.

Figure 14 shows the circuit in its unenergized state, with no current

flowing. When the normally open push button is pressed, it conducts mo-

mentarily, allowing a current to flow through tht coil and close the relay

switch. The push button is then released. The coil continues to receive

current through the now closed relay switch and the normally closed push

button. This small current maintains the relay in the closed position and

delivers the larger current to the motor. When the normally closed push but-

ton is.depressed, the coil circuit is broken, and the relay opens.

4

FUSES

All electrical circuits are subject to failures. If Vailure occurs

that significantly reduces circuit impedance, the currtnt'in the circuit can

reach levels that are damaging to circuit components. When, this condition

exists, the weakest link in the circuit will eventually "burn out" and open

the circuit. A fuse is a deliberate weak\iNink fn a circuit and is designed

to create an open circuit if a certain cur-

rent level is exceeded for a certain period

:2)

'of.time.i This occurrence protects other .

circuit compOnents from 'damage.

Figure 15 shows the symbol for a fuse .

and the placement of the fuse in a simple

electric circuit.

FusE

Figure 15., Fuse in
a Simple Circuit.

& SAG MEDIUM-LAG FUSE

a. CERAMIC ANTI - VIBRATION nu
* .

e. 4A0 LOW-VOLTAGE AIRCRAFT FUSE

Figure 16: Types of Fuses.

'b. SLOW-SLOW FUSE

)71.11;erriLmi=11.1tii

4.$10*140AUMEITFUSE

Page 14/EM-02
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. Figure 16 showr-

several typeg of fuses.

Those shown are standard

1-1/4" by 1/4" fuses;

however, similar types

are available in a wide

variety .of sizes and

ratings. Fuses can be

grouped in the follow-

ing three categories:



1. Medium-lag fuses are the, least expensive and most common. They can

carry their rated current continuously without blowing and are capable

of 110% of their rated current for an hour or more. At 135% load, they.

blow in'less than an hour. At 200% load., they blow in under 30 seconds.

At.higher currents, 'they blow more quickly.

2. Slow-blow fuses are used in circuit*.that routinely have current surges .

that would overroad'a medium-lag fuse. Thistis the case with most

cults involving electric motors. The slow7blow fuse uses the heating

effect of a current thrOugh a resistor to melt a solder-like alloy:

Short-term overloads do not produce enough heating to Melt the alloy;

but long-term overloads melt the connection, and an internal spring

separates the parts of the fuse, as. shown in Figure 17.
o

COW WHIMS ALLOY BREAK OCCURS HERE

FUSE ENO HEAT-PROSUCINe UNR.,

a. NORMAL FUSE b. BLOWN FUSE

Figure 17-.- A.on of a Slow-Blow. Fuse.

o

3. Quick-acting fuses, also called "instrument fuses" because thaf is one

of their most important applications, are designed to blow quickly in

order to protect delicate meters and other circuitry from accidental

overloads., A. quick-actiug fuse will blow in 5 seconds at 200% load and

can blow in 5 milliseconds at high loads....

HECKINUAUD RERLACING FUSES

Many fuses have glas bodies and can be visually inspected for continuity.

However, a fuse can look go and still be Ipad because th&break in the con-

ductor may be at one -end of t ftse elements. The best way to determine if a

fuse that looks good is good is to...check its resistance with an ohmmeteiv
, -

A fuse ,Olows Only when some circuit irregularity has occurred. Before

replacing the fusel an attempt should be made to determine why it blew, and

steps should be taken to pfevent a similar problem in the future.. Fuses

49
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Nshould be replaced only with replacements with the same rating. Practices

such as shorting fi.ise terminals together or wing high current fuses in low

current circuits defeat the purpose of the-fU'se and should be avoided. My

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The use of circuit breakers as:circuit protection devices combines the

protection of files with the advantage of returning the circuit to operation

with the press of a button or 'switch.
!

Thermal-type.circuit breakers have characteristics similar to those of

slow blow fuses. Figures 18 and-19 show.the pstruction and operation of

Ittwo such circuit breakers. The basic bimeta. 'c brdaker shown in Figure 18

consists of.a current-carrying bimetallic strip with switch contacts at one

end. When the current exceeds the rated value, the bimetallic strip heats

and begins .to bend, in the, reverse direction from its cool position. It even-

tually snaps into the open position shown in'Figure 18c and remains there

4itil reset.

'RESET SUTTON

PIVOT If? PIVOT

I

MAI NAB

;NOFIMAL POSITION

,

4F-
figure :. Operation of Basic Bimetallic

Circuit Breaker.

REVERSE BEND

0. BIMETAL STRIP STARTS TO NEAt7s,

a. CIRCUIT BROKEN

BROKEN CONTACT

The circuit breaker shown in Figure 19 uses the heating of a bimetallic

strip to'unlatch contacts,hel4 together by the spring force on the contacts',

Once the contact is broken, the spring force separates the contacts until the

reset button is presed..

Page 16 /EM -02
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RESET SUTTON

EIMETAL EXPANSION BLADE

LATCHIPHil CONTACTS

TERMINALS IN PLACE

a. NORMAL POSITION

CONTACTS NEARLY UNLATCHED
AS BLADE EXPANDS

b. HIGH 'CURRENT SENDS BLADE

CONTACTS UNLATCHED'

a. CURRENT BROKEN

Figure 19. Circuit Breaker That Uses

Unlatching Action.
110

Bimetallic cicguit breakers are available in a wide variety of ratings

. 4nd are widely used in residential and industrial circuits.

Circuits requiring a faster action

than that provided by bimetallic circuit

breakers can be protected with the mag-

netic circuit breaker, as shown in Fig-

ure 20. This device consists of a

normally closed relay switch operated

by a coil in series with the circuit

-load. All of the circuit current

pas'ses through the coil of the circuit,

breaker. If the current exceeds the

POWER
SOURCE

Figure 20. Magnetic
Circuit Breaker.

rated value, the relay armature is pulled down; opening the circuit, and a

cam stop falls into place to keep the .ircuit open until it is reset.

CHECKING CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The contilhity of a-circuit breaker-1n the closed position cane checked

easily with an ohmmeter; but the only way to determine if a circuit breakeer

opens when it should is to test it under a current lead. Thermal circuit

breakers should open within 20 seconds at 200% of their, current rating, ---

.gmlE
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Magnetic circuit breakers generally open faster, but the specifications of

each type should be checked because of the large range in opening times of

these devices:

EXERCISES,

J. Describe the procedures for checking the function of the followireWtth

. an ohmmeter:

a. Toggle switches

b. Momentary puth-button switChes (both NO and NC)

c. Fuses

d. Normally closed relay_contacts

e. Normally open relay contacts

2. Obtain an electronics supplier's catalog such as the Newark catalog.

listed in the references. Look up an example of.each of the following

items and list all specifications given for the itepi chosen.

#. Toggle switch

b. Momentary action push-button switch

c. Rocker switch'

d. Rotary switch

e. General purpose a.c. relay

f. General purpose d.c. relay

g.. Dry reed relay

h. Magnetic circuit breaker

i. Thermal ircuit breaker

j. 'Cerami body fuse
)

k. Slow-blow fuse

1. Instrument fuse
1..

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Three colored pencils

VOM

6-volt battery

Page 18/EM-02
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Connecting wires

115-V a.c. power cord with connectors compatible with relay

115-V a.c.. outlet with connectors compatible with relay

Small 115-V a.c. motor (such as a fan)

The following compOnents attached to a board-and provided with terminals for

connecting wires: DPST switch; NO momentary push-button switth; NC

momentary push- button switch; 6-V d.c. relay with DPDT switch and remov-

. able dust cover; two 6-V lamps with red and green lenses

-4

LABOR6TORYROCEDURES

1. Using the ohmmeter function of the VOM and the procedures deScribed in

the Subject Matter, check eap of the switches for prop-6r functioning. _

Label the common, normally open, and normally closed terminals of the

push button-switches.-

2. , Use the VOM to check continuity of the normally closed relay contacts.

Energize the relay coil by connecting it directly to the 6-volt battery,
o

and check the continuityof the noroelly open relaycontacts. Label all

relay terminals.

3. Connect the relay control circuit. shown in Figu're 21.

SY

SA
NC

3NC
r--

0- 0
$1 NO

I

OREiN1

Figure 21. Simple Relay Circuit.

UGHT

4. 'Turn on the power'switch. Press the push button and Observe the opera-
.

tion of the simple relay circuit.

S. Identify the current paths of the controlling circuit and the controlled

circuit on Figure 21 and on the working circuit.

- 53
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6. °Turn off the poWer switch and add the second lamp, as shown in Figure 22.

4

RED
LIGHT

OFF

Figure 22. Addition of OFF Indicator-Light.,

7. Turn .on the power., Press the push.button and observe the operation of-.,

this-circuit: ,

8. Turn'off the power switch. and add the normally closed push button, as

shown in Figure -23. Theis completes the locked:out relay control circuit.

T Lt.
1 OFF

Figure 23. -Completed Locked-Out Reliy
Control Circuit. ti

9. 'Turn On the power switch. Alternateksi press the two push buttons and

'observe the operation Hof the circuits.

10. Turn off the power switch: Connect the a.c. power cord: a.c. outlet2
-

fan, and upper switch of relay, as shown in Figure 24.

10,

Page 20 /.EM -02
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NO

," Figure 24. An a:c. Circuit.
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11 Plug the a.c. power cord into an a.c. outlet, using caution not to come

into contact with the 115-V a.c. potential.present in the circuit. Turn

on the power switch of the 6-V.control circuit. Alternately press the

two push buttons and observe circuit operation.

12. Turn off the power switch 'and unplug the a.c. power cord from the outlet

13. Remove the dust cover'from the rel,ey'and sketch the relay mechanism in

tOe-Data

-14. Complete the Data Table, referring to the experimental circuit. as netes-

sary._

° 15. Disassemble the experimental setup.

If

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE.

4-

1. Draw and label the part of the relay used in this experiment

in the OFF and ON,positions.

2._ Draw a complete schematic of the final circuit used in Step 11

, of the procedures. Inditatethe following current paths in

three different colors:

a: Current path for initially energizing the relay coil

b. Cu4ent path for maintaining a relay coil current

c. Current path for operation of an a.c. motor

55
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I f

Data Table. Continued.

3. Describe in detail the operation of the above circuit. Include

the function of each component.
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N.

INTRODUCTION,
11

A transformer is a device used in an a.c. electrical system to increase

voltage and decrease current or to decrease voltage and increase current,

thus matching the impedance of the load to that of the a.c. power source.

While transformers are not electromechanical devices,they are studied in

--t-this course because their function is based on2the same-magnetic principles

that.operate in electromechanical devices. The ability to'transform a.c.

current and voltage is the chief reason that virtually all co rcial elec-

trical power systems operate on, alternating current.

This module discusses the principles of transformer oper tion and the

construction details of several types of transformers. Fact rs leading to

power losses are identified, as well as methods of minimdzi g such losses.

The connection of transformers in single-phase and three-phase circuits is

presented, as are methods of troubleshooting transformers.,. In the laboratory,

the student constructs two experimental circuits and measures the efficiency

of a power-ansforMer.

'*PREREQUISITES,

The student should have completed Module EM-02 of "Electromechanical

Devices" and have an understanding of a.c. circuit analyses.

_OBJECTIVES,

Upon cOmpletion of this module, the student should be able to:

1. Draw and label a-diagram of a simple transformer.

2. Explain how a transformer operates, using-a graph showing primary cur-
.

rent,. magnetic field strength, and secondary current as functions of

time.

3. Given three of the following quantities for'rtransformer, determine the

fourth:

a. Primary voltage

b. Secondary voltage

$
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c. Primary current

d. Secondary current

4. Given two of the following quantities for a transformer, determine the

third:

a. Input 'power

b. Output power

c. Efficiency

5. Explain the folloWing sources-of-power loss in a transformer and the

steps necessary to-reduce each:.,

a. Hysteresis loss

b. Eddy currents.

c. Copper loss

6. Draw and label diagrams showing the coils and core of the following

transformer types:

a. Core-type

b. ,Shell-type

7. Explain two functions of the oil in an oil-filled 'transformer.

8. Given the specifications of a single -phase transformer with dual pri-

maries and dual secondaries, draw diagrams showing poSsible coil connec-

tions, and state the Qutput voltage and current ratings for'each connec-

tionfor a specified input voltage.

9. Draw schematic diagrams of the four possible connections of three-phase

transformers. State which of these is seldom used and state an advantage

of each of the other three connections.

10. For each of the above connections, given the input voltage and currents

and the ratio of windings of the transformprs, determine the output volt-
'

ages and currents.

11. State two advantages and one disadvantage of an autotransformer and

explain Ats construction.

12. Draw and label diagrams showing the use of the following instrument

transformers:

a. Current transformer

b. Voltage transformer

13. Explain why high-frequwicy transformers have air cores.

Page 2/EM-03
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14. Explain the operation of aconstaht current transformer used in lighting

circuits.

15. Explain how to use a VOM to check continuity of, transformer windings and

why a VOM,cannot be used to check for shOrted windings, .

16. Given the appropriate equipment, measure the input and output power of

a transformer with varying input voltage and determine transformer effi-

ciency.

a

........,

k

1

GO

a
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SUBJECT MATTER

THE BASIC TRANSFORMER

Figure 1 shows the basic components of a transformer used for the trans-

formation of alternating currents and voltages. The transformer core is a

closerloop of magnetically permeable
OREM FIELD

_
material. Two coils of wire are wound TRANSPOWER

AAMMEOMMMIII

111=
is attached to an a.c. power..,:Source, souRcE 11MOMG

A. C. PRIMARY

NEMe
LWW

around the core. The primary winding

and the secondary winding is connected

to the load. The following discussion

of transformer operation is based upon

an ideal transformer having no losses

and a power factor of one. Loss factors

in practicaltransformers will te discussed in a later section of this module.

Figure 2 shows the primary current, magnetic field, and secondary current

of a transformer'in operation. The current flow in the primary coil prOduces

,a magnetic field in the transformer core.'

Figure 1. Basic Transformer
Construction.

PRIMARY CURRENT

This magnetic field varies with the MAGNETIc now

primary current changing direction when
t

the current changes direction, as shown

in the figure. The field also passes a g

through the secondary coil. When-the 1-- -SECONDARY _

strength of the magnetic field passing~

through the secondary coil changes; a

current is produced in the coil. When

the magnetic field is at a maximum, its

value is not changing, and the secondary voltage is zero, as indicated at

points A and B of Figure 2. When the magnetic field is changing direction

(zero magnitude of the field), the rate of change of the field is at the max-

imum, and the induced secondary current is also at a maximum, as indicated at

points C and 0 of Figure 2. Because the induced current depends on change in

the magnetic field, transfornierk operate on a.c. currents only. A constant

d.c. current produces a.constant magnetic field and, thus, will not induce a

current in the secondary.
4

Y1).4E

Figure 2. Transformer
Operation.
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If all the magnetic field pastes through both coils and if the resis-

tance ofvthe windings is ignored, the maximum voltage across each turn of ,

wire is the same in both the primary and the secondary. For example, suppose

a transformer has 100 turns in the primary, 200 turns in the secondary, and

a voltage of 10 V a.c. is applied to the primary. Each turn in the primary ,

has a voltage drop of 0.1,V. Since each turn in the secondary -also has a

_Joltage of 0.1 V, the output voltage of the secondary is 20 V. This Fela-t4on-

ship is expressed in EqUation 1.

= a
N2 2

where: NI = Number of turns in the primary.

N2 = Number of turns in the secondary.

VI = Voltage on primary.

V2 = Voltage on secondary.

a = Turn ratio of transformer.

Equation 1

A transformer connected to produce a voltage increase is called a "step-

up transformer"; the same transformer connected to produce a voltage decrease

is called a "step-down transformer."

The'power in an electrical circuit is'the instantaneous product of the

current and voltage in the circuit. In the ideal transformer, all the power

in the primary circuit is transferred to the secondary circuit. Thus, the

product of voltage and current is the same for each circuit. This means that

a transformer that increases output voltage decrea,ses output current by a

proportional amount; a'transformer that decreases voltage increases current.

This relationsilip is expressed in Equation 2.

= a = 12
N2 I1

where: I1 = Primary .current.

12 = Secondary current.

Equation 2

Examples,A and B show the use of Equations 1 and 2 in solving probltms.

Plge 6/EM-03
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EXAMPLE A: DETERMINING TRANSFORMER OUTPUT.

O

Given: A transformer has 500 turns in the primary and.250 turns in the

secondary. The primary current is 5 A and.the primary voltage

is 200 V.

Find : (a)--Turnratio of- -transformer

(b) Output voltage

(c) Output current

(d) Input power

(e) Output power

Solution: (a) Turn Ratio:'

_ NIa -
112

500
TcC)

a = 2

(b) Output Voltage:

V2=
-a

200 V
2

V2 = 100 V

(c) Output Current:

Iz = all

= (2)(5 A)

12 = 10,A

(d) Input Power:

P1 = IV

= (5 A)(200 V)

P1.= 1000 VA

(e) Output Power:

P2 = (10 A)(100 vy.

P2 = 1000 VA

The transformer reduces the voltage by one-half and doubles the

current, resultidg in an output power equal to the input power'.

EM -03 /Page'?
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EXAMPLE B: DETERMINING PRIMARY CURRENT.

Given: A transformer produces an output ltageof 24 V with an input

voltage of 115 V. The secondary cu ent is 2 A.
*

Find: Primary current by (a) calculating rn ratio and (.b) calcu-

lating transformeryower.

Wilt-Ion: (a) TurnRatib:

, VI
a = u2

v.

115 V

24 V

a = 4.79

Prinfary Current:

IZ
=

a

2 A

4.79

II = 0.417 A

(b) Output Power:

P2 = IV'

= (2 A)(24 V)

P2 = 48 VA

Input Power:

P1 = P2 = 48 VA
\\,

Input Current:

=

48 VA
115 V

II = 0.417 A

When aideal transformer has its primary connected to an a.c. source

and its secondary open, the secondary voltage is that determined with Equa-

tion 1, and both the primary and secondarycurrents are zero. If.a load is

attached to the secondary, a current flows through the secondary to provide

power to the load. The primary current increases to provide the necessary

input power to tile transformer. Thus, the power through the transformer, and,

Page 8/EM-03
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both, the primary and secondary currents depend on the load connected to the .

transforme secondary. The impedance of the load must be high enough to limit

the seconda,y current to the rated value at the rated output voltage. If the
1111.

load impeda e is too low, the current will inerease above the rated value,

and the transformer will overheat and be damaged.

POWER LOSSES IN TRANSFORMERS

The concept of an ideal transformer with 100% efficiency is-useful'in

studying the operation 'of transformers, but such devices cannot be constructed.

Some power loss always occurs.

Copper loss is the power loss resulting from current flow through the

resistance of the coils Tflis loss is I2R, where "I" is the,coil current and
sN

"R" is the coil resistance. Thus, copper loss increases with the square of

the transformer current. Copper loss can be reduced by using larger (lower

resistance) conductors for the coils. The increased efficiency is achieved

at the expense of increased size, weight, and cost.

Coretloss. in a transformer is the power loss w' the transformer core.

The two components of core loss are eddy currents and hysteresis loss.

Figure 3 shows the formation of eddy currents in a solid transformer

cote. These currents are induced in, the ends of the Core just as the second-

ary current is induced in the secondary coil. Losses slue to eddy currents ins,

PRIMARY
WINDING

Figure 3. Path of Eddy Currents fn a,Solid Iron Core.

the core are I2R losses, and they increase as Itansformer current increases.

These losses can be greatly reduced, but never entirely eliminated, by the

iM43/Page 9



use of a laminated core transformer (Figure 4).

This core donsists of,a stack of thin, metal

plates coated with an electni 1 insulating.

ir

material that prevents curren flow between the

plates. Eddy currents still xist in the in-
4

dividuarcore sectionsAut their magnitude and,

thus, the resulting power loss, is greatly re-

duced.--

Hysteresis, discussed*in,Mdbule EM-01,

is the process of realigning the magnetic do-

mains within the corghen the direction of the

applied magnetic field changes. Some energy is

required for this realignment. Hysteresis loss is reduced by choosing a core

material that is easily magnetized and remagnetized., Silicon steel is the J

material most commonlx used. Unlike other loss factors, hysteresis loss is

constant and doesnot_lhasy with transformer current. Constant hysteresis

loss accounts for the small current flowing in the transformer primary even

when the secondary is open. . ,

All power losses in the transformer appear as heat energy, which raises

the temperature of the'core and the windings. Transformers must be designed

to dissipate this thermal energy at their rated values. .
.

The- efficiency of a transformer, as in all other energy transformation,

devices, is giv,en by Equation 3.

Figure 4. Laminated
Core Transformer.

P
out

n x 100
Pin

p

Equation 3

where: n = ,PercQnt efficiency;

P
in

= Input power.

Pout = Output power.

The efficiency of power transformers varies from about 90% for small models

to as great as 99Z foNlarge distribution transformers. A large power trans-

former is designed to operate at its maximum efficiency, at its rated primary

and secondary voltages and currents, and at a specific frequency. Example C.

illustrates the calculation of transformer efficiency.

Page 10/EM-03
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EXAMPLE C: CALCULATING TRANSFORMER EFFICIENCY.

Given: A power distribution transformer has an idnPut'power of 5 kVA

and an output power of 4.-925 kVA'.

Find: Transformer efficiency.

Solution: Pout
n - /77-- x 100

Pin

5 kVA
x 100

4.925 kVA

n = 98.5%

. o

POWER TRANSFOOOERS

Transformers are manufactured in a variety of configuratiRns for several

applications. The most common type is called the :"power transformer" because

it is used to supply a.c. power to a load. Power transformers vary in size

from 100,000 kVA models that are the size of a house to the tiny transformers

that supply a few watts in radios and calculators. All power transformers

have characteristics in common.'

The ratio of input-to-output voltage is

the same as the ratio of primary-lo-secondkri

turns only if all the magnetic flux passes

through both coils. Figure°5 shows that this

is not the case in the simegleransformer.

This flux leakage is reduced in power trans-
,

formers by winding the coils as shown in

Figure 6. The core type (Figure 6a)

consists of a ....actangular core with

coils around two sides. Each set of

coils has. a' primary coil and a second-

ary coil. In the shell-type trans-

- former (Figure- 6b), all of the coils

are wound around the central part of

the core:. The outer portions of the

core surround the coil's with a magnetic "shell." The windings of large-shell

.transf2rmers usually consist of several thin secondary and primary coils

--stacked alternately., In smaller models; one coil surrounds the °tiler.
.

Figure 5. Primary and

Secondary,Ceakage Fluxes.

. .

Figure 6: Transformers.

1
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Power transformers m

Figure 7. Most smal tran

enameled copper wire,

be dry or Both types are shown in

formers are the dry type. The coils consist of

ated by paper and asphalt or resin ijnsulatioa.

v

Figure 7. Power Transformers.

Transformers larger than '5 kVA are usually oil-filled. The coils are composed

of copper wires with a porous insulation, such as cotton, and are immersed
,

in a case filled with oil. The oil provides electrical insdlation and heat

transfer. Oil channels through the core d windings allow heated oil to

rise thrAh'the center of the transformer. The hot oil then flows by con-

.veiion down the inside of the case, transfer its heat energy through the

-wall to the outside air. Larger models may be equipped with rOiators and

cooling fans.

Tiansformers'are a vailable- with several primaries and secondartes.. ,The

,Indst common type of power transformer is the dual primary, dual secondary

transformer represented schematically in Figure 8.. Four possible c onnections

are shown. This transformer is rated 'as 2300/4600 V input, 115/230 V output

which means that the transformer can produce an output voltage of 115 V or

230 with an input of eithe 30p V or44600 V. The'primaries anti secondaries

are connected in series, r parallel, to produce the desired outputs; The

voltagg across one primary coil is always the lower of the primary ratings ,

2300 V in tills case. If a4600 V input is used, the primaries are connected

in series so that each operates at the desired.voltage. Likewise," the voltage

across one-secondary coil is always the lcWer,cif the secondary ratings.

Pagd 12T.-03
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Figure-8% 'Transformer Connections.

Power transformers are also rated according to their power on output
r

'current. Distribution transformers and most-other large transformers are

rated by power in kil0Volt-amps (kVA), rather than watts, because the actual ,

power transfer -in reactive-circuits with:low power factors may be much less

than the product of voltage and current, upon. which the interal power dissi-

pation of the transformer depends. Smaller pbwer transformeri, such as those

found.in powersupplieslor electronic circuits, are often rated according

to output current. The transformer used in the laboratory section of this

module, 'for example,-is rated as primary 115/230 V, secondary 12/24 V, sec-.

ondary-current 4/2 A which means that the transformer can deliver either'

',4'4mps at 1201.4,pr.2 amps at 24 Volts from a source-of\)1.5 V or'230

The possible connectionsarethe same as those shown in Figure 8.

Since most large-scale power systems are three-phase's'Yttems, the con-

nection of transformers In three-phase circuits is important. A three=phase

transformer, consists of three identical single -phase transformers connected

in one of the four ways illustrated in Figure 9. In this,figure, the heavy

lines represent the transformer coils. The windings on the left are the

primaries, and those on-the right are the secondaries. Each primary winding

is mated in one transformer withthe'secondary winding drawn parallel to it.,

The line-to-iine Voltages and the-currents are expressed in terms of the input

voltage and current and the turn.ratio "a."

The Y-A connection (Figure ga),is- commonly used ih.power distribution

systems_in stepping down from a high voltage to a..low, or interMediate,

EM03/Page 13
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1...-41. 4 --s

.

-- 1. a V4 41.

V
V/

Al
V/av./Sa

, a. ,

.
b.

, .

1; al -

. .

1-4., . allio,

ErA /a tv/J3

.V a VIS -4--.

c. d .

'Figure 9. Common Three-Phase Transformer Connections.

Voltage because it provides a desirable common ground for the high-voltage

side. Conversely, the A-Y Connection is most often used for' stepping up to

a higher voltage. The A-A connection has the advantage that one transformer-

can be removed,for repair, whereas the remaining two continue to function as

a three-phase bank, rated at 58% of the original bank. The Y-.Y connection is

seldom used because problems with harmonics often pPoduce Ron-sinusoidal out-
, .

puts

Example 0 illbstrates the calCulation of the output voltage and current

-of a three-phase transformer.

I I

EXAMPLE 0: THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMER.

Given: A three-phase transformer bank connected YLA has line-to-line

input voltages of 2400 V and a current of 10 A in each phase.

The turn ratio ofthe transformer is 5.77.

Find: Output voltage and current.

Solution:. From Figure 9a:

demmik

'

Vin
Vput

2400 V
(5.77)(1.732)

V
out

- 240 V

'out
Iin

(5.77)(1.732)(10 A)

Tout
100 A

Page 14/EM-03
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Power transformers are often pro?

videdswith multiple taps for adjusting

the input or output voltages. Figure,

- 10 is "a schematic of such a transformer

designed to produce one of three out-

puts from one of two inputs. In such

a transformer, the taps can be changed

to produce the desired voltage, under a

range of input and output conditions.

AUTOTRANSFORMERS

SOOV a.o.

77S,V A.G.

750V A.G.

COMMON

Figure 10. Multi-Tap

Secondary.

Figure 11 shows the schematic diagrams of autotransformers. The autb-

transformer consists of a single winding that serves as both primary and

secondary. The section of the winding

that carries both the input and output t

currents is usually of a largercdn-

YOU/
A

STEP DOWN

ductor than the remainder of the,coil.

AUtotransfOrmers can be used whenever

both the input and output have a

grounded line. Many small single-
.

phaSe distribution transformers are

autotransformers.

STEP UP

Figure 11. Autotransformer.

The aototransformer)offers two advantages over transformers with sepa-

rate windings. First, they are smaller, lighter in weight, and use less
1

topper. Second, because there is only one coil, flux leakage-is minimized.

The most serious disadvantage of the autotransforMer is that it provides no

isolation of the load from the power

line.
k

. An 'ordinary transformer can be

used as an autotransformer, if con-

nected as shbwn in Figure 12.

Figure 13 shows a variable auto-

transformer and its schematic diagram:

This transformer consists of.a single

coil of wire wound ground a doughnut-

Figure,12. Congpction of a Two-
Winding.TraMsformer as, an

Autotransformer.

EM -03 /Page
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a. VARIABLE AUTOTRANSFORMER

Figure 13. Variable Autotransformer.,

INPUT OUTPUT

b. SCHEMATIC

shapecLcore. A section of the.wire is bare of insulation, and a movable

carbon brush makes-contact with.it. This brush can be moved to different

positions to change the transformer ratio. Variable autotransformers are

often used.in variable a.c. power supplies.
0

OTHER TRANSFORMERS

Many Other types of transformers are in common use. Several are briefly,

described here.

All transformers discussed thus far deliver a constant output voltage

with a constant input voltage. The output current varies with the load.

Sometimes a constant output current is desired under changing load conditions.

This can be accomplished withthe constant current transformer shown in Fig-
.

Lire 14. In the diagram, C is the transformer core, A is the primary coil,

and'B is the movable secondary coil, supported

in part by a ,counterweight. Current flOwing in

lit the two coils sets up opposing magnetic fields

that push them apart. As the secondary moves

upward, flux leakage increases, and, output volt-
.i.t-- SECONDARY . L.
.4 PRIMARY age drops: Such transformers can deliver almost

. constant output-current over a wide range of volt-
, .,

4 ages. Constant current transformers are often

Figure 14. Constant used inlarge-scale series illumination systems.

Current Transformer. Figure15 shows the application of special-
.

. . .
izedeinstriiment tranSfopilers for measuring cur- .

,

. rerif, voltage, and power in a.c. systems. These trainsfoujers are used when
a

. the-voltage's exceed a few,thousand volts and for currents above about 20 A.

I
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The voltage transformer reduces

a la;le a.c. voltage to a level

that can be measured conve-

niently with an a.c. voltmeter.

The current transformer is a

step -up transformer that in-

creases voltage and greatly

reduces current for easy mea-

surement with an a.c. ammeter.

A portabl9 measuring device of

this type, called an "amp-clamp,"

consists of a meter attached to the secondary coil of a transformer whose

core is clamped around a single cepnductor of an a.c. power/line. The power

line acts as a single-turn primar

The discussion thus far has applied only to transformers operating at

a.c. power frequencies. Transformers are also employed as. impedance matching

devices in many circuits at higher frequencies. Figure 16a shows a small

audio transformer used in an audio amplifier at frequencies up to about 25

kHz. Figure 16b is a radio frequency transformer, which has air cores be-

cause its operating frequency is so high that there is not sufficient time

Figure 15. Connection of

Instrument Transformers.
4

during one period of the wave for magnetic' domains of a.material to realign.

orsotilral.

Nel
4- r. ,111,11.-

a. AUDIO TRANSFORMER

-4---SECONDARY

b. RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER '

Figure 16. High-Frequency. Transformers.

TROUBLESHOOTING TRANSFORMERS

.Transformers are subject to two types of failure: open circuits and

shorted windings.

7
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An Open circuit in a transformer winding occurs when the conductor has

been broken through melting at high current of mechanical strain. This fault

can be identified by measuring coil resistance with an ohmmeter. A good coil

will show a short circuit.

An ohmmeter cannot be used toidentify a shorted coil. When a short

occurs, one or more loops of conductor are shorted together. The resistance

of the coil may change very little, and the transformer-may continue to supply

a lowered output voltage for a short time. However, the shorted loop acts as

a shorted secondary of the transformer. High currents produced in this loop

cause the transformer to ovrheat and "burn up."

A shorted coil can be identified

using the circuit shown in Figure 17.

When high-voltage transformers are tested

in this manner, the primary is chosen as

the low voltage side of the,transformer.

The secondary of the transformer is open,

and the input voltage is increased slowly

from zero to the operating voltage with

a variable autotransformer. The primary current at the rated value should not

exceed a few percent of the rated primary current. If it does, part of one

of the coils is shorted.

Transformer failure, due to overcurrent, often indicates a short in the

.transformer load. When transformer failure occurs, the entire circuit should

be checked to locate any other problems. Replacement transformers should

always be chosen to match circuit parameters. Operating a transformer above

its rated value's decreases efficiency, and,results in overheating. Operation

at a small fraction of the rated values results in lowered efficiency.

Figure 17. Testing a
Transformer.

EXERCISES

1. A transformer has an input voltage of 7200 V, an input current of 2.5 A,

and an output voltage of 230 V. Determine the output current.

2. A transformer is rated as primary voltage 115/230 V, secondary voltage

24/48 V, secondary current 4/2 A. Draw diagrams showing the four.

Page 18/EM703
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possible connections of this transformer, and label input and output. 0
currents and voltages on each diagram.

3. Three identical single -phase transformers with a turn ratio of 2.3 are

used as a'step-down, three-phase transformer. The line-to-line input

voltage is 250 V, and the current is 25 A. Determine the output current

and line-to-line voltage for the following connections:

a. A-A

b. A-Y

c.

4. Read the Laboratory Procedures section of this module. 'Then write a set

of step-by-step instructions for measuring the efficiency of the auto-

transformer used in the lab as a function of output voltage.

5. A transformer rated primary 115/230 V, secondary 230/460 A is suspected

of failure. Explain how this transformer can be checked for open and

shorted coils. Include the specifications of the equipment necessary

for tests.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Two VOMs

a.c. wattmeter, W, 115 a.c., 1 A, Simpson model 79

0.20 kVA variable autotrauformer, input 120 V a.c., output 13 V 1.5 A,

with male quick- disconnect terminals, mounted on open stand

Power transformer, prfiritary 115%230 V a.c., secondary 12/24 V secondary

current 4/2 A, with male quick-disconnect terminals, mounted on board

Two power resistors, 12 ohm, 25 W, with male quick-disconnect terminals,

mounted on board /1

a.c. power cord with female quick-disconnect terminals and connecting wires

with female quick-disconnect terminals

d.c. power supply. 0-12 V d.c., 1 A

e.
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Using 'the test procedure presented in the Subject Matter and the ohm?

,meter function of the VOM, check 6e-continuity of the windings of both

ihm

the power transformer an the autotransformer.

2. Connect the circuit show Figure 18 for accurately determining the

resistance of the power resistors. The voltmeter is a VOM set to mea-.

sure 0-10 V d.c. The ammeter is a VOM set to measure 0-500 mA d.c:

12n,
25W

4

Figure 18. Determining Resistances
of Power Resistor.

3. Turn on the power supply and adjust the current through the power resis-

i. for to 500 mA. Measure and record resistor voltage and current in the )

Data Table, and calculate the actual resistance. This value of resis-

tance will be used in future calculations.

4. Turn off the power supply, replace the first resistor with the second,

and repeat Step 3.

5. Connect the circuit shown in Figure 19, but do not connect the power

.resistor yet. VI is a VOM set to measure 0-250 V a.c. V2 is a VOM set

to measure 0-50 V a.c. Transformer secondaries are connected in series:

CAUTION: BEWARE OF EXPOSED TERMINALS. HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES WILL BE PRES-

ENT WHENEVER CORD IS PLUGGED IN.

Figure 19.. Experimental. Setup.

12(1
25W

6. Set the variable autotransformer for an output voltage of zero volts and

plug the rower cord into a 115-V a.c. outlet.

t
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7. Check the transforme'r for shorted windings'by slowly increasing the input

voltageto 115 V a.c. If the wattmeter indicates a pqwer consumption'of

more than a fraction of a watt, the transformeecontains a shorted coil.

8. Return the input voltage to zero. Disconnect the autotransformer'from

the 'power source,;connect the power resistor as shown in Figure 19, ancr

reconnect the power source.

9. Set the variable transformer for an Input voltage of 25 V a.c. to the

power transformer as measured on V1.

10. Record input voltage and power. and output voltage of the power trans-

-c '?ormer in the Data Table.

11. increase the input voltage of the power transformer in 25-volt steps,.

repeating. Step 10 eacht0e, until an input voltage of 125 V a.c. is

reached. Unplug the power cord when all data has been taken.

12. Record the resistance of the power resistor in the Data Table,

13. Calculate the output power of the transformer, using 7;*

Calcblate the efficiency of the percent transformer; using

Output Power
100.Efficiency 00)

Input Power ,

14. Reconnect the transformer secondaries in parallel, as shown in Figure 20.

Set V2 to measure 0-10 V a.c. Connect the second power resistor in

parallel with the first.

12t
25W

Figure 20. Parallel 'Connection of

Transformer Secondaries.

4

7 7

At,
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15. Calulate the load resistance of the circuit, using

R
R1R2

+ R2

Record this Value in-the Data Table.

16. Repeat Steps 9 through 13 for this transformer connection.

17. On a single sheet of graph paper, plot transformer efficiency versus

Tut power for the series connection and the parallel connection.

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE.

Resistor
'

Current
\ (A) ,

Voltage
i (V)

Resistance

(Q)
, ...,

.

2

SECONDARIES IN SERIES .

.Input
Voltage

(V)

Input -

Power

(W)

Output
Voltage.

(V)

Circuit
Resistance

(0)

Output
Power

(W)

Efficiency

(%)

25

.

50

75

100

125 , /
----

SECONDARIES IN PARALLEL

;,Input
Voltage

(V)

Input

Power

.(W)

Output .

Voltage
"(V)

Circuit
Resistance

(0)

Output
Power

(W)

0
Efficiency

(%)

25

..-

,

50
.

-.

1-5 I
100 r.

.

1,5 )
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INTRODUCTION

Generators and alternators are electromechanical devices that convert

input mechanical energy to output electrical energy. A generator produces a

d.c. output voltage. It consists of a coil of wire rotating in a fixed mag-

netic field. An alternator produces an a.c. output voltage. It consists of

a rotating magnet surrounded by fixe&coils.

This module discusses'sthe basic theory and design of generators and

_ alternators. The construction details and output characteristics of several

types are included. Other topics discus5ed are loss factors and efficiency,

output voltage control, and parallel connection of both d.c. generators and

alternators. In the laboratory, the student will measure the output charac-

teristics of a generator and in alternator. t
PREREQUISITES

J

The student should have completed Module EM-01 of "Electro echanical

Devices."

OBJECTIVES'

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

1. Draw and label a diagram of a simpled.c. generator and a simple alter-

nator. L,

2. State the threvfactors that determine the output voltage of the follow-
A

ing:

a. A d.c. generator
-

b. An alternator

3. Identify the following components as laminated or not laminated and state

the reasons for the construction in each:,

a. A d.c. generator .stator

b. A d.t. generator rotor

c. An alternator stator

d. An alternator rotor

EM-04/Page 1
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qt.

4. Explain.how d.c. generators and alternators are connected to external

circuits and hbw this affects the size of brushes used in each.

5. Draw and label diagrams showing the following d.c. generator connections:

a. Shunt
00^

b. Series

c. Separately-excited

d. Compound 4140.

. 6. Draw and label a diagram showing output voltage versus load current for

a shunt generator and a compound generator. Explain how the series coil

produces the difference in the two curves.

7. Draw and label a diagram showing output voltage versus load current for

a compound generator wish the series field opppsing the shunt field...

State an application for this type of generator.,

8. Draw and label a diagram showing two methods of controlling the output

voltage of a d.c. generator. Explain each method.

9. Explain the role residual magnetism'Olays in starting a d.c. generator.

10. Explain the four steps necessary for transferring an electrical load

from one generator to another without intercepting the electrical 'power

- in the load, 4

11.
* Given any two of the ;following quantitievoncerning an alternator,

determine the other two:
4 0 F.

a. Number of pole pairs on the rotor

b. Rotational rate
t-)

c. Output frequency .

and
.

12. braw and label diagrams showing the coil connections wnd the output
.

waveform of a three-phase alternator,
& I 0

13. Given the number of pole pairs on the rotor of a three-phase alternator,

- ° determine the, total number of armature coils and explain OW they are

connected.
,

,
.

0,14 -Draw and label a diagram showing the mounting of alternator armature

bars in the stator core teeth.
a (

,15.
.

Draw and label a diagram of a brushless exciter used'in large a.c.

sw

?

,ge erating.stations and exflaid-how it works. .

. . ,.

16. .
Li t the additional requirement that must be met when paralleling alter-.

n tors beyond, those neeessarY4or d.Z. gener%tors:-
7 ,

Page 2 /EM-04
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17 ' the appropriate eqUipment, operate a 4.c. generator and an'alter-

nator and determine their operating characteristics.

\

. ".
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SUBJECT / MATTER

THE SIMPLE D.C. GENERATOR

Figure,1 shows the basis components f a simple d.c. generator., This'

device consists of a square loop of wire that is rotated inside a fixed mag-,

netic field. Each end of the wire loop

is connected to one-half of a split-ring

conductor. Brushes connect the output
cs.

voltage_from the split ring,to an exter-
72,

nal circuit. . 314.ST
RINGS

The *ration of this device is
8111.91111 voumatER

illustra'ted irk Figure 2. In Figure

2a, the coil is just rotating pastthe

vertical position. Wire segment A is

moving to the right:and wire segment

B is moving to the,left. Since both
,e;i13,: -41

segmentsare moving" in the direction of the magnetic field lilies?' there is

no induced= voltage.

'SPLIT RING$

Figure1. Simple

d.c. Generator.
4

In Figure 2b, the rotation has continued. Wire segment A is.moving up-
.

waxd througfi the magnetic-field, and Wire segment B is moving downward. Both

segments cut the fixed magnet' field lines to produce forces on electrons, in

11"the directions shown the ¶gure. These forces produce an output vAtage,
40.

on the. brushes.

Opdrat on f,the Simple d.t.,,Generato'r,.

C

1

%01704/Page.5
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ar

cs,
in Figure 2c, the coil has rotated into a lane parallel wity the applied

. . . .

magnetic field: At this, time, wire segments A nd B move perpendicul to the:

magnetic field, producing the maximum output voltage. ,

. . ,.

In Figure,2d, rotation has continued and the out-
.

t

put voltage is dropping from ft's maximum value. When

the coil reacheg the vertical position, the output

voltage will again be-,zerd. Each brush will s,lip to

the other half of the split ring, and the process will
0

TIME .1-110.- be repeated. ,Figure 3 shows the output waveform of

Figure 3. Output of the simple d.c. generator. The points:labeled a, b?

Simple d.c. Generator. c, and d correspond to the lettered drawings in.Fig-

ure 2. _ . .

The rotating coils in most generators consist of several loops of wire,

as shown in Figure 4. The maximum output voltage of such a generator depends\

on the following factors:

Number of loops in the moving coil

Strength of the magnetic field

Rotational rate of the coil ,19

Increasing any one of these quantities will in-

crease the output voltage.
P

Figure 11.: Multi-Turn Figure 5a shows an improved generator doign con-

Generator Coil,.
.

sisting oftwo coilirof wire cc:Inflected to a commutator

,.with four segments. Each coil 6s in contact with the

brushes only durihg the part of the rotationaT cycle that'produceshe maxf-

mum output voltage.. This produces the smoother output shown in Figure 5b.

%,t,,y

*.N s S.,

- Page 6/EM-04
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MORE COILS

I.

O

0

^Y.T.
T I ME

figure 5: Improved d:c. Generator.
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CONSTRUCTION OF D.C. GENtRATORS
.

yigure 6 shows the construction of the commutatoNa d.c. generator.

The commutator segments are-made of copper.' Carbon brushesare,held in. con-

tact
. , . -

withrtile commutator segments by spring. ... 4 .8 6:

,
0 r ' ..

tension. The brushqs, and commutAtor segments '

.

of a d.c: generator' must 6/capable of carrying

the output current 'of the generator. 0
.

0

-. c
uccsm.

NG A MO

4 . 06 e000LIZATAIon
Figure 6' shows only a Nigle coil on the

4
.

, .
0
c

41E0MENTEk

armature., but several- coils are4Sually used.

--, Sometimes they are connected to individual' -

commutator segments, as shown in FigUre 5a;
. .

but more often they are interconnected, as

shown in Figure 7, which is a schematic dia-
,

. ,,-

gram of the rotor of a generator with 12 rotor coils designed to be used in
, . 4

'a two-pole stator (fired) field. Thqcoils are wires'in serj4a-,, so the oirt-

put voltage is-the sum of the voltages on all the coils. 'This arrangement,, -
1 . 0

smobthes the Output voltage further, 00,

Figure 6. Commutator
of a.c. Generator.

COMMUTA TOR
SEGMENT

7. Schematid Diagram of Armature,

Winding,fOr Two - Pole - Machine.

fhe rotorof-a d.c. generater contists of a stack of laminated core
- ,

elements coated witti varnish to provide electr ical insulationof'each dlement.

If the rotor)was, constructed of a single piece of metalicthesame maighetic

induction that.produces current in the coils Would produce large eddy currents-

in the rotor, Laminating the rotor greaay reduces power losses due tO eddy

-'. currents.
6

1 ' 4

86-
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'The assembled rotor core contains grooves along'its length to accept the

`armature windings, as shown in the automotive generator,in Figure 8. This

allows the magnetically permeable material of the core to extend aboVe'the

conductors, reducing the air gap between the core of the rotatgr, and the core

of the stator. This air gap should be as small as possible to increase'the

magnetic coupling between the fixed field and the rotating core.

POLE SHOE
GROUND SCREW POLE SHOE SCREW

BRUSH j INSULATION

BRUSH ARM I FIELD OILER

COIL BALL BEARING

a

THRUAOLT j COMMUTATOR
SPRING

ARMAJURE

COMMUTATOR END FRAME

WOODRUFF
KEY

PULbEY AND FAN

DRIVE END FRAME

Figure 8. 'Cutaway,View of an .Automotive
d.c. Generator.

a.

The fixed magnetic fields of all.d.c.'generatOrs:- except the very.,small-

,est models are supplied by current flow through field coils.wound around '

the magnetically.permeable stator, also called_the

"frame" or "yOke." This frame includes pole shoes

thit distribute the magnetic field through the arma-

4
ure, as-§hblin in Figure 9. The generator frame is

usually cast in a single piece' or in several 'large

Figure 9. pieces. ince it carries a constant magnetic field,

. Distribution. of it has no induced edd' currents, and lamination'ii'
Magnetic Ficeld ,

by Pole Shoes. unnecessary. Figure 10 is a cross-section diagram.of-

a four-ploled.c. generator. The armature windings..

,

are not shown, but.they are located'in theeslots in the laminated armature

core. Figure 11 shows a
4
large six-pole d.c. generator. '
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Figure 10.- 'Four-Pole

d.c. generator.

Figure 11. Large

d.c. Generator.

FIELD COIL CONNECTIONS IN D.C. GENERATORS

The current for the field coils of a d.c. generator may be supplied by

the three connections shown in Figure 12. In the shunt connection, a portion

of the output current of the generator passes through field coils connect d

in parallel with the generator output. The field cur-

, rent at a fixed.yoltige is limited only by the 'resis-

tance of the coils.. Shunt coils consist of many turns

of relatively' small wire and usually carry a current of

3-5%-of the generator output current. Most small d.c.

generators are -the shunt type.

In the series-Connected.generator, all of the out-"-

put current. passes through the field coils before leav-

ing the generator. Since induced voltage depends on
4.

field strength, and. field strength depends on fielg_
4

coil- current, the output voltage ofalseries-connected

generator depends on the glec&ical.fOad to which'it

is connected. Higher load'resis-4Ance produces lower

.current, and lower output voltage. .Thus, pure series

vgenerators are seldom used:

In the separately-excited'generator, the current

for the...field coils is provided by an. external d.

source. The output voltage pf the generator can be

varied by changing the externaly- applied field cur-

rent.

I

88 .

igure 12. Three

d.c. Generator
Connections.

t
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Most large d.c. generators are the compound type, as shown in Figure 13.
.

The compound generator has both sh6nt and series coils.. The reason\for this

is illustrated by the output voltage versus load curves shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13. Compound Generator
C6neations. .

OUTPUT
VOLTS

EFFECT

SOFERIES

FIELD

LOAD AMPS 100% LOAD

Figure 14. Generator Output
Characteristics.

In the shIit-connecteegenerator,:an increased output current causes a greater

voltage drop across the rotor windings. This reduces the output voltage. The

lowered output voltage results in lower field coil current, which wers out-
.

put voltage even further.

The compound generator is designed to compensate for this voltage "droop

A low-resistance series winding carries the output current of the generator.

This coil is wound so its magi tic field

`adds to the field of the shunt coils.. At

higher currents, the increased field 'of the

series coil compensates for the reduced

field of the shunt coils.

If the series coi--1-1inected with

its fieldioppesing the field Of 'shunt

coil, an'inCrease in output current greatly

reduces output voltage. This is commonly,

done in d:c:.generators used for arc weld-

OUTPUT
voos

VOLTAGE AUTOMATICALLY
, RISES & FALLS TO

MAINTAIN ARC

EACT RODE
TOUCHING

LOAD AMPS 100% LOAD

Figure 15. Arc,Welder

Generator.

op EIED
RHEOSTAT

CONTRO4... 1,1.0
FIELD

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

ing.° The output curve cif such a generator P

is shown inigure 15. Many applications

of large d.c. generators require that the

output voltage rernain constlant under varying

load conditions- and that the voltage can'be

adjusted as desired., Figure 16 is a sche-

D.C. TO MANN A.C.

SHUNT .
FIELD

SERIES FIELD
ft,

GENERATOR

4

Figure 16. Control Field and
Voltage Regulator.

.

, °Page 10/EM-04
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matic of such a system. A rheostat (vari-

able resistor) is connected in SEries with
. .
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3.
So,

the shunt coil. Changing this resistance changes the shunt field current and

controls the output voltage. The same effect can be achieveb with an exter-

nally- excited coil. fhe generator in Figure 16 has a v-heostat for changing

the output voltage and an externally-excited coil controlled by a voltage

regulator. This coil keeps the output voltage constant at the desired setting

and can compensate for abrupt, large changes in load.

.

,OPERATION OF'D.C. GENERATORS

The first time a new generator is operated, an externally-4cited current

must be supplied to the shunt coils to begin'generator action. Once a current'

flows in the coils, the external source may be disconnected,, and the generator

will continue to supply its own field current. On futdre operation of the

generator, no external current source is required.' The residual magnetism of -

the statdr tore is sufficient to generate a small voltage in the rotating ar-

,mature'coils. This voltage produces a small.current flow in the shunt coils,-,

thus increasing the field strength and the generateq voltage: The generator

output voltage quickly reaches the rated'value. All that is required to turn.

on a d.c. generator is to connect it to a source of rotary mechanical power.

'Most generators are designed to operate at a constant rotational rate.,

Thus, their source of mechanical power (gasoline engine, turbine, a.c. motor,

etc.) is regulated to operate at a constant speed under varying loads, The

'output voltage of a generator rotating at a constant speed depengs upon the

current through its field coils. The output power of the generator is the
I

product of the output current and voltage. At a constant rothional rate

and output - voltage, an increase in output current must be accompanied by a

proportional increase 'in *out mechanical torque. Thus, the output' elett.ri-

cal. a generator is dependent, upon the mechanical input power.

A'd.c. generator can be turned off simply by removing the mechanical

input power and'allowing it to,coast to'a stop without discOnnecting it from .

.tht_external circuit; however, in some cases, the generator must be discon-
.

netted from the circuit while it continues'to rotate. If the load is di's-

cohnected abruptly, the inductive kick of the generator will produce high

vo4tages an arcing. This can be.prevented by
-
the use of a discharge resis-

tor. Thissi-esistor iPconnecd,ed across the generator output just-before the

EM-04/Page 41
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external circuit is disconnected. The inductive kick then produces only a

currentsurge through the discharge resistor, and no arcing occurs.

When two generators are operated in parallel or when a load circuit is

transmitted from one generator to another, precautions must be taken to avoid

generator damage. The following procedure will assure safe operation. The

entire load is initially supplied by generator 1 and is to be transferred to

generator 2 .

1. With ge erator 2 disconnected from the load circuit, bring it to its

desire rotational rate and adjust its. output voltage to slightly above

that o generator 1.

2, Connect' generator 2 in parallel with generator 1. The electrical load

will be shared'by the two generators in a tatio equal to the ratio of

their mechanical input powers. Parallel operation may be continued as

--/
long as desired.

3. Decrease the field currents of generator 2 until most of the load is

supplied by generator 2.

4. Disconnedt generator 1, using the discharge resistor method described

previously. Generator 2 now supplies the entire electrical load. Under.
0

no circumstances should a generator be disconnected from its mechanical

input power while connected in parallel with another generator. If.this

is done, the disconnected,generator acts as an electrical. motor with no._.

load. This can produce excessive currents and rotational rates that will

damage the generator.

THE ALTERNATOR

.

Figure 17 shows the basic components of a simple alternator. ,It consists

\f a,cylindOical magnFt rotating-inside a stationary coil of wire. The output

3
volqge and current' is produced as the rotating

magnetic.fifld lines cross the fixed conductors.

Thus, the alternator requires no brushes and
.

OUTPUT
-colMutaior to connect. to an external circuit.

. .3
Figure 18 shows the generation of a sinple

N .
N

4

$

Figure 17.
Simple Alternator.

T,
Page 12/EM-04

period of the a.c. output voltage a's the simple

alternator rotates through one complete reVolu-

tiog..
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0

Figure 18. Generation of an-a.c. Wave.

The output voltage of the alternator depends on the following quantities:

Number of loops in the stationary coil

Strength of the rotating magnetic field .

.
RotatiOnal rate of the magnetic field

Tht magnetic,field in practical alternators is supplied by a d.c. current 2

flowing through coils qf wire in the rotor. The coil is connected to an ex-

ternal current sou by means of bruopes and continuous slip rings. In most

cases, the rotor will haVe multiple po.les, and the stattc armature will con-

tain one coil for eni pole-pair. Figure 19 shows ao alternator with three

pale pairs. The armature windings of this alternatpr consist of three coils

wound in the slots in the /stator. .Each of the hau5 OR ,LAmikArEo
- ROTOR - STATOR

three pole pairs produces a current in one of wmame- CORE

the three coils at the'same time; thus, the a.c.

voltages of the coils are in phase. The coils SLOTS

are.connectedin series, and their voltagei add
OR -AIR GAP

to produce the output voltage. The output fre- -zrza

quencY of the alternator is thf rotor rotational Figure 19. Six-Pole

rate (ip revolutiou, per second) multiplied by Alternattr. .

the number of pole pairs and iNtching armature

coils. Thuscan alternator with six pole pairs, rotating at-10 revolutin's-

per second, produces a frequency of 60 Hz.' ,
4

The alternators discussed thus far are single-phase_ aiternators.--iMost

alternators produce a three-phase output; that is, they produce ire iden7
0.

tical voltage waves on three pairs of output terminals. This is accomplished'

\ , NJ.

.EMf,04/Page 13,
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Figure,20, Three Coils
with Common Return.

io. AO° 2,0e 340°

Figure 21. Three-Phase
Output Waves.

by adding two additional, sets of armature wind-

ings at intervals of 1209 around the stator

frame. The armature then consists-of three

sets of coils 120°apart. Each set contains
,

the same number of as there are pole

pairs on the rotor.,

Figure 20 shows the 'electrical connections
4

of the armature coils of a three-phase alter-
,

nator. Each 'coil shown in the diagram repre-

sents one set of coils in the alternator arma-

ture. The output waveform of this alterriator

is shown in Figure 21. The first wave is the /

-voltage between-A and-ATT-the second wave is

the yottage between B and B1, and the third'is

that between C and C1. Points AI, B1, and C1

are connected and form: e common return line,

for each of the alternat phases.

I
AUTOMOBILE ALTERNATORS

One of the most common applications of small alternators in the gen-

eration of electrical power in automobiles. Figure 22 shows the construction

of the rotor of such an alternator. The magnetic field is produced by a d.c.

current flowing through a single coil wound around the rotor shaft. This

MAGNETIC
FIELD

ROTOR
SHAFT

LECTRICAL
CONDUCTOR

STATIONARY BRUSH

SLIP-RINGS

FIELD COIL CURRENT

MAGNETIC FIELD

STATIONARY BRUSH

Figure 22': ',Automobile Alternator Rotor.

MS: -MAGNETIC POLES
OF ROTOR

D.

coil is connected to an external d.c. source by a pair,._of slip rings and

brushts: The pole; q-Cthe rotor are formed by, the inter- hoeing 'fingers of

Page\14/EM-04
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two iron shell" halves. Each , STATOR WINDINO STATOR WINDINGS,

us ,

.1!

I ;
47'

Cf:!), 4

shell. contains one finger

for each pole pair. Figure_23

shows the construction of the

stator of. the alternator. Fig-

ure 23a'shows seven field coils'

connected in series to match

the seven pdle pairs of the

rotor. This set of windings

produces one'of the output phases.

STATOR, FRAME

a. b.

Figure 23. Automobile Alternator Stator..

In Figure 23b, the other two_sets.of coils. have been added to the stator frame

and conneffed-pttftnTyT-as shown previously to 'Figure-20.

Figure 24 is,anrOloded view of the cOmPleted alternator. ,The alter-

nator'is connected to-the internal rectifier circuit shown in Figure 25 to

°

STATOR--ASSEMBy

SLIP-RIXO ,E140 FRAME

CRIME IMO FRAME OTOR ASSEMIILY

Figure 2i. Exploded View of Automobile Alternator.

produce a d.c: output, The output voltage of the alternator is-regulated by

regulating the d.c: current'iti the rotor.

In an ,alternator, the magnetiC.'field of

the rotor is produdedby d.c. current flow 'and

does npt changedirection. *Thus, no:eddy cur-,

rents can be-induced, and the rotor need not

be laminated. The stator frIme-, however, is

subjectOfto alternaOng Magnetic fiellf and
9

"-must be of laminated construction to reduce;,

induced eddy currents-.

o

" Figure 25. ,Alternator
Rectifier Circuit.

EM-04/Page015



LARGE ALTERNATOR:

Large alternators used for electrical power production have the same

'basic design as the automotibe alternator. Figure 26 shows the rotor of such

an alt rnator, The rotor toils consist of rectangular copper bars set An slott4

along the side's of the solid steel (rotor. The bars are wedged into place and
. .

held y steel retaining rings at each end. They are connected electrically to

tge copper rings at, one end-of the rotor.- Large brushes contactthese rings

tdsupply the d.c. current to the rotor.

FIELD COIL POLE FACE SLOTTING,
CONNECTIONS

L,

Figure 26. Rotdr of Large AlternatO.

te

RETAINING RINGS

The stator windings of the alternator are composed of copper bars son,

structed as,shown in Figure 27. The individual,copper. trips are "transposed"

along the length of t bar. Otherwise,

unequal voltages due.to unequal slot depth
. ,

would produce eddy currents in the'bars.

The bar is covered with insulating tape. .

Such'a bar-type winding is called an _arma%

ture" winding, taking its name from the

copper bar armor worn by knights of medi-

COVER
TAPE

e.,

TRANSPOSED
CONDUCTORS

eval times: -.

.
. ,114.0f

;:

4.
Figure'28 '_shows the armature bar in.

_ .

INSULATION

. ,,,igure 27. Srator.Winding Bar. plate in the stator frame.' The bars.are

held in plaCe by non - magnetic wedges that

fit between the core teeth. The.,c0res of large alternators also contain cbol-'A. . . i
,

ing slots,- through which water or a gas may pass torcool,thrstator. in some.
2,-

e cases, the copper bars,Ahemslives are hollow and carry *coolant. The rotors

Page 16/EM-04,
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of large al ternatars are el ectri-

cally. isolated from .the stator.

frame. to prevent the flow of eddy
R

currents through a loop formed by
CO TOOTH

the rotor- and stator..
P'

Unike ckc. generatOrs, al-

ternators cannotbe connected to

supply their own field current.,

The current' in the alternator

rotor "must come from some source

other than -thea I te rna . . -source

Figure 28. Cross',Section of Slot.
4 "

Figure. 29 shows oncommon way of exciting a large alternator.

power to 'start the exciter motor comes'

from n external source, such as 'another

alternator., Orice the exciter and the

Main a.c. generator (aitelmator) are,
,-.

ptboth in Operation, 'the exciter or.

can be connected to the ouipu of the
,.,

a:c. generator. In thiNt way, the after-

nator.suppi ies its excitationcurrent'
-.

through an iltermediate step of dc

generati
. d

on: . --

Figure 30 shows another arrange- ;.,1-,

ment commonly used in 1 arge: electricalv, plants.

an excitation alternator," a- rectifier _assembly, and

7..1
-"e-cf

The initial

GENERATOR

JAPOlimpt,

t10;;-101

IAOTORORIVEN,
EXCITER

Figure 29.

'41 Driven

A permanent

* k

,,,;ore all connected on a single y

shaft. lie output of -the pOrma-

nent magnet a 1 ternator

fied and real ficOd.ihd' is _used: as

the excitation cur'rent'throu'gh

the °stationary field toils of the .,

excitation al terna tor. Arl 'a .c.

current-is koduced in the rotat

of the exciVtio a) ter-

nator. This .current js ,rectified

I
O

a .e.

ea

PER`MANENT
MAGNET
GENERATOR

the Main

Separatel,P

Exci ter.

magnet alternator,

"a generator

A.C. EXC/OEN

CTIFiEff
Or

. .

<
t:. o ? 1

gure..r .6tush 1 ess -Exci tati on

. System.
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- by a rectifier assembly located on the rotating shaft and fed to the -rotating

coils of the main a)ternator. Thisttype of excitation Aiestem has the advan-

tage of containing no' brushes.

OPERATION OF ALTERNATORS

An alternator can be placed in service by bringing its rotational rate'

to the specified value and then supplying th e'field current necessary to pro-

'duce the desired output voltage. The Output voltage of the alternator is

regulated by regulating the field current. This is often accomplished by a

vpltage regulaton that monitors alternator la.c.leutput and controls the d.c:

flan current. Such regulators are often_ designed for operation at a Tixed

output frequency. For this reason, current shoul)Lnot be suppl ied' to the

alternator rotor at low 'rotational rates. This could damage the voltage reg-

ultor circuits. Like the d.c. generator, the total output power of an alter-

nator is dependent upon the total mechanical input power.

Alternators can be placed in parallel operation by a process similar to

that used for d.c. generators. The additional requirements necessary before

the parallel connection i,--ma44 are that both alternators have the Same' output

fAquency and that their outputs are in phase at the instant the switch is

losed.q.The alternators will then be lodked in phase with one another and

will° share the electrical load in a ratio equal to the ratio of their mechan-

i-eat-Inpuf-pwers- Alterna'tors are reversed from a parallel connection in

the- same manner as d.c. generators'. cc.

: MAINTENANCE .

The maintenance procedures for generators and,,alternators pre the same

as those for electric motors discussed in Module ',D.C. Motors." 'Dis-

cuss'ions of motor power losses and efficiency in that moault also apply to

generators and alternators.
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EXERCISES

1. An alternator with. four pole pairs is used to produce 'a 60-Hz a.c. volt-

age. What is its rotational rate?

2. The d.c, generator in Figure 16 is connected to a constant resistive

electrical load.and a source of mechanical input energy that has a con-

stant rotational rate and changes its input energy to'meet the demands

of the generator. Explain what happens. to each of the following quan-*

tittes when the rheostat controlling.the shunt coil current is changed

from a higher resistance to a lower resistance:,

a: Shunt coil current

b. Output voltage

c. Output current-

d. Mechanical input power

3. Why is a discharge resistor necessary when a large d.c. generator is

disconbected from an electrical load?, Explain Flow this resistor is used.

4. What happens if a d.c. generator, operating in parallel with a Second

generator, is suddenly disconnected from its source of mechanical input

power? , .

5.. A three-phase alternator has 15 coils on its stator. How are they con-

nected and how many pole pairs must the rotor have?

6, An a.c. electrical load is to be transferred from one alternator to

another without interrupting the current flow. Explain, step by step,

howthis can be accomplished.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

12-volt compound d.c'. generator

Autdmobile alternator

Constant speed electric motor

Mechanical couplings and mounts for connecting electric motor to generator

and alternator

12-V d.c: power _supply

10 42, 5-W variable,resistor (potentiometer)

d.c. voltmeter, 0-25 V

t.

1
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d.c. ammeter, 0-5 A

d.c. milliammeter, 0-250 mA

Five 12Q, 12-W power resistors

Five SPST switches

Note: A compound d.c. motor can be used as a d.c. generator. If this

is
.
dope, all internal coil connections should-be disconnected and coil leads

brought out of the motor. The size of the power resistors used as a load and

the shunt rheostat must be scaled to the motor ratings.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

,l. Connect the d.c. generator mechanically to the driving motor. With all
) .

generator coils disconnected, turn on the driving motor momentarily and

verif4, mechanical operation of the motor-generator combination.

2. Connect the generator as shown in Figure 31. The circuit to the right

of the output terminalS will'be used as the output circuit for all parts

of this laboratory.'

I

SERIES COIL DISCONNECTED

_rem Si s2 S3 S4 S

R1-6 120, 12W

Figure 31. Shunt-Connected Generator.

1R5

3. 'Set shunt coil rheostat for maximum series resistance. Open SI through

S5.
,

4. 'Turn on the driving motor and observe the output voltages. Set the shunt

rheostat to produce an output voltage of 12 V. Record the shunt coil

'current .and.output voltage in Data Table 1.

5. Divide the recorded value'of shunt coil current by 5. Reduce the current

by this aunt.with the-rheostat, and record the new shunt coil current

and outp6t.voltage.

Page 20/EM-04
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6. Coritiquie to reduce the shunt coil current'in equal .tees until the mini-
.

mum current is reached, recording the cur4okt and output voltage each

time.

7. Return the shunt coil current to the value necessary to produce a 12-V

output voltage4
,

8. Add the load resistors to the circuit one at a time by closing S1 though

S5 in order. Record the output current and output voltage in Data Table

1 after eikhawitch is closed. Do not change shunt coil rheostat setting. dip

9. urn off the driving motor and allow the generator .to coast to a stop.

Open Si through Ss.

10. Cllculate output power by multiplying output voltage and output current

for each ldad, and record in Data Table 1.

11. Connect the generator as shown in Figure 32, and repeat Steps 7 through

1 0 .

SERIES FIELD ADDING

OUTPUT
CIRCUIT

Figure 32. Compound Genei'ator

with Fields Adding.
,

12 Reverse the connections of the series' field coil of the generator so its

magnetic field will oppose that of the shunt coil, and.repeat Steps 7

through 10.

13 Replace the d.c. generator wifhthe alternator: With all alternator

disconnected, turnon the driving motor momentarily and verify,

niCal operation of the motor-alternator iomblnattion.

1 onnect the alternator as Shown ih Figure:33..

15 Repeat Steps 3, through 10. fotthp alternator, recordi -ng values in Data

le 2: In this case, thegrheostat controls the externally- applied

current through the alternator ropir. ,

Draw graphs of 'output voltage versus field current for the' .c. geherator

'and the alternator. 0

10.g .
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GROUND TERMINAL

FIELD TERMINAL

LOAD TERMINAL

12V D.

'KS% OW

OUTPUT
CIRCUIT

Figure 33. Alternator Connections.

17. Draw four graphs of output voltage versus output current on the same

sheet of graph paper. Label the graphs.as follows:

a. Shun't generator

.Compound generator with fields adding

c. Compound generator with fiel4s opposing

d. Alternator

18. Compare the graphs and explain the reasons for the shape of each curve.

o. .

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. D.C. GENERATOR.

1 'OUTPUT VOLTAGES VERSUS SHUNT COIL CURRENT.
.

.

Shunt coil current (mA). I
.

Output voltage (k....

,. '.14NT-CONNECTED GENERATOR

Load Resistors;
' (number)

-Outplit

- Voltage
(V)

Output
. Current.

(A)

r

Output
Power
.(W)

, .

, .

1.,
. i, .

..

,
.

.

3 4 ' .

4
I

.
=2)

.

5 ',
. . *
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O

4

Data Table 1. 'Continued.

4 A

"It COMPOUND GENERATOR WITH FIELD COILS ADDING

.
.

. .

Load Resistors
(number4---

Output
Ydltage

1 .. (V)

'Output
Current

... -

.(A) .

Output
POwer .

(101)

0

T1 .
.

,

2 -
. .

,

3

- 4' .

.

.

. -

,11

4 5 f

COMPOUND GENERATOR WITH FIELD COILS OPPOSING

.

Load Resistors
(nulvber) .

Output
. Voltage

(V)

Output
Current

(A)_
.

. Output
Power

(W)

0 ,
.

.

,,

1

,

.
-

2 ,

.

.

3 ,

4

DATA TABLE 2. ALTERNATOR.

.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE VERSUS FIELD CURRENT

Field Curre9t (mA)
. .

,Output Voltage (V)
.

.

ALTERNATOR OUTPUT

.

Load Resistors
. , (number)

Output
Voltage

(V)

Output
Current

(A)

Output
Power

(W) .

.

,

. 0,

.

1 . ,

. .

-

.

w§,

1, 2
. ,

N
- ..

..,
. . . ,

5 .
,

444
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INTRODUCTION

A direct current electric motor is an electromechanical device that con-
.

verts d.i. electrical. energy to rotational mechanical energy, These motors

are available in sizes:ranging from small instrument motors powered by bat-

teries to large models'l producing several hundred horsepower. All d.c. motors

have similar -design features. Their Output characteristics depend upon the

connections of their field coils. Shunt motors have field coils connected

in parallel with the armature and produce almost constant speed withca vary-

ing load. Shunt mOtorsdesigned for speed control can be operated over a

wide range of speeds. Series motors ha-ve field Coils connected in series with

the armature. Their speed varies with load, and they produce large starting-

torques. Compound motors contain both shunt and series coils and have oper-

ating characteristics thit area compromise between the shunt motor.and the

series motor.

This module discusses basic d.c. motor, principles, construction and

operation of the three types of d.c. motors, control circuits for d.c. motors',
r A

and common problems encountered with d.c.'motors. In the laboratory, the

student will construct a motor control circuit and measure the output charac-

.teristics of a shunt motor,

,

,PREREQUISITES

The,student should haVe completed Module EM-04 of,"Electromechanical-
Devices."

4 Ar

OBJECTIVES

\....,

Upon completion of this module, the student should be. able

1. Draw and' abel a diagram of a simple d.c. motbr:'

2. Explain the purpose, location, and electrical connection of a magnetic

interpOle in a d.c. motor.

3. Draw schematic diagraMs showing the electrical, connections of the follow-

Ning types of d.c. motors:

1O5
t/Page 1



a.. Shunt

b. Series

c. Compound , .

. .

DraW and label diagrams ShOwing-rotatidnal rate angI output torque as.

functionsof motor current for each of thq three types of d.c. motors.
- , ..

5. Explain the origin of `the counter electromotive fOrce in a shunt motor .

. ,

and explain how the CEMF limits armature current and motor Speed in the

sh'unt motor.

6. Explain the-conditions that can.1-ead to motor damage due to excessive

speed in each of the three, types of q.-cismotors.

7. Describe the characteristics of the mechanical loads typically driven

by each of the'three types of d.c. motors.

8. Draw, and label diagrams of three-terminal and four-terminal manual

starter circuits for'd_c. motors. Explain the operation of each type.

9. Given 5chematic diagrams of a CEMF starter and a series locked:oUt

starter,explain the operation of each.

10. Draw and. label diagrams showing the fol=lowing methods of speed control

for shunt. motors. Explain the operation of each/Method.

.

a. Field rheostat,:

b. Armature rheostat

c. Ward-Leonard system

11. Explain two methodS that can. be used for motor braking.

12. Explain, with the use Of an,efficiencyversus rVent.curve, AS, electric

motors mustbe operated near' their rated load for maximum efficiency.

13. List the three Categories of. motor failure. 0

14 Given.thOppropriate equipment, construct a'a-.--C.-metor control ctrCutt,

make the necessary measurements, and plot the characteristic curves of

a shunt motor.

Page 2/EM-05
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SUBJECT MATTER

THE SIMPLE'D.C. MOTOR.
.

Figure 1 shows the basic components of a simple d.c. motor.' This motor

consists of a fixed. magnetic field and a'loop of wire connected to-a d.c.

voltage source through a commutator..

The commutator consists of two conduc-

die segments (A and B), which are

each connected to one side of the wire

loop (C and D). . A brush connects each '

4 BRUSH A 'BRUSH 8

commutator segmdnt to-the voltage

source. This is the 'same basic con-

struction as that of a d.c. generator.

In the generator, mechanical input

t F

energy is converted to electrical out- . *
Figure 1. Construction

.

put energy. In the motor, the process

is reversed, converting electrical.input energy-to mechanical output energy.

a Simple d.c. Motor.

In Figure 1, currept flow through coil segment C produces an ubWard force

on that segmen,f. .Current flow in the.opposite dqection in segment D prOduces

an equal downward force. These forces provide the

.

.

torqut; to rotate the armature coil around its axis

as shown. 'This:same coil positfOrOs shown in

Figure 2a. Figure2b, the armature] as rotated

through-one quarter of a.turg, and "commutation"

is occurring; that is, each half of the split ring

'.1s moving 6 contact the other brush. Justfbefore
1

commutation, the force on coil segment C isstill

upward and the forc on segment D,is downward,
/

This produces no torque on the armature., but the

armature.'s angular. momentum causes itto continue

to turn.. IMtiately following commutation, the

current in.the coil and the direction pfforce on

the wire segnientshave reversed. The armature_- ,

continues to rotate to the position shown in Fig-

ure 2c with increasing torque., Figures 2a and 2c

are the positions of greatest torque because the'

I

Figure.2. Rotation
of Simple d.c. Motor.

EM-05/Page
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TUE

Figure 3. Output
Todlue of a

Simple d.c. Motor.

applied forces act with the greatest lever arms. In

Figure 2d, commutation occurs again. The pulsating out-

put torque of this simple d.c. motor is shown as afunc-

tion'of time in Figure,3.

h The torque of a d.c. motor can be made almost con-

stant by using additional armature coils, as shown in

Figure 4. These coils are connected in series, as shown

in figure 5, to provide current flow through all coils

in the direction indicated in Figure 4. Thus, while the vertical coil in Fig-

ure 4 is undergoing commutation, the other coil continues to produge torque.

Figure 4. Armature Cdils in
Sldts ArouNd Agmature'Core.

Figure 5. Armature Winding
for Two-Pole Motor.

The fixed magnetic field-of d.c. motors is provided by field coils with

a d.c. current flow. _These coils are wound on d stator frame similar to that

of-a d.c. generator. Many motors are designed with multiple poles in the
. stator field. Figure 6 shows the field wind-

ings, brushes, and coil segments of a fou, r-
-
me pole d.c. motor. This arrangement provides

sooncE

greater output torque with the same armature-----
current because each wire segment moves in

Figure 6. Four-Pole(
Shunt Motor. ,

Page/EM-05'

a direction perpendicular to the field direc-

tion morfrequently: The armature coil con-.

nections are arranged to provide coil current

in the direction shown, and one pair of

brushes is provided for each pair of field .

poles.,
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CONSTRUCTION OF D.C. MOTORS

The armature core of a d.c. motor, is of laminated construction just as

that of-a d.c. generator because, as in the generator, the direction oflarma-

ture magnetic field/revers whenthe coil current` reverses.' Armature coils

consist of only a few turns ( y only one). to reduce coil inductance.

This reduces thereverse EMF of the coil during .

commutation and, thus, reduces sparking of the

commutator.

The construction of the commutator is shown
,

in Figure 7. Each commutator segment is a'solid

piece of-copper. The segments are insulated from

the mounting ring and-from each other by layers

of mica. Each commutator segment has a slot in

which the coil ends rest. Coi Fends are soldered

or braied in place.

The brush and brUsh holder of a d.c. motor

are shown iv-Figure 8. The brush is made of car-

bon and is free to slide in the brush holder. A ,

spring presses the brush against the commutator with

thecor'rect pressure.

The stator fradie of a d.c. motor can be of lami-

nated construction, but often it is not because the

constant magnetic fields in the stator core do not

produce eddy currents. The windings are similar to

those of d.c. generators discussed in Module EM -04,

"Generators and Alternators."

Commutator-sparking is reduced in many d.c.

motors by the addition of magnetic interpoles in

the stator. The interpole is a narrow mag-

netic pole positioned so that a coil segment

undergoes commutation while it is directly

under the interpole. This is shown in Fig-

ure 9. The effect of the interpole is to

gieatly reduce the, magnetic field strength

durlog_commutation. Figure 10 shows a four-

4.
4 100

COMMUTATOR
SEGMENT

Figure 7. lutaway

View'of a d.c Motor

Commutato

MAIN FIELD
WINDING

Figure 8. Brush
and Holder for a

. d.c. Motor.

,AIP; 4e r I

COMPENSATING
FIELD ,,sor
WINDING.

ARMATURE

COMMUTATING OR
I

INTERPOLE

Figure 9. Section of A.

d.c. Machine Showling

,'Compensating.Field.

:, EM-05/Page 5
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pole sCato -with two interpoles. Figure 11 shows the electrical connections

Of interpores, also called "commutating poles," in a d.c. motor with four

main poles and four interpolesi., The interpoles are connected ih series with;

the armature so their field strength will be proportionaI.l to armature current.

Figure 10. Stator Frame,
Field Poles, and Field Windings

of d.c. Motor.

.Figure 11. Wiring Diagrams'of a
Shunt -Wound d.c. Motor

with Interpoles;

TYPES OF D.C. MOTORS

A d:c. motor is classified according to the connection of its main
4

field coils. (Interpole coils connected n series with the armature can be

present in any type.) The three types are shown schematically in Figure 12.

E. SHUNT

FIELD WINDING

ARMATURE SHUNT
WINDIN

b. SERIES

SERIES WINDING

c. COMPOUND

Fiore 12. Three d.c. Machine Connections.

.%

In the shunt'motor (Figure 1W, the armature and the field coils are

connected in parallel. The field coils are made of may turns of small wire.AP "4
V

Current through the field coils is limited by the wire resistance and is con-

stant at constant applied voltage: Thus, the. stationary magnetic field of a

shunt moto is constant with a constant applied voltage. Increasing the ap-,

plied voltage incre ses the field'strength and the output torque of the motor.

ti

Page 6/EM-05'
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The resistance'of the armature coils is so low that extremely high cur-

rents will flow through the'armature if it is connected. directly to its rated

+voltage while the 'motor is stopped. Methods of limiting armature current

during motor - starting are discussed later'in this module. When the motor is,

running, armature current is(limited by the counter electromotive fOrce (CEMF)

of the armature coil.

Recall from Modulet EM -04, "Generators and Alternators," that a voltage

is Induced whenever a coil moves thrOugh a magnetic field. This same process

results in the generation of a voltage in the moving coil in a d.c. motor.

The direction of the induced voltage is opposite the direction ofthe voltage

applied,to the cd91 by the external source thus, the name "counter electro-
.

motive force." The magnitude of the'CEMF depends upon the rotational rate of

the armature. Increasing motor speed results in.an increased CEMF. The arma-

ture current depends on the difference in the applied voltage and the CEMF.

,A shunt motor with nomechanical load runs at a constant speed at which

the CEMF is slightly less thdn the applied voltage. The small armature cur-

rent produces a torque that balances the frictional torque of the motor. If

the mechanical load'on the motor is increased, the armature slows down slightly.

This reduces the CEMF and, thus, increases armature current. The. increased
..

current produces greater output torque to maintain motor speed.

The characteriStic turves- of.a shunt motor are shown in Figure 13. The

motor current is actually determined by the motor load and increases as load

increases, but characteristic curVes are typically drawn as a funct'on of cur-
.

rent rather than load. In the shunt motor, there is a slight drop i speed

ag-lcad\arid current increase. The full-load speed is typically 5 to 15% less

than the no-load speed. Thus, shunt motors run at nearly constant speed for

any load below the rated capacity and do not slow very much even. when greatly

overloaded.

The speed of a shunt motor can be controlled by.controlling either the

field current or the armature current by techniques discusspd in a later sec-

tion of this module. Shunt motors without speed controls are used to drive

machinery designed to,operate at a constant speed with variable load and rela-

. tively low starting torque.
IV

If the shunt coil of a motoris disconnected from-the voltage source

while the motor is in operation with the armature connected, the strength of

EM-05/Page 7
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Figure 13. Operating Characteristic Curves of a
Typical 15-hp, 230-volt, Shunt-Wound d.c. Motor.

-

the stationary magnetic field decreases to the residual field of the stator

core. This greatly reduces. the armature CEMF and proportionately increases
,

armature current. The motor speed will increase because of the torque pro-

duced by the large current flow through the residual field; but the4ermature

may be destroyed by overheating due to excessive current. If the motor is

operating with no load or a light load; its speed will increase

until the .commutator and windings fly apart. Circuit breakers are often in-
.

cluded in the armature circuits of shunt motors to open the circuit in case

of field coil failure.

I,n the series motor (Figure 12b, the armature and field coils are con-

nected in series. The field coils consist of a few turns of large wire since

they.must-carry the large armature current. The shunt motor will run at a

constant Speed with a constant load with its current limited by the CEMF of

its armature. As load increases, speed decreases._ This reduces the CEMF,

allowing more 40,ent.to flow through both the field coils and armature aoils.

The higher field current produces a stronger field, and the motor stabilizes

at a lowef' speed with higher torque and higher current.

Page 8/EM-05
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The characteristics'of a series motor are shown in Figure 14. The torque

thethe series motor increases as the square of the current. This allows much

greater starting torques than those of shunt motors. r this reason, series

motors are often used in cranes and for traction work wh- e large starting

torques are required. - /

two o
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Figure 14. Operating Characteristic
Curves of a Series d.c. Motor.,

If the load of a series motor is reduced, the motor speed increases,

and the motor current decreases, as shown in Figure 14: If the load is' re-

mO'ved entire4,4,thespeed will increase until the motor is destroyed. For

this reason, a series'motor must never, be connected to an- electriCal power

source unlesg it is alto connected to a mechanicalload. Series motors should

never bi,connected to a mechanical load by a belt drive. If the belt breaks,

the motor will "run away." In a series motor, current-decreases as'rotational

rate increases. Thus, limiting motor current will not limit motor spear. The,

speed of a series motorgvaries greatly with load and cannot be regulated, al-

though motor speed with a constant mechanical load can be Changed by changing

the .applied voltage.

The compound motor (Figure 12c) has both shunt and series coils in its

stator. Thus, its chatacteristics lie between those of the shunt motor and

the series motor, as shown in Figure 15. The speed of the compound' motor

EM-05/Page 9
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changes as load changes, but the change is less than for the series motor.

The low speed (high current) torque of ,the compound motor is greater than that

of the shunt Motor but less than that of'the series motor. With no load, a

typical compound motor runs at a'speed of about 20% greater than its loaded

speed. Compound motors are available with a variety of characteristic curves.,

depending upon the relative field strength provided by the series coils and

the shunt coils.-

if
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.Figure 15. Speed-Torque Characteristic
Curves for. Compound, Shunt, and Series

d.c. Motors of Equal Size. -

Compound motors are used for loads requiring high starting torques or

for loads subject tolarge torque variations. APplications include elevators,

air compressors, printing presses, and conveying machinery. The,speed of com-

pound' motors cannot be regul ated as can that of a shunt motor, but the speed

. at a constant load can bt-varied by varying,the shunt field. The compound

motor will not "ruri away" ff its load is removed,' but it will behave similar

to a shunt motor if its shunt coil is disconneCted during motor operation.

,e

D.C. MOTOR CONTROLS

Small d.c. motors can be designed for "across the line" ,starting

which 'the motor is started by connecting it directly to a voltage source at-
,

the motor voltage rating. Motors larger than 5 hp and many smaller models

' Page 1'O/EM=05



require starting resistors in series with the

'armature to limit-armature current to a safe.

level _during starting. E 1111

Figure 16 shqiis the starting circuitof,
a shunt motor. The.main switch is closed,

with switches 1, 2; and 3 opened. The total

resistance (R1 + R2 + R3 + armature'resis-

tance) limits the armature current to about

200% of the rated maximum current. This momentary high current provides

additionalstartin4ctorque but does not flow long enough to produce a large

temperature increase. The shunt field coil are connected directly to the

power source. Thus, shunt field strength s not affected by the starting

c) '

Figure 16. Motor-

,
Starting Circuit.

resistors.

Figure 17 show§ motor speed

avd,arniature current, during start-

. ing with the circuit in Figure 16.0

Armature current decreases as speed

decreases: When armature current

has fallen to 100% of the rated

value, switch 1 is closed; short-

ing R1.-, This increases armature

current again' to 200%* maximum,, and

motor speed increases. This process
,

is continued until all the'series

R2 R3

CUT OUT CUT OUT CUT OUT

Figure 17. Current and Speed.Versus

Time During Starting Operation.

.
.

resistance
_
has been removed and the motor is running at its rated speed. The

( number of resistors in motor starter circuits varies from two to a dozen,
41

depending on the characteristics of the-motor to be started.

When a Similar starter circuit is used with a,series motor or'a compound

motor, the series field coil current is also increased to a maximum of 200%

of the rated value. This doubles thA series field strength and accounts for

the greater starting ton:16e of the series motor,.

Figure-18 shows a manual three-terminal motor starter. The operating

.handle,is, moved forward by hand to remove.the series resistors.' With all' the

resistors removed, the handle is Meid in place by a holding coil connected

in series wjth the shunt field. Irthe shunt field current is interrupted

EM-05/Page 11
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r-
s

f

OPERATING HANDLE

SPRING RETURN

Figure 18. Connection of Three-
Terminal Manual Starter.

P

- for any reason, this coil is

de-energized, and a spring're-

. turns the operating handle to

the or iginal position and in-

terrupts armature current.'

This protects the shunt motor

from run-away due to,reduced,

field current.

If,tHe speed of a shunt

motor is controlled by con-

trolling the shunt field current, the holding coil clbrreilt may be reduced to

a value that will not hold the operating handle. In phis case, the four-

terminal starter shown if1 Figure 19 can be used. The fo ding coil is this

starter is wired in eries with the ar-

mature. This assures the holding power

of the coil but does not provide any

protection from armature current or speed

increase if the field coil fails.

In automatic motor, starters, the

resistors in series with the armature

are removed automatically. In:definite-
Figure 19. Connection of Four-

time automatic starters, time delay re-Termilial, Manual Starter.

lays are used to short circuit the resis-

tors after a definite time. Such starters must be carefully matched to'both

tg;. motor and the'load for proper performance. When d.c.'mbtors are to be N\,

started automaqcally under varying load conditions, current-limit automatic

starters are use. These starter circuits change '\eries resistance in re-
,

sponse to'armature current rather than at a fixed rate.

Figure 20 shaws a CEMF Motor starter circuit. Pressing the'start button

energizes coil M and closes all conacts_labeled "Mu'in the diagrk. This

connects the applied voltage to the field windings and to the series cri..cuit,

composed of the armature and R1 and R2. Coil 1 is connected in parallel with

the armature. Initially, most of the voltage drop is across R1 and R2, and

the armature voltage drop is too low to energize coil 1. As motor speed in .

creases, the armlfure CEMF increases to produce an armature voltage sufficient

Page 12/EM-05
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to energize coil 1, cloVing,the.'con-: I

tacts labeled "1" N--the diagrath and , \'

shorting 'RI,

Coil 2 is,identScal to coil 1%--)

and is also connected aCrot9.the ar.-"

mature. Resistor R in series with

coil 2 reduces current through thil

"coil. This meansthat a greater ar-

mature voltage is required to ener-

gize coil 2 thSn that required for

coil 1. When the motor CEMF reaches

this value, coil 2'is energized,

shorting both RI, and R2. . The

normally closed contacts labeled

"2",arlso open to remove coil 1

from the circuit and protect it,

from over-current conditions.."'

This starter circuit shows only

two resistors'and for'sim-
. .

plicitY, but-practical starterS-

. may contain several additional

coils and resistors. ,

Figure 21 is a schematic'

for a series locked-out

motor starter. The relays :used

in this circuit are shown in Fig-

ure 22a.-17.;71nhtains,two:coils;.

FIELD WINDING

ARMATURE

2 2 1 m

TAT,
=-- u

S P START

Figure 20. Connection.of
CEMF Starter.

p

FIELD WINDING
22292 to,

C28
-2

2T M

=

STOP

Figure 21. Series Locked-Out
Starter Details.

START

_L,__

The top coil T acts.to.close'the relay contacts. Its core contains little
4

iron and is,eas.yy saturated by d.c. current flow 'through the coil. The bot-
.

tow B acts to open therelay contacts. Its coil contains considerably.
more..iron end does not saturate atAormal operatingcurrents . _The'torque'.

versus current curves of the two coils are shown in Figure 221):

'In the starter circuit, the twq.coils'are Connected in series and carry

the same current. At low current values, the top coil holds the relay, on=

tactseclosed... ,If turrent'exced4-Sla,predetertined value, thettorque of coil B
. A

exceeds that of coil T, and the-contacts are opened.

1 1_ 7
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1

A

IP "
,0:rCONtACTS

PIVOT '

a. SERIES LOCKEDOUT CONTACTOR2
IIN CLOSED. POSITION)

Figure 22. SerieVLocked -Out Contactor.

W

C
O

CURRENT

TOROUE VS. CURRENT CURVES

When the start. button in Figure 21 is pressed, coil M is energized, and

all contacts labeled N",t1pse.' The armature current flows through resistors

RI and R2 and through coils 1T and 1Bwhich are located together on one relay..

Since the initial current exceeds.the maximum running current, coil 1B holds

contact open.. When the current has dropped to the iiiaximum raterb current,

coil 1T closes contact 1. ; This connectsthe series combination of .coil 2B

and 2T in parallel with 1B and R).,4 Since the resjstance'of RI greatly exceeds

that of 28 and 2T,-- most of thcurrent flows through the coils of relay 2. '

This current also flows through coil 1.1. dfrelay ) to diaintain it in the closed

position. At this poinS, armature current is limited by R2 to a value of 2Q0%

-of the rated current: Thus, coil 2B holds contact 2 open: When'the current

once again drops to the rated value, the torque produced by coil 2T exceeds ,

that of 28, and contact'2 closes. This removes resistor R2 and coil 2B from .

the circuit. The armature current continues'tO f'ow thisciugh5coil 2T to keep

contact 2 closed. Cdil 2T' ,is an auxiliary coil includee.in relay 2 to main-

tain it in the closed position dt low armature currents.-

Once a shunt motor has been brought into operation with all series start-
O,

ing resistors removed from its armature, circuit,( its speed can be controlled %,

Eby controlling either its armAture voltage or. field current. Figure.23a shoWs

a vari4le resistor in series with the armature of a.shunt motor. {Increasing

the resistance of this seridt!'resistor iincreases.fts voltage drop and decreases

the ioltagedrop across the armature. This results.in lower motor speed..

This technique is seldom used because large amounts of power must be dissipated.

by the series elmature 'rheostat. Starting .resistors should never be-4eft in

the circuit for this purpose because they are rated for intermittent operation

only and will soon be destroyed if placed in continuous operation.

. ,

Page 14/EA-05
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Fitt()
COIL

I.

SERIES
ARMATURE
RHEOSTAT

4

b.

4 Figure 23. Speed ,Jontrol Circuits for Shunt Motors.

Figure 23b shows a shunt motor in which the speed is controlled by a

rheostat in the field circuit. Increasing the resistance reduces field cur

rent. This .reduces armature CEMFand results/4'n "higher armature'current and

increased motor speed. The rheostat carries only the small field current and

does not consume kigh power. This technique is commonly used for speed con -

on shunt-motors to vary the speed by as much as a factor'of four.

Figure 24 shows the Ward-Leonard system'of speAcsontrol often used in,

large d.c. motors requiring operation over a,wide range'of speeds. The shunt

field cop is .energized by a

constant d.c. voltage Applied

from the power 's'ource. The

armature current is wippliek

k
by a d.c. generator that is

$owered by aseparate constant:

speed motor: The field.coils
%k

° of the generator are energized
/.

by the,same voltage source that pro.vides the d.c. motors field current. A

.variable resistor is used to control the generator field current. When the

generator field curreafis zero, no voltage'TS, induced)in the generator rotor.
e

Thus, no current it.supplied ,fcs the d.c. motor armature and no torliM is pro-
.

duced. Increasing the generator field strength increases the.motor armature

current and motor speed.

CONSTANT
VOLTAGE CONSTANT

VOLTAGE

Figure 24. Ward-LeDnard System
of Speed, Control.

The speed of a compoundMotor cannot be set at a fixed value as in the

shunt motor, but9a rheostat in series with thelshunt coil can be used to ad-

just its speed at a constant load. This is 'AA a common practice since com-

pound motors are usually-employed with variable loads: The speed of a series
J. 4

motor can-be changed by the use of d variable resistor in series with both
A

. .

EM-05/Page
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the armature and field coils; but this is rare except in the case of hand-
,

held power tools.

The direction of rotation of a.d.c. motor can be reversed by reversing

the'connections of either the field coils or the armature. 'Reversing both

connections wilt rift change the directioruof rota-
)

tion. In the' Ward- Leonard system, motor armature

current is reversed by reversing the field current

in the lenerator.

An electric motor can be stopped b'di'sconnect-

ing its power source and-allowing the motor to coast

to a stop. If more rapid stopping is_ required;

braking can be provided by two means. .Figui.e 25

shows a friction brake used to stop a motor. A

COIL
(IN CROSS
SECISION)

PRING

Figure 25.

Friction Brake.

solenoid presses the brake shoes against a pulley

to "provide'friction. Figure 26 illustrates dynamic

braking in a shunt motor, The shunt field remains

energized. The armature *is disconnected from the

power source and connected to a resistive load. The rotating armature gener-

ates a voltage that produces a current through the resistor. The motor f nc-

tions as a lOaded generator with no mechanical input power and rapi ly co es

to'a stop. zo

swacH

SHUNT
FIELD

ARMATURE
RESISTANCE

L I

L2

Figure 26. COnnections of a Dynamic Brake
to a d.c. Motor.

MOTOR EFFICIENCY

FigUres 13 and 14 include curves showing motor efficiency for shunt and

series motors,as functionS of motor current. In both cases, the maximum effi!

ciency occurs at the rated motor load. Thus, maximum efficiency in the con-

version of electrical energy to -mechanical energy is achieved when an electric

Pa'ge,16/EM-05
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motor is operated near its rated load: Exceedin4 the rated load for a long

period of time will cause the temperature of the motor to increase to danger-

ous levels. Operating a motor at.a fraction of its rated load is inefficient.

The maximum efficiency of a d.s. motor. varies .from about 75 to 93%, de-
.

pen ing on motor size and design. Shunt field losses are due to the electri-
,

cal resistance of the shunt coils. Armature circuit losses are due to resis-

tance of the armature coils,
I

brush contacts, and serlea-field coils. No-load

rotational losses include hysteresis'and eddy currents in-the armature core

and air and bearing friction. Stray Toad losses are difficult to determine

exactly but include uneven distribution of current'among parallel windings

and distortions inthe magnetic fields.

MOTOR MAINTENANCE AND.7i6ligrES400TING

Volumes can be written on motor maintenance an'd troubleshooting, and, many

shave been. This section discusses briefly some of the more common problems

encountered and ways they can be prevented or corrected. Failures in d.c.
rs.

electric motors can,be grpuped into threebrod categories:

'Bearing failures .

Commutator failures s't

0

Open or shorted coils

Bearing failure occurs betauSe of improper :lubrication or because of

excessive loading of the bea;:ings: Routine maintenance of electric motors

should include a regular schedule of bearing lubrication. Misalignment of

external laafts connected to the motor shaft is the major cause of bearing-

wear. Motor bearims should have a running temperature of no more than 40°C

above the temperature of the surrounding air. A bearing that is too hot to

touch is well on its way to failure and should be inspected immediately.

Commutatm1 and brush failures can result from a variety of causes: They

are usually evidenced by excessive brush sparking, streaking or bUrning Of

the commutator, or brush'uchatter." Some of the more commocommutator faults

and their causes are'listecLbelow. 6
Brushes that fit tOolooSely in their holders tend to vibrate or chatter.

This results in sparking and excessive brush temperatures.

A brokeri.brush tension 'spring or dirt between the brush and brush holder

may result in poor contact between the brush and commutator.

121
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A buildup of oil or other films on the commutator increases the electrit

c 1 resistance between the commutator',1and brushes. Eventually an arc

Wi I burn a hole in this film. This,proquces uneven current distribu-

tion acrossa-nd-leads to "streaking" around, the commutator.

Some soft brushes cause excessive commutator wear due to "copper pitkin
,

Small amounts of copper are deposited on the brush surface. The lowered
_

contaciresistance at )these points eeSultsin uneven current distribi--,

tion that can cause severe; uneven commutator wear.

When a motor is.not operated for long periods of time, mild acid formed

from moisture and 'contaminating gases ,4n the air can set up battery action

between the carbon brushes and the meta rlic commutator. This etches a

"footprint" of thebrush into the comnu tator surface.

-Most rotors are designed so the brush location can be rotated cir-

cumferentially far the .best ()Oration, If the brushes are shifted from

the optimuM-position, sparking and po6r performance may result.

For proper performanCes, the commutator and .brushes she ld be kept clean

`and free of oil or other films. Worn brushes should be repl ced only with

exact replacements and- should be aligned with cares

gken circuits in the field or'armature coils can occur because of meehan--.

icalfailure or conductor melting dife to 'excessNe currents. Skil faints can

tfe ocated easily with an ohmmeter. The shorting of field windings b cause

of insulation failure is a much more common problem. The leadi of
/ -

insulation failure is moisturein the field coils, Moisfure cantenter he

coils from external fluid leaks, mists, app- splashes. If motors a idle for

long periods in high humidity, moisture willcondense -tn the field coils. -
. I

Motors and generators should never be operated when damp.

The coridition of thefield coil insulation can be checked by measuring

theeleClical resistance between the field-coils and the stator frame. _If

the resistance is less than one megohw, the motor should be dried ,before oper-

ation. ,This can be accomplished by removingthe rotor and drying-the field

coils with heating lamps or by passing a small current through the coils,'

0age 18/EM-05
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EXERCISES

1. The diagram at the right shows

the electrical to of a SHUNT COIL SERIES COIL

compound motor with one inter-

_pole. Draw the .electrical

connections of this motor..
° 'ARMATURE

2.1 Explain what happens if the

mechanical linkage between a

series. motor and its load

fails while the motor is in t

INT ERPOLE
COIL

operation.

3., Explain what happens if the field coil of a shunt motor fails duripg

motor operation.

4. Explain the difference in three-pole and four-pole manual motor staliters,
f

and the advantage of each.

5. Motor circuits require switching of large currents. This can be accom-

plished with an air circuit breaker or a magnetic blov-out circuit breaker.

Locate descriptions of the operation of these devices in the library and

write a brief description of each.

6. Disassemble,a d.c. electric motor and sketch the parts.

7. Write a brief,description of ho'w CEMF limits the speed of a shunt motor.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

'd.c. 'shunt. motor, 115 V d.c., 1 hp, 1200 rpm, with pulley

d.c. milliammeter, 0-250 mA

d.c. ammeter; 0-20 A

d.c. voltmeter, 0-150 V

Four SPST switches, 115 V d.c, 20 A

DPST switch, 115 V d.c., 20 A

40, 50-W resistor

252, 26-w resistor

.10, 1,04 resistor

0:50, 5.-W resis or

0

6

A
EM-05/Page 19
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50052, 1064 rheostat

d.c. power supply, 115 V d.c., 20 A .

Prony brake

Scale, 0-5 lb

Water cooling for prony brake

.Splash shield for motor

Tachometer

Connecting wires

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Fill the motor specifications in the Data Table('

2.-r- Construct the circuit shown in Figure 27. Do not connect pr.-ony brake

to motor.

D.C. POWER
SUPPLY

POWER

SI, S2

4A 211
50W 20W

(:? 500(1
100W

v.

Figure 27. Experimental Motor Circuit.

ARMATURE

3. Set the field rheostat for minimum resistance. Open switches S1, S2, S3,

and S 4

4. With power switch open, turn on the d.c. power supply.

5. Close power switch momentarily and observe direcition of motor rotation.

If motor rotation is not in the proper direction for use of the prony

brake, reverse the connectionsof the shunt coil and check again.

5.' Start the motor, using the following procedure:

a. Close the power, switch while watching the ammeter. The current will

assume a high value momentarily and drop off.

b. When the current drops to about 7.5 A, close S1. The current will

rise again.

Page 20/EM-05



c. CloSe S2,'S3, and Sy in succession each time current drops to 7.5 A.

NOTE: With the motor unloaded, the speed will'increase rapidly and the

current will drop rapidly.4

7. When the motor reaches constant speed with 'all switches closed, measure

. and record rotational rate, field current, armature current, and applied

---vo,ltage in Trial 1 of the Data Table.

8. Turn off the power switch and open S1-S4.,'

9. Attach the'pronybrake, as shown in Figure 28. Tighten the wing nuts

enough to hold the pro y brake in place as the motor rotates but not

enough to_produce signifi ant friction: Be sure the splash shields and

water supply are in place,.

COOUNG
WATER

PULLEY

SPLASH SHIELD
BETWEEN MOTOR

AND BRAKE

ti

SCALE

DIRECTION
Of FORCE WI

,44,wag1;1;v*44,
LENGTH Of ARM---1.1

Figure 28. 'Prony Brake.

10. Turn on motor, using procedure from Step 5.

11. Turn on prony brake cooling water. Verify cooling of the brake and splash

protectiOn.of the motor.

12. Calculate the force indicated on the scale when the motor is at full load

by dividing rated torque by leVjer arm.

13. Tighten the wing nuts to produce one-tenth the value calculated in Step

12. Record voltage, armature current, rotational rate, and force in the

Data Table.

14. Increase the tension of the prony brake in steps of one-tenth of rated

force until a maximum ,of 120% of the rated force is reached, recording
o

data after each increase.

1$. Reduc otor load to 75% of rated value and turn off.the power switch.

16. Open swit hes S1 -S4.
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17. Start the motor under load, following the previous procedure. -Note

differences in starting with a load and in starting with no load in the

section of the Data Table headed "Motor Starting."

18. Reduce the prony brake tension to the minimum.

Set the field control rheostat to produce a rotational rate of one and

a half times the rated value. Record the field coil current in Trial 2

of the Data Table.

2Q. Repeat Steps 13 and 14 for this rotational rate.

21. Turn off the motor and cooling water. Remove the prony brake Apt the

motor, and set the rheostat for minimum resistance.

22. Restart the motor. Change the motor speed by adjusting the field rheo-

Record the field current and rotational rates in the Data Table.

Do not exceed 200% of the rated motor speed.
*44

23. Turn off the motor and power supply.

24. 'Complete the Data Table.

1 rpm = 7/30 rad/sec

I550 ftlb/sec = 1 hp,:' 746 W

otal current = field current + armature turrent

25. Plot the fpllowing graphs on three sheets of graph paper:

a. ITorque,,speed (rpm), and efficiency versus total current for Trial 1

b. Torque, speed, and efficiency versus total current for Trial 2

c. Speed versus field current

Portions of this laboratory procedure can'be modified to determine-ttle

output characteristics of series motors and compound motors. Recall that

series motorsmust never be operated with no load.

Page 22/EM-05.
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DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE.

Motor Specifications:

'Voltage V Power hp rpm

Current A

TRIAL 1:

Field coil current

Full load force

Torque-

Voltage
Armature.
Current

Total

Current
Input
Power

Rotational
Rate

Lever

Arm 'force

Output

- Power Efficiency

V A A W rpm rad/sec ft. lb
ftlb
sec

W

. .

. .

,
.

..-

e

Motor Starting:

127
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Data Table. Continued.
0 4.

TRIAL 2:

Field coil current

Jose

Voltage
Arsature
Current

Total

Current '

Input
Power

Rotationa0
Rate

Lever

Arm Force
Output
Power Efficiency

V A A W rpm rad/sec ft lb

ik
se

M %

/

-

t .
.

ilk ,

3
41

.
,

+

MOTOR SPEED CONTROL (No Load):

Field Current
(mA)

Rotational Rate
(rpm)

Page 24/EM-05
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0

INTRODUCTION

An a.c. electric motor is an electromechanical device, that converts al-

ternalting current electrical energy into rotational mechanical energy. This

motor ranges in size from &crock motor with powerof 0.003 horsepower to an

industrial motor of 1000 hp or, more. An a.c.AlOtar can be conveniently clas-

sified
-

in the following three categories:

Synchronous motor rotates at a'rate that is an.integral fraction of

the applieda.c, frequency. the rotor has permanent magnetic poles that

loci instep with the rotating field of the stator.

Induction motor rotates at slightly.less than synchronousspeed. The

magnetic field of the rotor sproduced by currents induced In the rotor 0

_
coils by the changing stator.field.

Universal motor similar to a d.c. series_motor in construction and

6 %.

operation.

This module discusses the construction, operation, contro1,4an'd applica-

tion of a..c. motors. In_ the'laboratory-, the student perate three types

of a.c. motors.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EM-054)f-"Electromechariical

Devices:"

z

- OBJECTIVES

P

Upon completion of this module,.the student should be able to:

1. Explain what changes -occur in the stator magnetic field of,a six-pole,

three-phase a.c. motor during -three cOmelete cycles of the applied a.c. A

current.

2. Explain the differince,in the origin of the rotor magnetic field in a

synchronous motor and-d-14.11ffddction motor. ,

3. Given the.frequency of,:the a.c. current of an induction motor and any

three of the following quantifies, calculate the fourtNt

13.r
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a. Number ofcmagnetic poles ill the rotor' -

b. Synchronous speed

c. Operating-speed

. d. Slip speed* in percent ofssochronous speed
. k.

4. Explain the difference An the-power factor of a synchronous motor and

an induepon motor. A .

.

5. Explaiii, with the use Of 4iagrams, the differ'phce in a salient-pole rotor

and a nonsalient -pole rotor in a synchronous motor. :

6. Explain the purpose of damping coils in a syncbronous.motbr,

7. Explain two methods of starting synchronous motors. Include when die

rotor fie14 should be energized. . _

8. Draw curves showing torque versus motor speed for three in&uction-Motori.

with ,three different velues'of,rotor resistance.
. A

9. Explain the dtfferences in characteristics, applications, and efficiency

of Class A, B, C, and D induction motors.

10. Explain how the speed.of a wound rotor motor is controlled.

11. Explain hoi0,1 a rotating magnetic field'is produced in each of t low-
. . .

ing sjngle-phase induction motors: .

.

a. Split-phase motors
,

b. Capacitor-start motors

c. Repulsion- induction motors

d. Shaded-pol motors

12' Compare the starting torques Of the motors in the, above objective and

state an appliction of each type.

13. Explain the characteristics of capAitor-run, single-phase, induction

motors that make them popular in sizes of 1-5 hp. /
. .

14. Explain, briefly, three methods of changing the speed of a single-phase

induction motor.

15. Explain two methods of changing the speed of a universal motor. List an

application employing each method.

16. Given the appropriate equipment, operte the following motors in the

laboratory: ;

a. Universal Motor with speed control

b. Shaded-pole motor with speed contr 1

c. Capacitor-Mart motor with and without_Tbad

0
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SUBJECT MATTER

THREE -PHASE A.C1 MOTORS

ROTATING'MAGNETIC FIELDS

Figure.1 shows the location and connections of the field coil of a three-

phase a.c. motor. Two complete cycles of the three currents through the stator

a. CONNECTIONS b. SCHEMATIC

Figure 1.. Stator Windings Of

Three-yhase

. . -; . .

.

. .

coils are shown in Ri4ure 2.. . Figure rg-bows- the' resulting'magnetic field at
.

the times indicated by numbers corresponding.to the same numbers in Figurg 2:
, -

'For example, at time "0,"- current (conventional) flows into the stator on'fine

1 and out on lines 2 and 3, producing the magnetic field shown'in part "0" of

Figure 3. One-twelfth of a cycle later at time 9", current .floWs in on

line 1 and'out on 3 only, producing a field that has rotated clockwise, as

shown ins'part "1" of Figure 3. As time passes, the magnetic field of the .

Figure 2. Two Complete Cycles of Current Form
in a Three -Phase Machine.'

J
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-.;

,Figure 3. Electric Current and iagnetic Conditions in A Two-Pole,
Three-Phase Motor for Each 30° of a Complete Cycle.

stator continues to'rotate, joking one complete revolution for each cycle of
0-,

',.

theapplied"three-phase current. This rotating magnetic field is the basis
...

i

,of operation-of all .three -phase arc,. motors.

q,

SYNCHRONOPS MOTORS .

:. rt

A synchrOngus Motor is formed b placing a rotating magnet inside the

stator. The rotating magnet locks in step with the rotating field and makes

one complete rotation for each complete cycle, of the applied a.c. voltage.

Thus, motor rotation is synchronized with the applied voltage, and the motor

runs at a constant speed equal to the applied frequency. Synchronbus motors

cafi be Coristructed to rotate at an integral fraction of he applied fre uency

by including additional sets of stator coils and additional pole pairs on the

Page 4/EM-06
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rotor. 'A motor with three Stator coil sets and three pole pairs on the rotor

(a "six-pole" motor) has a speed equal to one7third of the.applied.frequency..

The stator of this motor'is wound to have a magnetic,field with six poles

that rotate at one-third of the applied frequency. For a 60-Hz driving :foi.t-

age, such a motor will rotate 20 times per second, or at 1200 rpm.

IWVL!CTION 140-rpro
t

An induction motor is found by plabing a closed conducting loop inside

the stator. A simple single-phase induction motor is shown in Figure 4. The

rotating magnetic field induces 0

current in the e-clos6d loop and, .thus, ROTOR WITH
'tune° Loop" WINDING

magnetizes the rotor. The induction

motor opera tes on the same principle

as a transformer. The transformer

priulary is the stationary stator wind-

ing;.tiTersetondary is the,closed loop.

conductor of the rotor. The magnetic

forces between the stator field and

the rotor field cause the rotor to

turn.in the direction of-rotation of.

. the fiell in,the three phase induction

motor.

Figur:p..4. Simple Motor.'

An induction motor doe's not rotate at synchronous speed. The rotor mag-

netic field,debends upon the a.c. current induced in the rotor coils by the,

transformer action of the varying (rotating) magnetic field of the stator.

If the rotorreaches synchronous speed', it no longer experiences a varying

paietic field. At' synchronous speed,.the'rotor magnetic field:is constant,

and no current is induced in the rot./ The strength of the rotor field de-

Creases, and the rotor "slips" with respect to the rotating field. As the

rotor slows slightly, it is once again subject to a,varying magnetic field,

and a low frequency ,a.c. current ifs induced in the rotor coils. The differ-

ence in the synchronous speed of the motor and 'the actual speed is called the

"s1.10 'speed"; this is between 1 and 5% of synchronous speed for most induction

motors. -Induction motors are usually rated in terms'ofi:synchronous speed;
-

thus, an 1800 rpm induction Motor will actually haye a speed of 1 to 5% less

35
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,
-- Equation 1.

Q

4.

than 1800 rpm (1710-1782 rpm): Like synchronous motors, the-synchronous speed'

of an induction'motor is determined by the number of coil sets in its stator
. ,

and corresponding pole pairs in its rotor.

\ Motors are class'ified according to the 'number'of poles (twilsp the number

ofTote pairs) on the rotor. The synchronous speed of a motor is given by

120 f .

S
syn N

where; Ssyn = Synchronous speed in rpm.,

4 = Drivinef<quency in Hz.

N = Number of poles.

Example A shows the,use of this ,equatiOn in solving a ptoblem.

EqUatiOn 1

EXAMPLCA: SPEED OF AN INDUCTION MOTOR.

Given: - A thee-phase, 124ole,60-Hz induction motor has a slip speed

of 3% of its synchronous speed.

Find: Operating speed.

Solution:
S

120 f
syn N

120 (60)
12

S
syn = 600 rpm

SO = Ssyn "'Sslir

= 600 rpM - (0.03)(600 rpm)

=.600 rpm. - 18 rpm,

S
o

= 582 rpm
1 410

f.

0

POWER FACTOR IN A.C. MOTORS

. In a.c. cfrcuits, bile power factor is the cosine of the phase angle be-

twden the voltage and the current in the circuit. The. apparkt power of the

circuit -is -the product of voltage and current and is the vec Ni um'of true

pdwer and .redctive power. True power in a iotor is. the 0.2*that is con-
-)

verted to mechanical energy or heat energy.t, Reactive'power is,power- that is
-

`
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accepted from the power source during part.Qf the cycle.and returned during

another part of the cycle.. The relationship_of apparent power, true power,

reactive power, and power factor is shown in Figure 5.

TRUE POWER

REACtWE
POWER

POWER FACTOR = COSINE
TRUE POWER = APPARENT POWER X POWER FACTOR

Figure '5. The Power_Triangle.

If current and voltage are in phase, the power factor is 1 and the reac-

tive power is zero,. If current and voltage are out of phase, the power factor

is less than 1. At a constant applied voltage, reducing the power factor means

that greater current is required to produce the same true power. This current

increase causes additional heating of conductors and reduces system efficiency.

If thelqurrent leadi the voltage, the power factor is said to be "lead-

ing." If the current lags the voltage, the power factor is said to be "lag-

ging." Induction, motors always have lagging power factors because theProtor

currents are induced by the stator fields. The power factor of a large high-
,

speed induction motor is about 0.87 lagging. Smaller motors and slower motors

have lower power factors. The power factors of sykhronous motors can be

varied by varying the strength of the rotor magnetic, field. ,

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

ROTOR CONSTRUCTION

The rotor...magnetic field of synchronous motors is produced by d.c. cur-

rent flow through-coils of the rotor. These coils are connected to an exter-

nal d.c. suppi, by means of continuous slip rings and brushes. The rotor of

a synchronous motorig constructed in the same way as an alternator rotor.

(See Module EM-04, "Generators and Alternators.")

Two possible configurations of rotors are shown in Figure 6. The salient-

pole rotor has field poles boltebotoa cylinder on a shaft. The coils are

wound,on the poles and connected in series. The.nonsalient-pole rotor has

- 137
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FIELD
WINDING

SALIENT POL

BRUSH

SLIP RING

a.

BRUSH

SHAFT

SLIP RING

SLIP-RING DETAIL

NONSALIENT POLE

FIELD
WINDING

1 b.

Figure 6. Salient-Polp.an Nonsalient-Pole Rotors.

field windings set in slots in the solid rotor core. The nensalient-pole

rotor is usually used for two-pole and four pole rotors. Rotors with six or

more poles are usually the salient -pole type.

If the mechanical load of a synchronous motor is suddenly increased, the

rotor slows slightly. The stator current increases to increase torque, and

the rotor accelerates. If the acceleration is too great, it will "overshoot"

the synchronous position and begin to slow again. This oscillation in speed

is called "hunting";)it can damage the motor and result'in large current

surges.

Hunting can be minimized by the use of damping

BAR OF DAMPING windings, as shown in Figure 7. Damping windings
WINDING

are actually solid copper bars that extend through.

the rotor poles. Each end of the bars is connected

to a continuous copper ring (not shown) to form a

"squirrel- cage" winding similar to those used in

induction motors and described later in this module.

If the rotor turns at synchronous speed, no current

is induced in the damping coils, and they have no

effect. If the rotor slows, even slightly and mo-

mentarily, the latie currents induced in the damp-

ing coils provide a torque pulse that moves the

rotor back toward the synchronous position. If the rotor overshoots, the in-

duced currents reverse to produce a\ torque that slows th<motor
)

Figure 7. 'Salient-Pole
Rotor with Damping

Winding.
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FIELD EXCITATION AND POWER FACTOR

The rotor field of a synchronous motor can be excited by an external d.c.

power sul104y, by a d.c. generator run by an a.c. inductipn motor, or by a di-

rectly-connected d.c. generator

called an "exciter."' Large synchro-

nous motors are usually directly

excited. .Such a motor is shown in

Figure 8.

Varying the rotor current does

not change the true powdr of a syn-

-chronous'mofon, but it does change

the power 'actor and the stator

current. Figure 9,shows stator

current versus field current for

a synchronous motor under several Figure 8. Synchronous Motor with a

° D-trectly-Cannected Exciter.
load conditions. At low fieldcur-

rents, the current lags the voltage as.in an induction motor. At higher field

currents, the current leads the voltage.

b

0
US

VA6
24

m.
I. I. 1101r

mo.
11111111roAr

/ a
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..,
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4.1mi. 4 1 4:1/ 4r

11 41
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t -..._,

4,

v
loi
I":1

/ 0'

LEADING.LAGGING
147 .

. AMPHERES IN FIELD

Figure 9, Typical V-Pattern Charicteristics
of a Synchronous Motor,

-
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The rated field current of a synchronous motor is the current that pro-

duces a power factor of 1.0 at full mechanical load. Figure 9 shows that a

reduction of load requires a reduction of field current to maintain maximum

power factor and maximum motor efficiency. If a synchronous motor is to be
4p,

operated at reduced load for long periods of time, its field current should

-be adjusted to the value producing the minimum stator current (pF = 1.0) for

that load. V

Ip some gents, the same power delivery system provides electrical power

to both synhronous motors and induction motors or other "lagging" loads. In

those cases-, the synchronous motor field current can be increased to give a

leading power factor that compensates for lagging power factors elsewhere in

the system.. This will lower the motor efficiency, but it will reduce current

in the delivery system and may increase total plant efficiency.

STARTING SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

_A -pure*_synch ronousinator_deAtelaptst4queonly -ator-ilea synchronous--

speed; it has no starting torque. In a Airectly-excited synchronous motor,

'the d.c. generator can be operated as a d.c. motor to bring the synchronous

motor to near, synchronous speed. The synchronous motor is then energited and

will pull into synchronization and operate at constant speed.

A more:common practice.is to use the damping coils as induction coils

and start the synchronous motor as an induction motor. Any of the methods

described later in this module for starting induction motors may be used.' 1

The motor must reach 98% of synchronous speed before the rotor field is ener-

gized. Exciting the field too soon will cause the motor to act as an alter-

hator, producing current surges in the stator coils and their supply lines.

Synchronous motors are often designed with induction windings that can

start the motor under full load. Figu're 10 shows characteristic curves of

such a motor. The torque and current curves shown are for induction motors

starting with a rotor current of zero. The pull-in torque is the torque value

that is supplied by the synchronous motor when its rotor is energized. The

motor then achieves synchronous speed, and the induction torque drops to zero.

The pull-out torque is the maximuth torque that the motor can deliver without,

being pulled out of synchronization. If this torque value is exceeded, the.
motoc

.

will sloW. This can result in motor damage.
---
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Figure 10. Speed-Torque and Speed-Current Characteristics
of a Typical, High-Speed Synchronous Motor.

If the rotor current of a synchronous motor is interrupted, the motor

will slow and continue to run as an induction motor. Prolonged operation as

-amin-cluction-motor-will-cause the rotor to overheat damaging the' windings.

The rotor field should not be re-energized if motor speed is less than 95% of

synchsronous speed.

p

APPLICATIONS OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

Synchronous motors are rarely used in sizes below 20 hp, and most are ;

100 hp or more; they'provide maximum efficiency for constant load, constant

speed operation. In a system employing 41ductIon motors, synchronous motors

can be run with a leading power factor td improve systei power factor.

High-speed synchronous motors (above 500 rpm) are used to drive centrif-

ugal puMps and compressors, d.c. generitors, fans and blowers, and belt - driven

reciprOcating compressors. Low-speed synchronous motors (under 500 rpm) are

used to drive reciprocating compressors (largest field of use), screw -type

pumps, metal rolling mills,\and a ariety.of industrial devices requiring con-

stint speed and torque.

Small single7phase synchronous 'motors oilsever'al types are used as clock

motors and in other timing applications. The motors are made so they start

as shaded-pole induction motors (discussed later in this module), but when

they reach snchronous 'speed, their rotor cores maintain a 1:Iirticular magnetic

polarity because of hysteresis. 'The poles of the rotor then-lock into step

1.41
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with the pulsating stator field. Such motors typically require only about

three watts of electrical input power.

THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

ROTOR CONSTRUCTION .

,

The simplest and most, common type of rotor in induction motors is the

squirrel cage rotor shown in Figure'll. It consists of bard copper bars

brazed_to_copper end_rings. Lar currentsare-in- ----

duced in the low-resistance bars. No insulation is

necessary because the varnish between laminations of

the rotor core prevents current flow through the core.

In small induction motors,,the rotor may be cast

aluminum, as shown in Figure 12. The conducting bars

are often skewed as shoWn in the figure to provide

a more uniform torque and to reduce the magnetic vi-

brations present if the bars -are parallel to the

motor shaft.

BARE COPPER BARS

Figure 11. Squirrel
Cage Motor Rotor.

HEAVY-DUTY
RESIN-PROTECTED WINDINGS

DOUBLE- SHIELDED PREPACKED !MARIN

ti MIL SLEEVE IN
CASTING AROUNp SEARING RACE

VENTILATION CONTFIOLUNG AIR SHR

UGHTER. YET
STRONGER CAST-ALUMINUM FRAME

FROVISION FOR RE-LUBRICATION

DYNAMICALLY-BALANCED
CAST-ALUMINUM ROTOR

CAST ;AN AT EACH END Of ROtOR

RIGID. DOUBLE-SUPPORTED CAST Fl CAST-ALUMINUM END CASTING

Figirre 12. quirrel Cage Rotor in an Induction Motor.

ROTOR RESISTANCE AND MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 13 shows the torque speed curves of three induction motors with

different rotor resistances.
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3 - AVERAGE MOTOR DESIGN 2

MWAKGOWN
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.. .. -
PULL-LOAD TORQUE
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PERCENT SYNCHRONOUS SPEED

100

Figure 13. Torque Speed Curves of Three Induction Motors.

Curve 1 is for a motor with high rotor resistance. This motor produces

high starttqg torque. Its high rotor resistance limits the rotor starting

current and, thus, limits stator starting current. This type ofinduction

motor can be started by connecting it directly to the:a.c. power line. The

high 'rotor resistance causes a large slip speed and low motor efficiency. The

speed of this motor changes considerably as motor -load changes.

Curve 2 is for a motor with a low rotar,resistance.- This motor produces

a low starting torque. Its starting cyrriit is high, and it can be started

with reduced current and voltage,.a(described in the following section of

this module. The slip speed--at this motor is low under full load, and it

%-
operates at almost,synchronous speed. The low rotor resistance makes this

the.most efficient.type of induction motor. Most large induction' motors are

of this tpe-.

Cufve 3 is for a motor with moderate rotor resistance. Its characteris-

Ocs are a compromise between the two extremes. Induction motors are avail-

able with a wide variety of characteristic curves, each suited to a particular

type of application and each having a particular: rotor configuration. A com-

plete discussiOn of roto? design is beyond the scope of this module.

STARTIN0'7HREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTORS

Induction motors with high rotor-resistance (curve 1 of Figure 13) are

usually started by connecting 'the motor directly to aa.c. source at the,

rated voltage of the motor. The-rotor resistance limits starting current to

200 to'300% of running current, and the high starting torque accelerates the

EM-06/13age 13



a

M40,-tr rapisay to ranning'speed. Motors with low roltor resistance can usually

be started "across-the-line" if the line can deliver starting currents that

are about 600% of running current.

Induction moral's are sometimes started by some means that limit current

during starting. The following methods can be used:

Resistors can be placed in series with the three -phase power lines to

limit current.

A three-phase variable autotransformer can be used to reduce applied

starting voltage. Multiple-tap transformers can also be used.

Inductors can be placed in series with the three-phase power lines to

limit starting current.

The rotor; can have two sets of windings a high resistance set far

starting and a low resistance set that is connected after the motor has

reached running speed.

These techniques are also used to start synchronous motors with induction

windings.

APPLICATIONS OF THREE-PHASE INDIRTION MOTORS

Three-phase induction motors are the most widely-used motors in powers

of 5 hp and above. As previously mentioned, they can be designed with a wide"'

range of operating curves. The National Electrical Manufacturers Association

(NEMA) has established classifications of inductiqn motors, as'the following

types:

Class A Normal torque, normal starting current motors (highest effi-

ciency ,

Class B Normal torque, low starting currentmotors

Class C High torque, low starting current motors
.

Class High-slip motors (lowest efficiency)

Class E Low starting torqUe, normal starting current motors

Class P Low starting torque, low starting current motors

Most indiction-motors are in thL first four classes. The torque curves

of these motors are shown in Figure 14.

Page 14 /EM -06 e.--
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Class A motors are the most common type.

They are used to drive low inertia loads that

can accelerate to full speed in a few seconds

in applications requiring infrequent motor

starting.. These include fans, pumps, compres-

sors, and conveyors. Class A motors can be

severely overheated if.started several times

by across-the-line starting in a few minutes.

Class B motors are used when the power

delivery system cannot provide the high cur-

rents required to start Class Aryotors and

when motor'starting is, more frequent. Class

C motors are used when higher starting torques

are required with low starting currents, as in some compressors., Class C

motors have lower efficiency than Class A or B. Class 0 motors provide the

highest starting torque, but they are usually too inefficient for continuous

CLASS D

4. 100

R 50

a.
0

0

PERCENT OF SYNCHRONOUS SPEED

Figure 14. Typical '

Torque=Speeq Curves for
1800-rpm General-Purpose

Induction Motors.

operatiOn.

The power factor and efficiency of an induction motor are lower ,t lower

motor loads. Motors are desig ed for-maximum efficiency at the rated Toad and

ni:.can operate safely with a small ov oad at only a smallltss in efficiency.
\

High-speed motors generally have:lower cost and weight and higher efficiency
t

A

than low-speed motors. For greatest efficie the motor should be.carefully

selected to match the load.

WOUND ROTOR MOTORS

Figure 15 shows the

rotor of a, wound rotor in

duction motor. The rotof

windings are connected to

three slip rings, which

are connected to an exter-

nal resistance circuit by`

means of brushes. The

control circuit of a wound

rotor.motor is shown in Figure 16.

3-PHASE
INSULATED
WINDINGS

SUP RINGS
FOR CONNECTION

TO EXTERNAL
RESISTANCE ,

Figure 15. A;Wound Rotor.
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4

LINES
k 1 13

r PRIMARY STARTING
I I EQUIPMENT

ARM

RESISTANCE

M3

MOTOR
RESISTANCE STARTING

RHEOSTAT

MI

ESISTANCE

Figure 16. Diagram of a Starter r'Controller,
for a Wound Rotor Induction Motor. .

The wound rotor motor is started by connecting it'to a three-phase power

source with the control circuit set for maximum,,resistance. The motor speed

can be adjusted over a wide range by changing the Tistance of the control

ciuuit. This does not provide constant speed for Nriable loads. At minimum

resistance,. the motor:runs, nearsynctirbnous speed for any load within its

rated, range. At large resistance, the motor runs at only a fraction of syn-
.;,

chronaus speed, and the speed varies greatly as load varies.

-Wo nd rotor motors are used whenever speed control or extremely high

stgAin -torques are necessary.

SINGLE:PHASE IN TION iOTORS

Single-phase induct" motors (the most common' type of electric motors)
.

have running characteristi similar to the three-phase induction motors dis-

cuss above,.but special 'techniques are required to start single-phase motors.

dA single -phase a.c.:,curr = t produces an alternating magnetic field, but the

field does not rotate. On e induction motor rotor is turning,'the alter-

nating field delivers4pulT_Qipower that produce the motor torque; but the

pulsating power will noytart the motor. The rotor will begirt to turn only

if the magnetic field rotates.

Virtually all a.c. mgtorsof 1 hp or less are single-phase induction

motors. They are classified according to the method used to,prbduce the ro-

tating magnetic field that starts the motor.
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SPLIT-PHASE MOTORS

Figure 17a is a diagram bf'a split-phase motor. The schematic diagram

of this motor is shown in Figure 17b. The split -phase motor has twq sets of

STARTING-4
SWITCH

ESISTANCE4.
WHEN USED)

MAIN WHOM
STARTING
WINDING

TO UNE

S.

CENTRIFUGAL
SWITCH

MAIN STARTER
WINDINGS WINDINGS

b.

Figure 17. Diagram of a Split-Phase Induction Motor.

statorcoils. The running coils have low resistance and-high indu4ance at

starting. The starting coils-have higher resistance and lower inductance.

The currents throug4.2.the two coil sets are shown in Figure 18. The starting

coil current leads the running coil

current.. Thus, the magnetic field

rotates frOm the starting coil poles

toward the running coil poles, provid-

ing a typical starting torque of 200%

of the running,tqrque. When 'the motor

reaches 75-80tif the synchronous rate,

the centrifugal starting switch opens

to break the starting coil current.

In resistance-start motors, a resistor

is added in series with the starting coil to produce a greater phase differ-

ence between the two currents.

VOLTAGE

I,ITARTING COIL CURRENT

.PHASE DIFFERENCE

iroRUNNiNa COIL CURRENT

Figure 18. Currents in a

Split-Phase Motor:

Split-phase'motors are the most esmonly used type, in sizes from IM0,_

to 1/2 hp. Applications include fans`, business machines, and buffing machines.

CAPACITOR -START MOTORS

Figure 19 is a schematic diagram of a capacitor-start motor. In this

motor, a capacitor has been added in series with the Starting coil. The

EM -06/Page 17
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CENTRIFUGAL
0 - SWITCH

CAPACITOR

STARTING
WJNOINGS

Figure 19. Capacitor-
Start, Split-Phase Motor.

PERMANENT-CAPACITOR MOTORS

capacitive reactance exceeds the inductive reac-

tance of the starting coil to produce a current

through the starting coil that leads the voltage.

This results in a starting' coil current that is

almoft 90% out of phase with the running coil

current at low motor speed. The high starting

torque of a capacitor-start motor makes i),--tdgl

for compressOrs, vacuum pumps, larger fans, and a

variety of equipment.

In permanent-capacitor motors, also called "capacitor-run" motors, the

starting coil remains in the circuit as\an auxiliary running coil. This

proves both motor torque and power factor. Capacitor-run motors usually.have

a second starting capacitor that is connected in parallel with the permanent

capacitor to provide higher starting torque. This capacitor is removed from

the circuit by a centrifugal switch after the motor has approached running

speed. The higher torque, power factor, and efficiency of capicitor-run motors

. results in wide application in powers of 1 to 5 hp.

REPULSION- INDUCTION MOTORS

The rotor bars of the repulsion-induction motor' are' permanently attached

to one end ring only. The other end of each bar is, connected to a commutator.

A pair of shorting brushes connect two bars only

25 DECLI during starting, as -shown in Figure O. The rotor

begins to turn in the direction that the brushes

are displaced from the field pole axis counter-

COMMUTATOR clockwise in Figure 20. When the motor approaChes
AND BRUSHES

synchronous speed, a centrifugal shorting ring

closes on the rotor bars to short thqm all together,

as'in a normal squirrel cage rotor.

Repulsion- induction motors have torque 'curves

similar to those of capacitor-start motors; however,'

they require lower starting, currents. They are
Figure 20. Repulsive

Fields Built Up to Cause
Motor to Start Rotation.
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used in the compressors)of refrigerators and in gasoline delivery pumps.

SHADED-POLE MOTORS
st

A "shaded pole" is produced.by wrapping a

single turn'of heavy copper wire around a pert of

the pole face, as shown in Figure 21. ,

The operatio(of the shaded-pole motor is

illustrated in Figure 22. In Figure 22a, the

current through the field coil is increasing to

produce an increasing magnetic field. This in-
'45

crease induces a current in the shading coil,

producing a magnetic field in opposition to the

main field and weakening the total field onthe

shaded side of the pole. In Figure,22b, the

currentArough the field coil has reached a

maximum._ At this_point,_tftgre is_ no change in

magnetic field,arld no current is induced in the
1111 1111111 Hill

___£.4-ertd'coil. The magnetic' field is constant

across the pole face. In Figure 22c, the field
Figure 22. Field on

Shaded Coil Moving from

coil current is decreasing. The induced current ' Left to Right.

in the field coil opposes the reducing field to

make the field stronger on the shaded side of .the pole. This shift in mag-

netic field strength is sufficient to start the motor if the load is light.

Shaded-pole motors produce very little starting torque, but they are

common in small fans, electric 'clocks, and a variety of kitchen appliances.

HADED POLES

Figure 21. Two - Pole'

Shaded-Pole Mptor.

SPEED CONTROL OF SINGLE-PHAfE INDUCTION MOTORS

Fractional "horsepower induction motors are often dekigned to run at more

than one speed. The most Common method of speed change is to-twitch the con-

nections of field coils to change the number of magnetic poles in the stator

field.

The speed of high -slip m otors can be adjusted over a wide range by con-

trolling the, voltage applieqi.to the motor atd, thus,-to the stator current.

The most common method of voltage control is with an autotransprmer with

multiple taps.

EM-06/Page
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The speed of many single-phase induction motors can be controlled by .

means-of the SCR speedAntroller shown in Figure 23. Changing the setting

of potentiometer R2 dttgnges the voltage at which the SC{ begins to conduct.

Ths controls,th'fraction of the cycle of the a.c. wave for which th e

voltage is actually applied to the stator field of the motor. This type cir-

cuit is'commercially -available as' a light dimmer control.

PARTS LIST FOR MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

RI 2K9,, 5W resistor DI, 02

R2 mil, 2W potentiometer
Rs .100; 12W resistoe SCR

R. - mon. 1/2W resistor F1

Rs 1000, 1/2W resistor J1

C1, C2 1000, 25V electrolyek, capacitor \ Sit 52
NE NE2 neon lamp

heat sink, 1/8 x 24-1/2 in. aluminum

rectifier. Motorola HEP156
or RCA 5K 3016
Motorola HEP302 or RCA SK 3557
3A, slo-blo fuse
receptacle, Amphenol 61-Fl
SPST switch
fuse holder
a.c. plug, 3 wire

Figure 23. Schematic and Parts List for
SCR Motor Speed Control.

UNIVERSAL MOTO

4

1

Universal motors are series motors (see Module EM-05, "0.C. Motors and. .-

Controls") that can be operated with either a.c. or d.c. current. In the

series motor, the tarmature (rotor) and field coils are connected in series.

\....14 an a.c. current flows through the motor, the current must be in phase in

bothmindings. When the rotor current reverses, the stator current also re- -

verses, and the two magnetic fields reverse directions in phase. Such a motor
a -

will operatg equally well on a"..c. or d.c. current.

Page 20/EM-06
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Brush sparking is a serious problem in universal- motors. It is reduced

by Using low inductance windings and by reducing current by placing resistors

in series with the brushes.

The speed of universal motors varies greatly with load. Universal motors'.

run at high speed with no load; however, unlike larger d.c. series motors,

they cannot develop sufficient speed to datage the motor. If the load of a

universal motor is constant, its speed can be varied continuously by a vari-

--abTe resistor in series fth the-mo-toT. This method of corrtral-ts-usect-i-n
f

sewing machines. Multiple speeds in appliances, such as blenders and mixers,

are achieved. by using multiple stator windings to*change the magnetic field

strength. Most vacuum cleaners anb hand-held power tools also have universal

motors.

EXERCISES,

1. (,,A 36-pole induction motor is operated on 60-Hz a.c. current and has a

slip speed of 2.5% of synchronous speed. 'Mat is'the rotational rate

of the motor?

2. An induction `motor operated on 115 V a.c. has a rotationaU1te of 1140

rpm. What is its ship speed? How,many Poles does the motor have?

1._,L1ar_ge_s_ynchro_not_2r_has a rotor current that gives maximum motor

efficiency (PF = 1.0) at full lbad. What happens tothe power factor if

the motor is operated at 1/4 load?

4. Identify the class of indpction motor that would be best for driving the

following loads. Explain the,reason for each choice.

a. - A crane is used occasionally lift heavy loads in a warehouse.

b. A large centrifugal blower runs continuously for days at a time.

The power delivery system does not limit starting current.

c. An auxiliary blower identical to the one above is used only during

peak loads. It may start several times in an hour under certain ,

conditions. Because it only runs during peak power demands, its

starting current is limited by the power delivery system.

5 Each student should count the number of electric motors in his or her

home and identify the type-of motor most likely used for each application

151
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6. Disassemble several electrical applian6es and examine the motors.

LABORATORY MATERIALS .

Blender with universal motor, 115 V a.c.

Small fan with shaded-pole motor, 115 V a.c., 16.9 A maximum

a.c., with lbad_ such as _a _vacuum__ _

pump, compressor, or an air-conditioner blower

.,Startfng capacitor for motor (see motor ratings) '

Wattmeter, 0-1500 W

a.c. voltmeter, 0-150 V a.c.
c

a.c. ammeter, 0-20 A a.c.

a.c. ammeter, 0-1 A a.c.

Heavy-duty connecting wires

SCR light dimmer, 100 115 V a.6, with power cord and recepticle

Stroboscope

DPST switch, 20 \, 115 V a.c.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

CAUTION: EXPOSED CONDUCTORS IN THIS EXPERIMENT CARRY 115 V A.C. AND

ARE A SERIOUS ShOCK HAZARD. DO NOT TOUCH ANY WIRES OR TERMINALS WHILE CIR-

CUITS ARE CONNECTED TO A POWER_SOURCE.

1, -Remove the bottom cover'from the blender. Turn it upside down and in-

spect the motor and motor controls.

2. Plpg in the blender power cord and operate the motor with the cover re-

. moved. Obse'rve commutation and brush sparking at several speeds.

3. Unplug the blender.

4. .Disassemble the blender motor. Lab41 the location of each wire with a

piece of tape attached to the wire. Sketch the parts of the blender

motor in the Data Table.

5. Reassemble the blender and. check it for proper operation..

b Rage 22/EM-06
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6. Connect 'the. dimmer switch, small fan motor, and 0-1 A ammeter, as shown

in Ftgure'24.

IN

116V AC.

OUT

DIMMER
CONTROL

0
F

MOTOR0-1 A

Figure 24. Experimental Fan Motor Circuit.

7. Plug in the power cord and use the diihme1., control to vary fan motor

speed.

8. Measure fan speed with the stroboscope at several values of motor cur-

rent and record the data in the Data Table.

9. Unplug the power cord.

16. Disassemble the fan and motor. Sketch the parts of the fan. motor in the

Data Table.

11. Reasgemble the motor and fan and check for proper operation.

12., Construct the "circuit shown in Figure 25.

0-20 A AC,

. POWER
SWITCH

115V
AG

0- 160V y IN

ST ARTING
CAPACITOR

OUT

STARTINGcM

if 1
0- 1500 W RUNNING `COMMON

WATTMETER C011.

Figure 25. Capacitor -Start Motor Circuit.

13. Plug in the power cord. With the Motor load'oad Connected, close the power

switch aid observe the voltmeter and ammeter during motor starting. De-

seribe their variations in.the Data-Table.

14. Record voltage, Current, and power in the Data Table.

15. Measure motor speed with the stroboscope and record in the Data Table.

16. Turn off the power switch and disconnect the poWer cord.

17. Perform the necessary calculations and complete the section of the Data

Table entitled."Running with Load."

153 EM-06/Page 23
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18. Disgonnect the motor from its mechanical load and repeat Steps 13.through

17 for no load.

19. DisasseMble the motor and sketch its parts in'the Data Table.

20. Reassemge:the motor, reconnect it to its load, and check for proper

operation..

\d'

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE.

I. BLENDER MOTOR

Motor type

Sketches of motor parts:

Stator

Rotor

Commutator and brushes
,

_ II. FAN MOTOR

Motorr type

Current
.(A)

Speed
(rpm)

Page 24/EM-06
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Sketches of motor parts:

Stator

Rotor

falftesto,
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Data Table. Continued.

III. CAPACITOR-START MOTOR

A. Starting with load:

Describe current and voltage variations during starting
4.-

with load.

Running with load:

Voltage: VL = V

Current: IL = A

True Power: PT =

Apparent Power:, PA = VLIL =

PT
Power Factor: PF =

Synchronous Speed: Ss;r1 = rpm

Operating Speed: 5.0 = rpm

Slip Speed: Ss =

C Starting with no load:

Describe cu'rrent and voltage variations during starting

with no load.

D: Running with no load:

Voltage: VN = V
Current: IN = A

True Power: PT =

Apparent Power: PA =

Power Factor: PF =

Synchrohous Speed: Ssyn = rpm

Operating Speed: So'. rpm

Slip Speed: Ss =

155
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Data Table. Continued.

E. Sketch the Motor parts*:

Stator '

Rotor
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INTRODUCTION

,SynchromechanisMs are electromechanical devices' used to'position two

shafts in the same angular position, to rotate two shafts in synchronization,

and to .produce a rotation of a controlled shaft that is thR sum or"difference

-of the rotation of two controlling shafts. Synchromechanisms serve the same

fun cyon asi,geartTains but accomplish synchronization through the transmis-

sion of electrical s4gnals.rether than mechanical signals.

A synchro transmitter operates as a generator, converting mechanical in-

put energy to electrical output energy. A synchro receiver operates as an

electric motor and converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. A synchro

transformer converts the electrical signal from a synchro transmitter into an

electrical error signal that is used by'a control circuit for positioning a

shaft. ,

This module discusses the construction, operation, and application of

the major types of synchromechani§ms.1 In the laboratory, the student will

,construct a variety of self-synchronoUs control circuits.

Devices."

PREREQUISITES

The student should have compl ted Module EM-06 of "Electromechanical

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion, of this module,'the student should be' able to:

1. Draw and label a diagram showing the windings and connections of a synchro

transmitter stator.

2. Draw and label a diagram of a synchro transmitter rotor.

3. Draw and label a diagram of the RMS values of the'a.c. voltages on the

three stator coils of a synchro transmitter as the rotor is turned through

a complete revolution.,

4. Explain the difference in construction of the rotors of synchro transmit-

,

ters and receivers,'and state the reason for that difference.

153
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5. Given a diagram of a synchf.o transmitter-receiver pair showing the mag-

netic polarity of the transmitter rotor at one time, determine the mag-

netic polarity of the other coils at the fame time.

6. Explain, with the use of diagrams, two methods of determining the elec-
,

Jitrical zero of a synchro,transmitter or receiver.

7. DraW'schematic diagrams of sync'hro transmitter- receiver pairs connected

for the following directions of rotation:

a. ,TransMitter ak-Feceiver shafts rotate in the same direction.

Transmtter-and receiver -sliafts rotate in opposite

8. Draw and label a schematic diagram of a differential synchro transmitter

showing all field and stator coils.

9. Draw and label simple diagrams of synchro systems with a transmitter,

a differential transmitter, and a receiver connected to acieve the

following:

a. Output rotation is the difference,of the input rotation angles.

b. Output-rotation is the sum of the input rotation angles%

10. Given a schematic of a system employing a differential synchro trans-

mitter and the'rotational rates and directions of the input shafts,

determine the rotational rate and direction of the output shaft.

41. Draw and label a simple diagram of a synchrO control transformer in an

angular alignment system and explain how the system functions.

12. List the seven most common classes of synchromechanisms atd the 1ptter

'code for each.

13. Given the appropriat,equipment, construct synchro control circuits in

the laboratory and evaluate their performance.

Page 2/EM-07 .
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SUBJECT MATTER

THE SVNCHRO TRANSMITTER

The synchro transmitter is a generator that converts mechanical- inp-ut

energy into electrical output energy. Figure 1. shows the stator windings df

Figure 1. Windings and Connections of

a Synchro Transmitter Stator.

I

a synchro transmitter. The stator contains three coils of wire that'are

located 120° apart around the stator and connected as shown with three exter-

nal leads.

Figure 2 shows the rotor of the

synchro transmitter. It consists of a

single\coil of wire wound around a rotor

,core with two salient poles. The coil

is connected to an external a.c. current

source through two continuoa slip rings.

Figure 3 is a cutaway

view of an assemblV.

synchro transmitter.

Two schematic'rep-

resentations of syncrho

transmitters are shown

in Figure 4. The dia-

gram in Figure 4a is

useful in describing

the operation of a

SRUSI4ES

Figure 2. Synchro
Transmitter Rotor.

STATOR WINDING
ROTOR WINDING

allialearattra"arida

W41
SLIP

RINGS

BALL
BEARING

Figure 3. Cutaway View of a Synchro Transmitter.

leo
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4

TX- TORQUE TRANSMITTER

b.

Figure 4. Schematic Representation
of a Synchro Transmitter.

synchro; that in Figure 4b is more useful in synchro circuit design.

Figure 5 shows a synchro transmitter connected to an a.c. current source.

The a.c. current flows through the rotor coil and induces a voltage in the

three stator cdils.'4%11.1 this figure, the maximum voltage is induced in stator

coil 2 bedause the rotor coil is aligned with that stator coil. Lower volt-

.ages are induced in coils 1 and 3 because they are each 60° out of alignment

with the rotor coil.

\------Figure 5. Power Source Connected to a
Synchro Transmitter.

If the rotor is rotated by mechanical means to. the position shown in

Figure 6, the voltage induced in coil 2 drops to zero because the rotor coil

is now perpendicular to that stator coil". Continuing the rotation through__

another 90° will align the rotor with coil 2 again, but the polarity will be

te'of that in Figure 5.

igure 7 stows the voltage induced'in coil 2 as a function of,rotor angle.

Vertical displacement represents the RMS value of the induced voltage. A

Page 4/EM-07
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Figure 6. Clockwise
Rotation of the Rotor.

Figure 7. One Cycle
of S2 Voltage.

negative value of Erms indicates ti t'the-polarity of the induced voltage in

coil 2 is opposite that induced VFigure 5. Figure 8 is a similar diagram

showing the'induced voltages in all three
s2 s3

coils. The three waves-do not represent , Ems

a three-phase voltage. asy-Andicate the

magnitude and polarity of the single-phase

a.c. voltages induced in each of the three

stator coils as the rotor is turned.
-Ems 1

The.coil'voltages,cannot be measured

directly with a voltmeter because'only

one end of each coil is connected to an

external terminal. ',Thus, the voltage

across any figo output terminals is the sum of the voltages in two coils,'

Individual coil voltages can be measured using the quit shown in Fig-

ure 9. The three resistors are-all the same size typically about 5000SZ to

Si

0 90 180 270° . 380

Figure 8. ,Induced Stator
Voltages as Functions of

Angle of Rotation.

Figure 9. A Loaded Synchro.

162
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limit current). TO voltage across any-one of the resistors-can be measured

with a voltmeter and is equal to the voltage of the corresponding coil.
, 4

The maximum voltage produced by a stator coil depends on the voltage

applied to the rotor and the turns ratio of the two coils. One of the most

Common values of turns ratio Is a 2.2:1 step-down ratio between the rotor-and

stator. With 115V a.c. applied to the rotor, such a synchro transmitter will

have a maximum stator coil voltage of 52 V a.c.

The elec ical iero of a synchro transmitter is the rotor position in

which the vOltag between SI and S3 is zero and the S2 terminal voltage /AS in

phase with the voltage on rotor terminal R. Two methods of locatiKlhe eled-

trical zero of a synchro are shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10a, terminals SI,

S3, and R2 are connected together ndirerminals S2 and R1 are connected to-

gether. Applying an a.c. volt e across the rotor will cause it to line up'

as'shown at electrical zero. The full rotor voltage should not be applied

when using this method, as'it could produce currents that will damage the

stator coils.

a.

Figure 10. Two Methods of 'Determining

Electrical Zero.

Figure 10b illustrates the voltmeter method of determining electrical

zero. The rotor is in the electrical zero position-when Vils-2ero Ad Vi-ls---
I., /--

less than the l'ne voltage.

, These same ethods of locating the electrical zero can also be used for

the synchro'recive ussed in the following section. ,.....

A

a
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THE NCHRO RECEIVER

The synchro "receiver is or that converts the electrical en gy out=';2

. pot from a synChro transmitter ck into mechanical energy. Figure 1

the rotor of a synchro The only difference in the synchro trans-

mitter and the synchro er is the inertia damper on the receiver rotor.

4S.

SEARING

INERTIA
DAMPER

I
ROTOR
COIL ALL

BEARING

BOBBIN-SHAPE
CORE

Figure 11. Rotor of Synchro Receiver.

SLIP
RINGS

The inertia damper is a weighted wheel; its large moment of,Anertra.prevents

abrupt changes in rotor position or speed, therd ore reducing the tendency Qf

the synchro receiver to oscillate.
/
. ThetOectrical symbols of the receiver are the se as those of the trans-

mitter'. Figure 12 shows a synchro transmitter and receiver in a seltsynchro-,

nos control system. The r.gto-rs---of-the two ere-connected to-tee same power

source. Like coils of each synchro are connected together. The same circuit

is shown another way in Figure 13.

Figure 12. A Synchrot Pair.

1 6 4
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A:1 4,

C..

4

A

Figure'13. Transmitter-Receiver Pair..

Figure 12,also shows, the polarity of the magnetic, field of each coil at

one instant of the applied a.c. voltage. The upper end of each rotor coil is'
c.

a south pole. In the transmitter, the rotor field induces Currents in the

stator' coils"that produce fields opposing the rotor field. These same cur -

,rents.flow through the receiver coils to produce the magnetic polarities shown.

The rotor of the receiver lines up with the stator field of the, receiver.

Both synchros are 'shown in the electrical zero position in Figure 12. .The

polarity of each coil 'reverses at the freqdency of the applied voltage,.but

since''all polarities reverse at the same time, the receiver, rotor is held in

place.

In Figure 14, the transmitter rotor has been rotated through an angle of .

300. This increases the current through S3, decreases the current through S2,

RESULTANT
FLUX

Figure 14. Magnetic Polarities.

and'reduces the SI current to zero. Since the same currents flow through the

receiver stator coils,: the Magnetic'fielc(of thereceiver Stator also. rotates

by 30°. The receiver rotor turns:to'align its field with the stator field.

Alignmenttls never perfect btcause of friCtion in the motor bearings, but in

most systems the receiver angle will be within bne degree-ofthe transmitter

angle. In a system in which both shafts rotate continuously, the torque ap-

plied to the transmitter rotor is changeT d to electrical currenei that produce
4' .4

*..,.. -; .
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torque in the receiver rotor. Since torque is produced in the receiver only

when its rotor field lags behind its stator field, the receiver shaft position

lags behind the transmitterishaft position by about 3° In. .continuously rotat-

ing torque transmitters.

If the rotor leads of one of the synchros are reversed, as shown in Fig-

ure 15, the receiver rotor will be 180° out of phase with the transmitter

rotor,

Figure 15. Rotor Leads Reversedr--

If two of the stator connections are reversed, as shown in Figure 16,,

the receiver rotor will rotate'An the opposite direction from'the transmitter

roto-r.

Figure 16. .StatorConnections for
Rotation in 'OppoSite Directions.

DIFFERENTIAL SYNCNRO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

Differential synchro transmitters (generators) and receivers (motors)

are used with, other synchro devices to'produce an output shaft rotation that

,. is the sum.ordifference of the angular rotations of two, input shafts. The

,stator of the differential synchro is the same as for those alreidy discussed. .

The differential synchro rotor contains three coils (and, thus, three pole

pairs) connected as shown in,Figure 17a. -It can be represented' schematically

.

. EM -07 /Page 9
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4.

Figure 17. The Synchro Differential.

b.

by the diagram in Figure 147b. The rotor of such a differential synchro trans-
4

mitter is shown in Figure 18. The rotor of the receiver differs only in the

addition of an Inertia damper. At

COMMON CONNECTION

Figure 18. The Differential Rotor.

Figure 19a shows a'control circuit employing a differential transmitter.

Tileilmagnetic polaritiet of the S2 stator coils and rotor coils at one instant

', of time are also shown. Figure 19b is a more convenient way to draw the same

circuit. The-action of this,oircuit is'given by Equation 1.

y a _ Equation 1

where: y = Angle of rotation of output shaft of synchro receiver (TR).

a =_Angle of rotation of input shaft of synchio transmitter (TX).
. .

a = Angle of rotation of input shaft of dtfferenti-al transmitter (TM).

In this equation, positive angles. represent clockwise rotation. The use

of this equation is illuatrated by the data in Table-1. #

Page 10/EM47
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115V
6011z

a.

b.

Figure 19._ Control Circuit Employing

, Differential Transmitter.

TABLE 1. INPUT AND OUTPUT ANGLES OF A DIFFERENTIAL SYNCHRO SYSTEM

CONNECTED FOR ANGULAR SUBTRACTION (Angles in Degrees).

Input Angles Output Angle

y (TR), a (TX) a (To)

45 - . 45 0

45 45

0 , 41 45 -45 (ccw)

45 -45 (CCW) 90

-45 (CCW) 5
-45 -90 (CCW)

If the system in Figure 19 is operated on a continuous basis, the rota-
4 A

tional rates of the shafts have the tame relationship as those for the angles

given in Equation 1. The rotational rate of the output shaft the differ-

ence'in the rates of the input shafts ylith'olockwise rotation defined as psi-

tive.. E?camplit A illustrates the use of Equation 1, in solvinka problem. .

v

1 8

a
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EXAMPLE A: OUTPUT SPEED OF DIFFERENTIAL SYNCHRO CIRCUIT.
4

Given: In the synchro circuit'in fi 19, the input rotational rates

of the transmitter and the differential transmitter are as fol-

lows:

a =-1075 rpm clockwise (+)

a = 650 rpm counterclockwise (-)

Find: The rotational rate and direction of the receiver shaft (y).

Solution: y = a - 13. (Equation 1)

= (1075 rpm) - (-650 rpm) 47%

= 1725 rpm

= 1725 rpm clockwise 4

Figure 20 shows the' ame components connected to produde angular additions

instead of angular subtraction. In this case, the output angle is given by

Equation 2.

116V
60 Hz

Figure 20. Circuit for Addition of.Plaft Angles..

Y = a +

This equation leads:to the data in Table 2.

Equation

TABLE 2. INPUT AND OUTPUT ANGLES OF A DIFFERENTIAL SYNCHRO SYSTEM
CONNECTED FOR ANGULAR ADDITION (Angles in Degrees).

. Input Angles . -.0 Output Angle

a'(TX) . (TDX) y (TR)

45 45' , 90

45
,

0 45

0 . 45 45

. ,

45 . -45 0

.

-45
.

45 . - 0

Page 12/EM-02
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Differential synchro receivers*(moto) used' ill the same circujts

as thoie in Figures 19 and 20. A differential receiver accepts input signals

from two synchro transmitters. The same equations apply, except that a and y

are input angles and a is the output angle. This is illustrated in Example B.

EXAMPLE B: DIFFERENTIAL SYNCHRO RECEIVER SPEED.

Given: Two synchro transmitters and a differential synchro receiver are

connected as in Figure 20. The input rotational rates of the

transmitter shafts are as follows:

a = 200 rpm clockwise (+)

a = 350 rpm counkrclockwise (-)

Find: The rotational rate of the output shaft of the differential

receiver (a).

Solution: y = a + a (Equation 2)-

a = y - a ,R

= -350 rpm - 200 rpm

= -550 rpm

550 rpm counterclockwise (-)

THE SYNCHRO CONTROL TRANSFORMER

A synchro control transformer is a device used to produce an error volt-

age that is used by an e- ternal circuit to operate angular positioning motors.

Schematically, a synchro control, transformer looks exactly like a synchro

transmitter or receiver, and its construction is also similar.

Figure 21 shows a synchro control transformer in an angular control cir-

cuit. The rotor of the control transformer is connected to the mechanical

MECHANICAL LOAO

CZ CONTROL TRANSMITTER

CT CONTROL TRANSFORMER

116V A.C.

Figure 21. Synchro Control Transformer in a Control- Circuit.

POSMON1NG MOT OR

EM-07/Page 13
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load. The angular position of the load is controlled by the angular position

of the control transmitter (CX).

If the rotors of the two synchro mechanisms are in -the positions shown

in Figure 22, the output error voltage is zero and the control circuit sup-

plies no voltage to the positioning motor. If the transmitter rotor is 'ro-

tated through some angle, an error voltage is produced on the output terminals

of the control transformer. The-control circuit senses-this voltage.and turns

.E0
OUTPUT

VOLTAGE
ERROR

Figure 22. Transmitter-Control Transformer Pair.

on the positioning motor -to rotate_the mechanical load. The direction of the

turning motor is determined by the polarity.of the error signal. Since the

rotor of the control transformer is connected to the load, it rotates also.

When the control transforwer rotor is once again perpendicular to the trans-

mitter rotor, the error voltage is zero, and the control circuit turns off

the positioning motor.

CLASSIFICATION OF SYNCHROMECHANISMS

Synchrothechanisms are classified accordingto whether they have torque

or control capabilities. A .torque synchro is used to deliver a torque to a

'mechanical load. A control synchro will transmit control signals only; it

can drive an indicator, butnot a load. Synchros are classified according to

the following letter codes:

CX control transmitter

TX torque transmitter

T torque receiver

C co'htrol transformer

COX control differential transmitter

Page 14/EM-07
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lox torque differential transmitter

TDR torque differential receiver

Synchros built to military specificatiOns.have additional information

40
indicating size and frequency. F example, 23TX4 indicates a torque trans-

mitter that is 23 inches in diamete and operates on 400 Hz. Synchros usually

operate on 400 Hz or 60 Hz. A final digit of 6 indicates a 50 Hz synchro, :'

APPLICATIONS OF SVNCHROMECHANISMS

Synchro transmitter-receiver pairs and differential synchro systems are

widely used for the synchronization and control of rotating shafts in indus-

trial processes. Areas of application include paper mills, textile mills,

steel mills, and many other situations'in which shafts must rotate at, syn-

chronous or differential speed but are physically too far apart for mechanical

linkages to be practical.

The synchro controltransformer is widely used for angulaf positioning

of, antennas, telescopes, gun mounts, and other pointing devices.,

EXERCISES
4

1 Two shafts rotate in a clockwise direction with rates of 600 rpm and

900 rpm. A third shaft is to rotate clockwise with a rate of 300 rpm.

Draw a synchro circuit using a TX,, a TDX, and a TR that will accomplish

this. Indicate the rotational rate and direction of each shaft on the

diagram.

2. Draw a schematic diagram of a synchro transmitter-receiver pair in which

a clockwise rotation of the transmitter rotor produces a counterclockwise

rotation of the receiver rotor. ,

3. Two shafts rotate in a clockwise direction with rates of a = 600 rpm and

a = 900 rpm. A third/ihaft is to be driven at 300 rpm in the counter-

. clockwise direction.' Draw a synchro circuit tO accomplish this, using

a TX, a .TDX, and a TR. Indicate the rotational rate and direction of

each shaft on'the diagram.

4.- yha,t-happens in a control circuit employinTa synchro control transformer

the rotor connections of the transformer are reversed?

EM-07/Page 15
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5. Explain why the receiver rotor shaft will lag behind the transmitter,

rotor shaft by Ss much as 3° when a synchro transmitter-receiver pair

is.used for torque,transmission.'

6. Which of,the seven types of synchroinechanisms is never connected directly

to an a.c. power line?

LABORATORY MATEAIALS

Variable transformer, 0-130 V a.c.

Synchro transmitter type 23TX6 or equivalent with mount

Synchro receiver type 23TReor equivalent with mount

Synchro differential transmitter type 23CDX6 or equivalent with moUlft

VOM

Three 360° disk dials to fit synchro rotor shafts

Connecting wires

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 23, using the synchro transmitter

(23TX6).

Figure 23. Electrical Zero Experfrffiental

Circuit by Jumper Method.

2. Set the autotransformer voltage to 60 V. The synchro rotor will move to '

the electrjcal zero position. Set the shaft indicator dial to 0°.

4
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3. Repeat SteIs 1 and 2; using the synchro receiver (23TR6). Both dials

should remain set to read 0° at the electrical zero position throughout

the laboratory.

4. Using the circuit shown in Figure 24,,check the electrical zero of'both

synchros.

O

Figure 24. Electrical Zero Experimental
Circuit by Voltmeter Method.

5. Construct the ,circuit shown in Figure 25. Set the synchro transmitter

for 0°. Record the angular positions of the output shaft in Section 1

of the Data Table (direct stator connection)..

32 32
R2

Figure 25. First Experimental Circuit.

Rotate the input shaft to the other angles indicdted in..the Data Table-

' C and record the angle of the output shaft for each.

7. Disconnect the'power from the experimental circuit and rewire it as shiwn

in Figure 26, 1
0

/7
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figure 26. Seciond Experimental Circuit.

8. Re eat.Step 6 for this circuit, the output shaft,angle in the

"r rsed stator connection" column of the Data Table

9. Construct the circuit showh in Figure 27. .

Figure 27. Third Experimental Circuit.

10. Set the transmitter *for electrical zero (0°). The electrical 'zero, of

the differential transmitter (CDX) is its rotor posi/ion that produces 4

if
=a receiver .(TR) angle o 0° when the transmitter (TX) is at 0°. Set CDX

s

to the electrical zero and set its dial indicator to 0°.
,

il. Set the input shafts to the angular positions iftcated in Section 2 of

the Data Table 4nd record the output angle far each combination-.

12. Disconnect the power from the expimental circuit and rewire it assh wn

in _Figure 28.
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13. Repeat Step 11, recording data in Section 3 of the Data Table.

14. Refer to Exercise.3. Construct the circuit required in this exercise

and record data ontbis circuit in Section 4 of the Data Table.

15.' Evaluate the data in Section 4 to determine if the schematic drawnVin

Exercise 3 produces the desired 'results. Explain all findings.

DATA TABLE.

DATA 'TABLE

SECTION 1. -SYNCHRO TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER PAIR
(First and Second Experimental Circuits.

.

Input_Shaft (TX)
Angle

In Degrees

Output Shaft Angle (TR) In Degrees

Direct Stator
Connection

Reversed Stator
Connection

---

0

45 .

.

90

41 .. 135
.d/\

180 '
.

225

C.
270

'315 '

360

'SECTnN 2. ANGULAR SUBTRACTION WITH DIFFERENTIAL SYNCHRO
....-

,
, ,(Third Experimental Circuit).

'

Input Angles in Degrees
Output Angle (y) In Degrees-

a

0 45'

45 45
.

45 -45'

-45 45

90 180

-90
i

180.

'90 -180, .

.

,

-

-90
.....

-180 *,

-.

.
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Damta Table. Continued.
. (N

SECTION 3. ANGULAR DDITI'V WITH DIFFERPTIAL,SYNCHRO-
(Four i Experimental Circuit).

.

. ,

Input Angles In Degrees -

Output Angle*(y) In Degrees
a a

- 0 45, .
,

45 45 2
,

)

45 '-45.

-45 . 45 .

.

, 90 180,
'

.

-90 180

90 -180 ,

-90 -180

STION 4. FIFTH EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT
(See Exercise 3).

Input Angles In Degrees,
Output Angle (y) I Degrees J

a ,

0 .45
(

,

..

45- 45

45
.

-45 .

-45 45 .

90 i'80
. .

-90 180 .

90 -180

-90 _ -180

A
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